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UFOs; A HISTORY 1954: JANUARY-MAY

"It's landing!"

Panic gripped Pfc. Harrison Bennett the night of December 30, 1953 when a

brilliant, crimson point of light seemed to swoop close to his guard post.

Grabbing a butcher knife the terrified soldier ran into the darkness yelling:

"It's landing in the tank shed!" 1. The excited Army man found no invaders.

Likewise, the troops searching the area discovered no trace of anything un

usual.

New Year's morning.

At 4:20 a.m. the red mystery made another appearance in the sky. Soldiers
said it:"...moved northeast, then south, then north and remained over the

tank shed at an elevation of about 3500 feet... and that it lay under the moon
until morning." 2.

News accounts in the Washington Daily News listed official reactions to the
odd manifestations.

The base Provost Marshal, Major D.D. Pomerleau, witnessed the phenomenon and

reputation

light." 3.

The Marine base information officer, Major A.B. Ferguson, announced:"We did
at no time dispatch troops to fight off the invaders or capture them or wel

come them aboard or anything else." 4. The Washington Daily News, however,
did some checking and learned that official records stated:"A 13-man detail ar
rived (at 11:15 p.m. Dec. 30) from Camp Barrett and made a search of the area
in which the light was first seen. The search proved fruitless." 5.

The Marine guards were pretty worked up. Exactly what they were dealing
with eluded their understanding. When it was suggested the UFO was just an
aircraft navigation light, Private Viet lashed out:"That was no airplane. I
first thought it might be a weather balloon, but it wasn't. Either way, you
could have seen the shape." 6. Viet continued:"Nobody in the barracks
knows. They're just talking flying saucers, that's all. They're talking
about men from Mars and everything else you could name." 7.

The news media played it up. The Associated Press on January 4th proclaim-
ed:"Probe of Flying Light Is Started," and the United Press newsservice an-
nonced that:" a mysterious flying object landed and took off..." 8.

Convincing the press.

The following day(January 5th) newsmen were assembled at Ouantico to hear
an official explanation.

Major John Shearer" of Marine Intelligence and Major Pomerleau, Provost
Marshal, played host to the representatives of the Fourth Estate telling the
gentlemen that aircraft navigation lights were definitely the cause of the
uproar. The officers said that at 6:40 p.m. the strange phenomenon would

make an appearance. Sure enough, at exactly 6:40 someone shouted:"There it
is1" 9. The newsmen ran outdoors and beheld a faint, flashing, red point of
light low in the southwest sky and at the same time heard Major Shearer say he
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Bethurum did enjoy some success, but he never came close to replacing
George Adamski as the "foremost contactee." A measure of the difference
was the number of books Adamski sold compared to his Redondoan Beach rival.

Flying Saucers Have Landed outsold Bethurum's Aboard A Flying Saucer 15. by
sucPi a wide margliTit wasn't even a contest. Moreover,~Adamski wrote two
more books that were commerically published. Bethurum tried his hand at a
second work, Facing Reality, that was so boring evidently no publisher

would take a chance. .



could clearly see an airplane with red navigation lights with the aid of his

binoculars he had brought along.

At 7:45 p.m. another shout called attention to some lights rising straight

up some distance away. Again Major Shearer was able to interpet the source

of the lumination by announcing his binoculars showed the UFOs to be light

carrying weather balloons.

At 8:15 p.m. the Major pointed out a twinkling point in the heavens and

exclaimed:"It's a star!" 10. (One supposes this series of examples was an

attempt to explained all the reported motions of the mystery light:horizonal

movement, climbing movement, and hovering).

Finally, the reporters were taken to Washington National Airport to so

they could take pictures of the red tail lights on the airliners landing and

taking off. 11. (50,000 candlepower Grimes Beacons had been recently install

ed on the passenger planes)

The Quantico lights and civilian UFO experts.

Of course all this strange sky light business did not escape the attention
of Donald Keyhoe and Coral Lorenzen.

Keyhoe chose to title his version of the events"Cover-up at Quantico," 12.
while Coral Lorenzen headlined her group's UFO newsletter story on the subject:
"Attempted Landing at Quantico." 13. Mrs. Lorenzen told her readers any
further information on the Quantico case was unlikely due to security consid
erations. She also noted that APRO members living in Virginia knew of no re
ports of UFO activity in the region. 14.

Other civilian saucer detectives.

As Al Bender's order to shut down the International Flying Saucer Bureau
(IFSB)became effective on January 1, 1954; another civilian UFO organization
came into existence,"The Little Listening Post" which set up shop on Illinois
Avenue in downtown Washington D.C. Meanwhile, the Los Angeles, California,
"Civilian Saucer Investigations" group felt it had enough data to draw some
conclusions, deciding that the reality of unexplained aerial objects was ir
refutable, agreeing with the U.S. Air Force that "credible witnesses" were
reporting some incredible things."

The CSI people considered the reported objects incomprehensible to science

and therefore must be from another world an unknown distance away. Referring

to its modest data bank, the group declared:"There is little spectacular mat

erial in these reports, but the constant repetition of descriptions of well-

defined configurations and types of phenomena, the repeated reports of the

same flight characteristics, and global spread of the sightings all point de

finitely to the interstellar possibility." 16.

While CSI had reached a conclusion with some speed, m general the organ

ization suffered from a lack of vigor that contrasted sharply with the excel

lent qualifications of some of its members, and perhaps from a lack of plans

to go national. Satisfied with the little data it had already gathered,

there appeared to be no strong leadership on the issue of long term goals.

George Adamski.

The year 1954 started off with a long excerpt of George Adamski's Flying

Saucer Have Landed in the January issue of Pageant magazine. It was lnTro-

duced with a short note by the editor that denied the magazine would vouch

for the story but did call the material highly readable and having rare

"shock value" whatever that was suppose to mean.



However, not everything was going that great for Adamski. As feared, Jer-

rold Baker had rebelled and had talked freely to Janes Moseley, an editor of a

civilian UFO bulletin. Baker charged, that Adamski had faked nis so-called

space ship pictures by photographing a model. Moseley brought Baker's ver-

son of events and attacked the California contactee in the columns of Nexus_.

On January 4, 1954 Adamski pored out his anger in a letter to a faithfull

admirer of his, Laura Mundo of Detroit, Michigan, writing that Moseley was a

"young snip" who preferred "distorting the truth to thinking." 17.

An Air Force comment.

Besides Pageant there was Allen Long's essay in the January issue of Sci

ence Digest titled:"The Air Force Looks At 'Saucers.'" Since Long only

mterviewecTan Air Force spokesman, nothing much in the way of new infor
mation was included, yet it is interesting the way the spokesman discussed

the subject of "sensational UFO reports." The spokesman told Science Di-

gest it was Air Force policy to remain silent if a UFO viewer had suffered

an hallucination or had perpetuated a hoax. He admitted this policy had the

effect of deeping the mystery about the subject but it also had the advanage

of not detering future legitimate reports from sincere persons who feared
public ridicule.

With an unconcealed chuckle, the Air Force spokesman added:"You can never

tell when one of these darn things will land." 18.

UFOs downunder.

An Australian UFOlogist noted:"A few isolated reports were received in

the early SO's but it wasn't until the global wave of 1954 that we experi
enced a small flap. Melbourne, Victoria, was the scene of several des

criptions of saucer-shaped objects, some even during the daylight." 20.

New Years Day Captain D. Barker, a pilot for the Australia National Air

line, saw a strange object moving tens times faster than a jet and bigger
in size than a DC-3 at a low altitude above Yarra Valley in the Victoria
district. At 10:15 a.m. in the morning this object, having the appear
ance of a "huge metallic mushroom" and shooting off shafts of light, zoom

ed passed Captain Barker's plane, ducked into a cloud for a few seconds,
and then desended into the clear where the airliner pilot got a good look
at it. 21.

That afternoon at 2:30 p.m. a strange incident took place near Melbourne
where a "tumbling, box-like" object was reported in the sky which was "dived

on" by a ball of vapor(9)." Both "things" then disappeared. Later, an odd
smoking fireball zoomed across the heavens.

A little less than an hour later(3:17 p.m.) at Hampton, Australia, an ob

ject said to look like a "clear plastic flying dish" travelled across the
sky.

That evening at 8:45 p.m. a large metallic-looking object spewing a fiery

bluish"wake was sighted. One witness estimated the object was only some 300

feet in the air at one point in its travels but that seems unlikely since it
was visible from many different locations. 22.

Alice Springs, Australia.

Sometime in January a large, dark, round, object was sighted hanging

motionless in the air above Mt. Gillen, peak near the Australian town of

Alice Springs which is located in the very heart of the continent. The ob

ject was an estimated 150 feet in diameter. A photograph was taken of the

object while it was motionless and before it whizzed away at high speed, ac-



The Beffiucum'Story-Best Read' of_1953

Ha VbH In Spaa^MSS^^gM tee Star ifturri ~-i Left:

Hundreds of people in

Southern California re

quested copies of the

September 25, 1953

Redondoan Beach,

California Daily-

Breeze that carried

the Bethurum story; so

many in fact, the

article was reprinted

on January 1, 1954.

Bethurum "swears on a Bible"

he is telling the truth. The

book to the lower right is

his published account of his

supposed contact, Aboard A

Flying Saucer. This picture

appeared in the Santa Cruz,

California, Sentinel-News.



MEM3RATCDUM KB RECORD

prqbibo

1. To request approval far ATIC officer to travel to Rapid Clt7, South

Dakota, and Blsaarek, Horth Dakota, for the purpose of determining the orl-

(jln of a reported unidentified flying object.

FACT3 AJTO DECUB3I0B;

2. ' On 5 Aug 53 a sighting vas nado In the vicinity of Rapid City,

South Dakota, by n\m»rous reliable military and civilian ob^rvera. Another

sighting vas reported from Bismarck, North Dakota, on the n-van date and ap

peared to be the same object. The object »»■ also tracked by radar.

Investigation followed but vithcrat the aid of an astronomer and the case

reoalna unsolved.

3. Dr. Hynek of Ohio Btate University, contract astronomer to Project

Blue Book, has bad this case under study and believes that a satisfactory

conclusion D»y be reeched by a Joint on-the-spot Investigation.

h. Project Blue Book believes that this Is a significant case and

should be solved for the purpose of Its possible scientific value as veil

as to discourage Its use by vrltars vho nay draw their own conclusions In

lien of an trfTlclal nlutlon. It Is, therefore, xecuusuanded. that Cayt

Charles A. Eardin (in coapany vlth Dr. Hynek) proceed to Rapid City, 3o«th
Dakota, and Blsaarck, Worth Dakota, for «pprcadjwt*ly 5 days TDT. ig

cording to the Alice Springs Centralian Advocate which published the photo

(The exact date of this incident is not known to this writer --Loren Gross)
23.

January 3rd. More from Australia.

Melbourne airport was swamped with UFO reports by January 3rd. One of
them was about a thin, flat, shiny object which rocked back and forth high
in the sky over Victoria. As the thing flashed in the sunlight it threw off
a purplish halo of light. There was no sound as it took off at, according
to the report, "five degrees a second." The observer was John W. Boyle,

Vice-President of the Victoria branch of the British Astronomical Associa
tion, who saw the strange thing at 11 a.m. in the morning of January 3rd.
At first glance Mr. Boyle thought the object was a piece of paper being

tossed about by the wind. There was no surface air currents.

That evening at 8:30 p.m., also at Victoria, three women spotted a weird

spinning object. 24.



January 4th.

"There were some cases we could not explain. Never could."

The 4th fell on a Monday. That day Writer HacKinlay Kantor checked his

wristt<ratch early in the evening. He noticed it was 6:07 p.m. He had never

seen a flying saucer and was, as he discribed himself, a "grimly determined

Doubting Thomas." Besides, he was a successful literary professional, a Pul-

litzer Prize winner, so he had nothing to prove by "seeing things."

Kantor owned a beachhouse on Siesta Key, an island in the Gulf of Mexico

near Sarasota, Florida. He was standing on his private beach that Monday

when he sighted something motionless in the air out over the water. He
could only guess at its distance or its size but there seemed little doubt the
thing was one of the so-called flying saucers. He yelled for his wife but

his house was too far away so Kantor dashed over to his neighbor, Dr. Gilles-
pie, who had just stepped outside. Kantor yelled:"LOOK! LOOK!" and pointed

at the IJFO. Dr. Gillespie saw something and at first thought he was looking
at an airplane but quickly changed his mind when it was obvious the object
was standing still.

What did the thing look like? Kantor swears it resembled the "top third of

an apricot." If the object had any interesting details like "portholes" or

"windows," they could not be descerned due to the distance but a craved top

surface that gleamed from the light of the setting sun was visible and a rim

of some sort was seen running around the bottom and a dark shadow on the ob

ject's underside testified to its 3-dimensional character.

Now that he had a second eyewitness, Kantor turned to seeking some measure-

able data. Using some trees as reference points, he determined how may de
grees above the horizon the object was and also the thing's bearing.

It spite of how impressed Kantor was with the sight, critics like Dr. Men-

zel would have insisted the object was a balloon if the object had not co

operated in helping to prove it was a "high strangeness" object by suddenly

shooting away at an incredible speed. Fortunately Kantor had the thing un
der observation when it finally moved. He followed it with his eyes as it
took a diagonal, ascending course to the southwest. A veteran correspondent

who was familar with the latest aircraft, Kantor was astonished by the UFO's
velocity,comparing it to a streaking meteor.

Kantor checked his wristwatch again. The time was 6:11 p.m. He had

observed the UFO for some 4 mintues.

A man who knew his way around military establishments, Kantor rushed over

to Florida's ffac Dill AFB where he confronted Col. Michael He Coy, a comman

der of a bomb wing. Kantor excitedly told his story, drawing a picture and
urging that Project BLUE BOOK be notified immediately. Col McCoy just shug-

ged and remarked that BLUE BOOK would just insist on some conventional explan
ation,so why not forget the incident? Kantor stiffen and exclaimed he would
never forget!

As he would later write, Kantor did not have to believe in UFOs because
after his experience he knew such objects existed.

In 1965 when former Air Force Chief of Staff E. La May penned his auto

biography Mission With LeMay --My Story, Kantor was selected to aid the old
warrior by providing editorial idvice. During the preparation of the manu
script, Kantor broached the subject of UFOs. The General replied with the
usual Air Force comments about balloons, birds, stars, etc., but he admitted

that occasionally reputable individuals had seen something very odd. Ke

said:"There were some cases we could not explain. Never could." 25.



Second "landing" at Marignane'

What made Marignane field "so different9" There were thousands of air

fields in the world so why would Marignane in southern France be singled out

for two "UFO landings," assuming of course the incidents are true.

The first such "landing" took place back on October 27,1952 and was sup

posed to have been witnessed by French custom agent Gabriel Gachignaid. It

was now the evening of January 4, 1954. At Marignane field the air was cold

and there were gusts of wind. The sky was Moonless. Outside the great

Boussiron Hanger adjacent to the mam runway was M. Chesneau on fireguard.

The fellow huddled in a corner out of the blasts of chilly air, nonetheless

from his position he could still see much of the airfield, and as one can

imagine he was easily distracted from his boring duty by aircraft traffic.

The time was 9:00 p.m. and no aircraft was expected, yet out of the southern

sky came a luminous ball that approached the airstrip at moderate velocity.

The "plane" touched down, bounced a few times, and stopped. Astonished, M.

Chesneau ran to a phone to alert the control tower and Marignane field's

Officer-in-charge.

An immediate search of the area in the darkness discovered no "airplane"

or anything unusual. The thing, if it had landed, must have departed leav

ing no trace. With the light of day, however, there was a discovery on the

runway. Strange metallic fragments, dense, dark-gray, spheres with six inch

stems with curled ends; were scattered about on the tarmac. The stems look

ed as if they had been subjected to heat, "soldered" onto the spheres. The

forementioned information was gathered by French reporter Constant Vautra-

vers of the newspaper Le_ Provencal.

Gueiu investigates.

When French UFO investigator Jimmy Gueiu learned of the "landing," he

made numerous inquiries over the phone but didn't get anywhere. People

either refused to speak about the supposed incident or referred him to some

one else, and those who he was referred to, likewise had nothing to say. It

was the all too familar "run-around." It was even denied that UFO witness

even existed.

The reporter Vautravers eventually managed to contact Chesneau and set up

an interview, but the UFO witness never kept the appointment.

Airport police were questioned by radio reporter Pierre Cordelier, but
the lawman brushed off the incident as the "display of an experimental roc

ket." 26.

A Marseilles manufacturer who chose to remain anonymous informed the

press that he was motoring home with a car full of family and friends about

10:45 p.m. It was Tuesday evening, January 5, 1954(the day after the "land
ing" at Marignane). In the outskirts of Saint-Martin-deCrau the people in
the car spotted a big red globle hanging in the air. The witnesses had the
ball in.view for about three seconds before it jumped vertically at terrific

speed. A glowing ray or trail remained behind but it stayed visible for

only a few moments before fading. 27.

"Mystery Moon."

The witness noticed a "black, round, object with a lighted rim" station

ary in the sky. The thing was clearly outlined and was at an altitude of

23 degrees. The witness was A/2C Gordon E. Bruebach, an Air Policeman at

Wurtssmith AFB, Oscoda, Michigan. He first thought he was observing the

Moon. There was an overcast with thick clouds. The time was 8:00 p.m.,

January 6th.



For about 16 minutes the "Moon" hung in the dark sky above the wind in
dicator on the airfield. Was it close? Was it far away' Apparently there
was no way to know and no reason to get excited, but then the thing noved.

It:"...made a turn S degrees up and 7 degrees to the right, then straight
away until it disappeared." 28.

Tooma, N.S.W., Australia.

A couple of Australian gentlemen were on vacation near Tooma, Australia,
and were unaware a UFO flap was in progress. They had not been listening
to the radio nor had they been reading any newspapers.

At noon on January S, 1954 the men noticed something so odd they rushed
to telephone the R.A.A.F. headquarters in Melbourne.

It seems that in the eastern sky there was a trio of bright, round, ob
jects travelling very fast toward the west. What caught the eye was the
fact that although the objects were moving in one general direction --west,
they were at the same time "orbiting each other." After a time, the trio
changed their heading:"...one headed South followed by #2 and #3 after an
interval, line astern formation." 29.

January 6th. "They are not a joke."

The importance of the UFO mystery was underscored by the Superintendent
of Traffic Control, Department of Civil Aviation, Melbourne, Australia;
when on January 6th he officially released a collection of UFO reports
covering the period from November 1951 to July 8,1953. The areas studied
were New South Wales, Victoria, and Queensland. Witnesses comprised people
in impressive occupations: airdrome officers, control tower operators', pi
lots, etc. Phenomena listed included:Illuminated cylinders, star-like bod
ies moving at high speed, V-shaped formations of objects travelling sound
lessly, and one case that mentioned a glowing fishbowl-like thing that flew
around a DC-3. The Superintendent appealed for more reports statine-'Thev
are not a joke." 30.

Meteor or what?

'The American CIA surveying foriegn newspapers found the following in the
Liege, Belgium, newspaper Le Monde du Travail:

"On 7 January 1954 at 0420 hours, a Sabena pilot preparing to land
at Melsbrock saw a ball of fire low on the horizon, moving in a north-
northwesterly direction. The ball was white, edged with green,and was
followed by a long trail. The phenomenon illuminated the whole sky
and the pilot supposed at the time that it was a green rocket signal
set off by the airport authorities. Since the latter denied this, it
was assumed that he had seen the same light which was seen over
Dieppe." 31.

We have two sources that mention the phenomenon at Dieppe. Both tell of
a blinding explosion that turned night into dav and broke windows. It was
said the remains of the meteor, or whatever it was, fell into the English
Channel off shore near Dieppe. Witnesses abord a French trawler reported
the passage of a tremendous ball of fire leaving sparks m its wake. 32.

Jijnmy Gieu, a French source for this episode, asserts that the object
passed over the towns of Arras, Orchies, and Dieppe in a "series of short
curves" and for a time "hovered for a few seconds." 33.
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placalt a une Tlteaae trei gnnde

, mils ;aute de moyens de rtpere nl

1» Titesse de I'engln nl aa hauteu-
•-PPO*** nont pu «tre Ivalutei

1 D abord ca meniurmuom wot eta
dirr.cUes i Jalrt. mlnn par del
teconldeni : eniulW. to lumler»

4ta.lt trta dellclente - »
D'autre paxt. un employ* da to

3 H C. f- M. MalUot. QTJl »• trou-
«lt tur le « Pont de Mouciard «
■ tu I'engln au mime Instant.

Daprti lui. U I'agliialt d"un <*!•*
de forme drcutolre. «ul aurait «vo-

lue a une hauteur de 3J0O0 m. (7)
Lengln ie deplacalt uni aucun
bruit et M. Maillot put i« lulrre
dea reux, pendant auatre aecondei.

A LOrlS-LE-IAUNIER

Flualeuxi Ledonleni noua ont fait
aavolr quill Jurent. eux aunt, lei
temolni oculalrei de 1'etrange phe
nomene. CTait alnal que deux per

sonnel dlgae. de fol • un employe
dea P T. T- xt to Jeune fUle dun
buxaiute ledonlen. noui arr.nnent

avoir tu et observe avee ua etonne-
ment blen eomprehenilbte. aamedi
mitla. a 7 h. SO exactement. une

toule qul semblalt evoluer lente-
ment k la vertical* del monu de
Pannessltrei

■t Cet eogln. a une groise manda-
rlne s noui dlra to leune lUle. lals-
sa derr-ere luL au moment dc ra
acceltrn on. un fnorme panache

rougeorant. >
Diutrei toformittoni recuei de

La Marre. Mlrebel Crancot Tlen-

ncnt encore corrooorer lea arrjma-
I tlona de noa Ltdonlem I
. toui lei Umoma aont egxlement

■a.cco^d pour Hgnaler 1 UnmobU « ,
ptesoue complete de lengln pen-

' SUV quelque. d.nlnea de ■««»<•»
et too noide demarrage ea dlrec

I tlon de la Sulsse
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A CIA agent in North Africa discovered the following in a French lang

uage newspaper. Thetagent documented this:

"At approximately 0427 hours on 7 January 1954, a fiery disk, fol

lowed by a luminous trail, was sighted in Arras, Pas-de-Calais Depart

ment. An observer stated that the disks remained motionless in the

sky for an instant, after which it flew away and disappeared over the

horizon." 34.

(See French newspaper clipping from the La Bourgogne Republicaine)

The Belgium "bolide" seen on the 7th by the Sabena pilot, white edged

with green, gives some interest to a Brooklyn, New York, UFO report. For

three nights straight some wonen at a Brooklyn address reported something

that resmbled a large dinner plate that was very bright in the center:"...

with light streamers like sparks which seemed to run from the center of the

core to the outer rim. The outer rim seemed to be of a deep green color

that shimmered like haze..." 35.

The UFO was seen stationary at a high altitude when first seen and after

ward shooting up too fast for the eye to follow.

The object was always to the west in the direction of Seagate on January
7th at 1:45 a.m., January 8th at 1:30 a.m., and January 9th at 11:30 p.m.
36.

January 8th. UFOs over Berlin.

U.S. Air Force OSI records state:

"On 8 January 1954, a German resident of the American Sector of Ber

lin noted an unidentified object, similar in appearance and size to

a full moon, traveling in a straight path from northwest to southeast
over the American Sector of Berlin. Time of observation was 2027

hours (local time), and source observed the object for a period of
approximately five (5) to seven (7) seconds, at which time it dis

appeared behind the surrounding buildings. Weather conditions at

the time of observation were clear sky, a new quarter moon, wind ap-

proxijnately five (5) to ten (10) miles per hour, and temperature 20

degrees to 25 degrees F. Source could give no identifying aero

dynamic features but stated that there was no sign of exhaust trail

nor could any sound he heard from the object. The object traveled

in a straight line at a constant altitude and speed. Source was
unable to estimate altitude of the object but stated that speed of

the object appeared to be twice that of a jet fighter aircraft but
much slower than the speed of a meteor." 38.

More UFO news from Australia.

On January 8th a bright orange UFO with the appearance of two saucers

rim-to-rim was seen over Hamilton at 9:45 p.m. according to the observer,
Mr. Alan Brown.

Hours later, approximately midnight, at Sale, Australia, a Mr. R. Cobain

and his neighbor viewed an aerial object low on the horizon move up and

down, and change from red, to green, and then back to red. 39.

The next day the press quoted an officer of the Royal Australian Air
Force:



Keporr.

Sighting Flying-Saucers
Tot the third time In os'iruui.

days report* from persons, who
said they had observed "strange

metallic-colored disks" In the skies

near Athens, came In Thursday.

Mrs. T. M. Taylor, Murchlson

postmistress, stated that she had

seen one ot the objects on Tues

day prior to the time that Mrs,

A- L- Skinner, Athens housewife,

nude the first reported sighting.

Mrs Taj lor said she saw the

object from her back void as she

was hanging out clothes and said

that she was certain what she aaw

was not a reflection She said the

object was shining brighter than

any plane iiMloction she hutl ever

icon.

She said there was no vapor

troll, as is sometimes lett by Jet-

planes, or no sound of uiuln

IMii Taylor said she sighted the

object between 13 and l.Ofl o'clock.

Tuesday, and thought that she

watched it three or four minutes.

She said she could not determine

the shape of tb« thing but that

it definitely-was not moving, Just

hovering m tht north, at approx

sky.

a 90 degree angla In the

Mrs. Taylor said she ran to

ward her house to call her hus-

r-iriil but that when they returned

the object had gone.

Mrs Skinner's sighting was also

made while she was hanging out

clothes but she was able to give

a more accurate description of

what she saw and it is believed

from the accounts of the .incident

that Mrs .Skinner's sighting was

at a closer'range.
Another sighting made the some

day as Mrs Skinner's but also

unr^ported at the time was made

by a man who lives about five

mllos northeast of Murchison. He

requested his name be withheld

rrom the account.

Hf> said he made lus sighting

at 9 15 in the eastern part of th.

sky a 11 rpuarently ot a grt.n
rilstonr-e ;.t\ sy. H* said h' first

thought I-.r 1 ad seen a jot because

of hit- or vapor ij.iUj In the
vicinity

He said he watched the object

or some time, however, and

//a--

became convinced that it was not

a plane because of the rapid speed

at which the thing was climbing

The man, who Is a former service

man, said the gleaming object

was going straight up at an ap

parently tremendous rate of speed

He said he knew that the Air

t'orce rave so"ne jets that wit,

fly faster than the sp*»«d of sound
but that thei don t appeal- to bs

moving so fast when observed at

gteat distance

He said the object "snot"

straight up ror a time_ and then

headed into thp east and quickly

disappeared.

Phil Dibeit. 11 'I > l»»r Motnutgjt
Telegraph icporii'r, reported s«c-l I
ing an unidentified object near

Winona W"<livsday morning. Ills

description lifcd the one given

by Mrs. Skinner, although it was

not as detailed lie said that one

disappeared tn t'ne sarne manner

as tne one seen by Mrs. Taylor

Further mports had been re

ceived by The Athens Review Fri

day morning but an interview with

the observers had not been arrang

ed at press time

■1
' %
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"I believe, from the information we have received, that the ob

jects could have an interplanetary source. People on earth should
be able to fly into*outer space within about 40 years. Why shouldn't
people on other planets have already reached this stage?" 40.

Lock, Nevada. (See teletype report)

South America "wakes up."

There are scant sources of information in English but it seems UFO

sightings began to emanate from South America at this time. Coral Loren-

zen of the civilian group APRO had yet to establish what would become pro

bably the best Latin American UFO information network ever, but she did

leam that on January 9, 1954 a wire press story datelined Lima, Peru,

discussed the idea of a "UFO base" near Maranon River because of the "fre

quency of sightings in the area." 41.

Searching for something? Further comment on the American mystery.

Some 30 miles northwest of Quantico where the Marines were excited by

repeated visits by a supposed low-flying UFO is the city of Warrenton,

Virginia. Observers at Warrenton noticed a strange orange light moving

about in an undulating manner an estimated 30 feet above the tops of the

trees in the area. Speculation by the witnesses centered on the light

being some kind of aerial camera searching the countryside. 42.

France too.

Similarily, a UFO was reported wandering about over the countryside of

France. The thing put on quite a show for two hours:6-8 a.m. on January

9th.

According to an investigator of the French civilian UFO group Ouranos,

a Charles Garreau, the sky object in question appeared first over the com

munity of Luneville where it was seen glowing a brilliant scarlet. The

same object was then over Nancy glowing yellow, and then above ffontigny-le-

Roy and two other towns, Langres and Gemeawx, where the object appeared red

with green stripes. Finally, the thing was visible moving over Poligny

showing a yellow-red color and leaving a blue trail behind it.

Garreau makes no mention of the color of the UFO when it passed over

two more towns but did say something about the object's maneuvers. As the

thingsped over Chaumont it changed course while under observation, making

a sharp turn and when arriving at Lons-le-Saulnier the thing hovered for a

bit before speeding away leaving behind a huge red plume of smoke.

Generally, the UFO's speedvaried as did the altitude as indicated by

witnesses statements, and the apparent size ranged from an orange to the

full moon. 43.

Australia yet again.

Another story of a UFO moving about in a seeming aimless fashion was a

report by a pilot for the Australian National Airlines, Capt. W. Booth,

who was flying a passenger plane in an airlane about 100 miles northeast

of Adelaide when just after sunset he sighted a strange object directly

ahead an estimated 50 miles. The UFO was moving erratically, circling

slowly and then shifting side to side. 44.

In the sky over Adelaide, from 2:30 to 3:15 a.m. January 10th, a UFO
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CL PRIORITY

If 3904TM COMPOSITE WC STEAD AFB NEV 1416452 .

~ IEI_OF STAFF USAF WASH DC
A* MARCH AFB CALIF . -.

OFFICER ATIC VPAF6 OHIO r,. "
COLORADO SPRINGS COLORADO -i-

H - UNCLASSSKED

Cftt WI 424
UFOB. THE FOLLOWING REPT IS SUBMITTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH AFR 200-2
DTD 26 AVG 33 AND AFR 2M-2A DTD 2 NOV 33X 1. DESCRIPTION OF THE
OBJECT! A. ROUNS IN SHAPE. B. ABOUT THE SIZE OF A GRAPEFRUIT. C.
OBJECT WAS YELLOW WITH 2 REDDISH DIM LIGHTS ON RIGHT SIDE IN PARALLEL

POSITION. D. THERE WAS 1 OBJECT. E. NOT APPLICABLE. F. OBJECT WAS
QUITE B8ILLIART UNTIL TIME OF DISAPPEARANCE THEN DIMMED OUT CONSIDERABLY.
G. NEGATIVE. H. NEGATIVE. I. NEGATIVE."2. DESCRIPTION OF COURSE OF
OBJECT* A. QUITE DARK WITH ATTRACTION MADE BY BRILLIANT YELLOWISH
3LOW, B. NEGATIVE. C. NE8ATIVE. D. OBJECT MOVED IN AN UNUSUAL,
JAVY PATTERN. TO THE WEST, REMAINED STILL FOR A FEW MINUTES, DROPPED
FOR AN ESTIMATED SEVERAL HUNDREB FT TO THE SOUTH, THEN BOUNCED UP
AND SOWN SEVERAL TIMES AND RETURNED TO ITS ORIGINAL POSITION.
E. FADES SOMEWHAT AND DISAPPEARED OVES THE HORIZON AWAY FROM THE
OBSERVERS. F. OBJECT WAS IN SIGHT APPROXIMATELY 7 MINUTES. 3. „ -
MANNER OF OBSERVATION* A. GROUND-VISUAL, FROM CABOOSE OF TRAIN.
3. NEGATIVE. C. NOT APPLICABLE. 4. TIME AND DATE OF SIGHTING: A.

1045Z, 8 JULY IS5*. B. NIGHT. 5. LOCATION OF OBSERVERS: A. 10 MILES
^XDRTHEAST OK^L LOCK, NEVADA- (.HB DEGREES 11 MINUTES N-118 DEGRj
"238 MINUTES W). S. IDENTIFYING INFO Jf OBSERVERS: A. MMT""""
■>CZ 38; MAILING ADDRESS^MMfllHHP^PARK^NEVADA) BlB
.'OR SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILplWWB^PAGE f
■,2dress ^■■■■■■■■■peno, nevabaj engineer for-southern pacific.
7. weatherTIwD UInjds aloft conditions at time and place of sightings
a. clear night, calm, cool. stars were out. b. north at 3 mphj
251300 ft. c. unlimited. d. 40 miles. e. negative. f. negative.
2. any other unusual activity, etc: negative. 9. existence of any
physical evidence, etc: none. 10. interception or identification
action taken, etc: negative. 11. location of any air traffic in the
area at time of sighting: none. reported by civic aeronautic agency
*)r by stead afb. 12. position title and comments of the.preparing

5fficer; etc* negative

15/1950Z

Unclassified*

DOWNGRADED AT 2 * EAR INTERVALS I
DECLA£Si:-ro ..\>-TER 12 XEARS.
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was watched by four witnesses. It also moved erratically, hovering, and

shifting up, down, and sideways. It changed from orange to white. One

of the witnesses claimed that a tiny brilliant point of light was seen fly

ing around the bigger light. 45.

"Celestial Phenomenon."

We have no date and time concerning the case, but there was a curious

story in a Swiss paper dated January 10, 1954. The CIA collected the

following clipping and translated it into English. It read:

"For a few seconds, inhabitants of Gemeaux, Cote d1 Or Department,

recently observed in the sky a red ball surmounted by a triangle.

The phenomenon moved on without leaving a trail. The same obser

vation was reported by several witnesses from Nouvelles-les-Champ-

litte and Langras." 46.

Another CIA report from the European press stated:

"At 1030 hours on 12 January 1954, a 'flying saucer' crossed the

sky over Saint Arnaud, in the Constantine(Tunisia) area. The photo-

menon was witnessed by many persons, including Cunat, director of

the Ecole Clemenceau, and his staff and students. The witnesses

described the object as a luminous disc moving from west to east,

leaving long trails similar to ribbons. Its speed did not appear to

be great, but it was impossible to determine its altitude. It quick

ly disappeared over the horizon." 47.

Saucer at a West Coast airfield?

Coral Lorenzen, the director of the civilian UFO group, was tipped off

on January 12th that Dr. Hynek and a BLUE BOOK officer had departed from

Dayton on a special field investigation (It was the Rapid City incident ap

parently) . Wondering what was up, Coral Lorenzen wired Frank Edwards to

ask if he had heard of anything making the rounds in Washington. Edwards

replied in a hurry, informing the lady APRO director that there was an odd

rumor circulating concerning the crash or landing of an unidentified object

at a location near the California-Oregon State line five weeks earlier, and

that certainly that might well be the reason for the departure of the UFO

investigators from Wright Field. Edwards said he had held off on the sen

sational news until more details could be gathered.

The next day Edwards couldn't contain himself, going public by telling

his radio listeners that the recent restrictions imposed on newsmen by the

BLUE BOOK people,on the grounds that "Donald Keyhoe's book Flying Saucers

From Outer Space had generated too much interest," may not 5e the real rea-

son for the censorship, that perhaps it was because a "captured flying disc

may be undergoing an examination at a West Coast airfield."

Mrs. Lorenzen's pulse rate shot up over this news so she notified the

readers of the APRO Builetin (January 15, 1954 issue) that due to Frank

Edwards' information,and the apparent yearly pattern of massive UFO sight

ings during the Summer months, the "saucer story is about to break" and

that:"In view of this only quarterlyfnot yearly) subscriptions will be

accepted." 48. Such optimism!

We do know that there were restrictions imposed. That is a fact.



"Discourage its use by writers."

Due to the impressive nature of the August 5,1953 UFO sighting at Rapid

City, South Dakota, special orders were cut to send a follow up investiga
tive team to do an on-the-spot inquiry. A BLUE BOOK memo stated in part:

"Project Blue Book believes that this is a significant case and

should be solved for the purpose of its possible scientific value as

well as to discourage its use by writers who may draw their own con

clusions in lieu of an official solution. It is, therefore, recom

mended that Capt Charles A. Hardin(in company with Dr. Hynek) proceed
to Rapid City..." 49.

"Brass curtain."

In the U.S. there was less official cooperation. BLUE BOOK banned visits

by newsmen. On January 6th the Cleveland Press complained in a headline:

"BRASS CURTAIN HIDES FLYING SAUCERST1 The Washington Daily News' story on
this read:

"The Air Force will be unable to honor visits to the ATIC because the

volumne of requests for information has seriously interfered with in

vestigations. The mail has become so heavy that the two or three per

sons detailed to investigating unidentified flying objects --called

UFOs --are not getting anything else done." 50.

Kelly AFB, Texas.

A radar case dated January 14, 1954 located at Kelly AFB, Texas was ex

plained as:"Weather effects as indicated by motion, estimated speeds, and

duration and persistance..." 51. The teletype report mentions:

"OBJECTS REMAINED ON PPI SCOPE OF RADAR SYSTEM FOR APPROXIMATELY

ONE HOUR AND FIFTY MINUTES ESTIMATED RATE OF SPEED OF OBJECTS FROM

100 TO 6,000 MILES IN A RADIUS OF 30 MILES. THREE OBJECTS JOINED

TOGETHER FOR APPOXIMATELY THREE MINUTES AND THEN SEPARATED WITH A

DEFINITE HEADING..." 52.

There was fog and rain in the area which boosts the theory atmospheric

conditions were causing the strange targets, yet the following part of the

teletype report is odd, which said of the objects:"...DISAPPEARED WHEN

LOCAL AIRCRAFT WAS IN AREA RETURNED AFTER AIRCRAFT DEPARTED." 53.

The intense interest of the CIA in what may be considered "border
line" UFO sightings (like the ones given above) is more understandable when
one ponders the newsstories that appeared at this time:

"January 14, 1954:New York newspapers state that Dr. Clyde Tom-

baugh of Lowell Observatory, is searching the skies for a group of

tiny moons believed to be circling the earth at altitudes of from

10,000 to 240,000 miles. He is using the new Schmidt telescope.

These little satellites are from one foot to 120 feet in diameter.

The new telescope could photograph a forty-two foot object 100,000

miles away, and a four foot object 10,000 miles away. The U.S.

Army Ordnance Corps is interested, because for one thing, the dis

covery would assist in estimates of the cost of establishing sta

tions out in space." 54.
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Further comment on this issue was contained in a newsstory on the 18th,

in which it was stated, that it was "within the realms of possibility" that

missiles could be launched at American targets from structures in orbit and
that aircraft pilots flying domestic routes needed to keep a sharp look-out

of suspicious "UFOBs" that might pose a threat to the security of the Unit

ed States. (See newspaper article)
Drew Pearson, in his "Washington Merry-Go-Round" column, also dewelled

on the mission of the Air Defense Command and lIFOs, even the idea that the

Air Force was considering the planet Mars as a subject of investigation!

(See newspaper article)

[The .Washington

lAF Missiles to Scan Mars
By Drew Pearson

It isn't being advertised, but
the Air Force will send high

flying observation planes and
guided missiles into the upper
a t ns o s ? here _
for a clour FI
look at t h e [■ |
planet Mars inn
June, when

Mars will ap

proach nearer

to the earth s,,

than at any

time in the last

13 years

Flying sau-

cer enthusiasts

:ay the elusive
saucers have Pearson

always been spotted in greater
numbers when Mars is close to

the earth The Air Force is
skeptical about this, since no

evidence has been uncovered
linking flying saucers with other'
planets.

However, the Air Force will

cooperate with scientists by

'sending up observation planes

land guided missiles for a closer
.look. The missiles will he

■equipped with special instru
ments trained on Mars, and will

be shot into the stratosphere.
In addition, a scientific expedi
tion will journey to Bloem-

fontein. South Africa, closest
point on earth from which to
observe our neighbor planet

Meanwhile, the Air Force hasi «N~ orders have been issued'
complied a special report, as Dy the Air Defense Command to!

yet unpublished, summing up its j^ fighter units to fire on un-1
findings on flying saucers Thisi'ldentlfied aerlaj phenomena."'

acknowledges that 20 percent of states the flying saucer report
the flying-saucer reports 'can- ..The Alr Defense Command is
not be definitely associated with
familiar_things.

"The difficulty in evaluating
these unexplained reports," ac

cording to the Air Force docu
ment, "is based largely upon
the insufficiency of accurate
basic data such as sue, shape,

composition, and flight charac

teristics of the objects . . .

"The majority of reports of

aerial phenomena have come

from civilians," continued the
document "About 8 percent

come from civil airlines pilots,
.while approximately 25 percent

are reported by military per
sonnel. Reports have been re

ceived also from highly quali

fied scientists "

The Air Force adds that Iti

charged with air defense of the
United States, and its mission
is to attack anything airborne
which is known or appears to

be hostile. This should not be
interpreted to mean that our
pilots will fire haphazardly on

anything that flies." \

In an attempt to photograph

a flying saucer, the Air Force,
will set up diffraction-grating |

cameras at various air towers'

and also use "a continuously 1

operating Schmidt telescope1

equipped with a camera. This

telescope has a wide aperture
lens and is capable of covering

a cone of ISO degrees or nearly
the whole sky from horizon to

horizon. This equipment will

make it possible to get on a

"has'received many report 5'*"» of photographic plate, .
unusual images on radarscopes." complete record of what hap-

:. but points oit that "It is fairly «*»? in the sky at night" |
[well established that some of

!these images are ground objects,

reflected from a layer of warm1
air above the earth .

Still another CIA report, again from Tunisia, stated:

"At 1330 hours on 18 January, many persons in Saint Arnaud observed

an object leaving a double trail of white smoke, describing an im

mense circle over the town. Several officers at La Remonte even

heard a strange sound made by the object, which seemed to have come

from the north. (A similar observation had been made on 16 January,

when the object had come from the west.) The meteorological sta

tion at Oued Hamimime airport(near Constantine) reported that it had
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observed a double trail of smoke at 1400 hours but concluded that
the smoke came from a plane flying at great altitude.

"At 1430 hours, inhabitants of Setif saw an object arrive from the

east, emitting bluish smoke trails and moving relatively slowly.

After circling above the town for several seconds, it suddenly head

ed back in the direction of Saint Arnaud at great speed. Most of

the spectators described it as being cigar-shaped and flying at high

altitude.

"Finally, at 1645 hours on the same day, a large, luminous.rectan

gular-shaped object was seen over Ouled Djellal(200 kilometers south

west of Setif) for over 30 mintues following a rectilinear course.

The object came from the east and disappeared toward the west." 55.

"Saucerer Royal."

Even given the confusion of the times, it is still rather curious that on

occasion so little resistence was made to Adamski's claijns. A case in

point is the missive penned to the contactee's co-author, Desmond Leslie, on

January 18,1954. Leslie, nick-named the "Saucerer Royal" because he knew

members of the British Royal family and various VTPs, had presented a free

copy of Flying Saucers Have Landed to one of those VIPs, the Hon. George

Ward, British" Secretary of State for Air. In a letter with the foremen-

tioned date, Ward told Leslie that the unusual volumne was "fascinating,"

but no doubt the warm tone of the review was due to the fact the men were

chums and was contained in a private communication. 56.

i warn airmen-,

? watch out for
Voidedmissiles
o —

„; Report Flying Objects,

3 Pilots Told
(<Wr*«* Ti tow l"'n* »•■>«•!

Washington Jan 18 — Air

force intelligence officials tmc

jlerted airmin againM ihe pos-

Sibilii> of enemy guided nu

iiUu that might be pooh poohed

4> fl)int; aauccrs, restricted air

func doiuincnti ju»l nuce

public disclosed toddy

Urging ihjt the LtFOBS

.'unidcnlrfud flymjj object^ sc

imported a» rapidly jnd com

plctcly -» poviiblc the 3j-

force Mia the possibility tn-t

hostile aircrjfi or mi»nles may

first be rcRjrdcd a» Hying oo-

ec'i by the initial observer it

real '

The atr force said "to dale

the flymg object* reported

have imposed no threat to tic

security of the United Sum

and its possession* ' But .1

wjrncd that some of tts

strange objects reported have

not been explained *aiis(act*-

rdy

Satellite MIs»les

' Within the realms of pos

sibility, and of intelligence in

terest, arc contemplated de

signs for projecting miSMies

vehicles or structures to some

point m *pace," Ihe air furce

said "where the force of gr*v

tty u jusl enough to keep it

in a fixed orbit around the

earth

' Any such man-mada bodies

criming around the earth lAi.

a moon are called satellites.

If the satellite is launched at

a musile it may be designed

to remain in its orbit until

tuch time that it can be man'

euvcrcU pointed to, and fired

at wme point on the emh,

by remote control from the

earth '

The air force said Ihe earth

iatellile would require a

bunching *peed of about 24

000 feet per second A span

Uiip to euape from the earth i

gravity pult into the freedom

of Ihe space between the stars,

would require a launching ve

locity of 36,700 feet per sec

ond

ladervater Tbxtat

Airmen were urged to keep

on the lookout and report im

mediately any flyuig objects or

missies of ucustut shape and

radical designs. This warning

was interpreted as in indica

tion that, the Russians may at

tempt to uac robot weapons

that do not resemble the cigar-

shaped or wmged type mis

siles generally known in this

country

la a general description of

guided missiles that might be

Jetected, the air force included

che possibility of missiles fired

rom underwater by subma-

ines. Missiles, it said, " could

tt hunched under water, to

>reak surface and take a

light coursa to th« target sun*

tar to ground launched mis-

ilei"

Missiles, the air force said,
mid have a variety of war

cads containing ordinary ex*
'osives, poison gas, gernu,

opaganda leaflets, or atomic

* plosives, "by far tho most

vutatingly powerful mill

ry weapon known to man."

hypothetical design of the

omic warhead showod two

>ruoiu of atomic explosives

ought together lnstantane-

sly by i prop* IIant charge

tonated by a fuse, which

ltd be set o(f upon contsulL
i heat seeking device, ufra-
I rays, sound waves, radar.

urne delay mechanism.
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January 25th.

On the above date secret orders came down from the British War Office and
Air Ministry directed to servicemen to not discuss in public any UFO sight
ings they may make. 57.

January 26th.

"I felt rather disturbed at first."

Yet another "meteor-like" phenomenon swept over France terrorizing people.

At 4:50 a.m. on January 26th a strange thing appeared above Dijon moving
northwest, a giant orange oval spewing a dazzling stream of vapor behind it.
The thing gave off considerable light, a part of which was a momentary violet

ray. It's unlikely the object was a meteor if there was any truth to re
ports that place its passage at an altitude less then 4,000 feet. We know
that a cloud ceiling was at 4,000 feet so unless the layer was very broken
it seems evident the object was. below that level given its brilliance. Al
though it may not have been a "saucer," its effects were nonetheless unnerv

ing. At Nuits-Saint-Georges.a M. Guyennot was quoted as saymg:"I felt
rather disturbed at first and asked myself if I were dreaming." 58. Another
fellow became blinded momentarily, and still another, a M. Louis Jacquot of
the town Liffol-le-Grand, told police:"It looked as though the sky was split

ting in two. I had a sharp burning sensation in my eyes and ears." 59. Some

people covered their eyes in fear, while others ran away seeking safety in

flight. 60.

January 27th. The "Meteor question."

The meteor question came up in the Swedish press on January 27th. An
American CIA agent noted the item and supplied headquarters with this trans

lation:

"Meteor expert Bertil Iindblad of the Lund Observatory has submitted
a reassuring report to the Swedish Defense Staff, regarding the fly
ing saucer which a Transair Airlines pilot, Capt Ulf Christiernsson,

reported he saw on 17 December over Hassleholm and the large meteor

sighted over southern Sweden, Bornholm, and Denmark on 9 January.

In this report, Lindblad, who holds that the Hassleholm flying saucer

may well have been a meteor,'gave the scientific explanation, from a

military point of view, of the suspicious fact that most of the balls

of fire fly in from the east.'" 61.

Sacramento, California.

In the United States, the State of California had its own visit by an

"orange-colored meteor."

On January 27th the local Ground Observer post at Fairfield located in
the north central valley flashed a UFO report to the regional Sacramento

Filter Center. The six civilians at the Fairfield post discribed a round,

orange-colored object at an estimated 5,000 feet travelling horizonally.

After being in view for some moments, the object abruptly shot straight up

and was lost from view when it entered a cloud layer. 62.

Quantico again.
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There was a flurry of excitement again at Quantico, Virginia, on Jan
uary 27th when something big and unidentified was reported flying only 25

feet above the ground in the area. A search was made by military air
craft. 63.

Yellow-orange "meteor."

A CIA report on a North African press story read:

"According to statements by several persons, a round, luminous,

yellow-orange appeared in the sky over Algiers at 152S hours on

27 January 1954; it was moving in the direction of Cap Matifou.
The object grew larger, until it was two or three times the size
of the Sun; then it diminished in size and disappeared on the hor
izon, sinking, seemingly, into the sea." 64.

"Special instruction on UFO reports."

BLUE BOOK records contain a three page letter-report concerning the
sighting of an unknown object hovering very high over Blackstone, Vir
ginia, the afternoon of January 28, 1954. The object was said to have
been a "shiny, white-colored, flat oval" that remained stationary during
the entire time it was under observation by a witness on the ground.
There was nothing in the report that would have disqualified a big Sky
Hook balloon, on the other hand what little data there was did not prove
the thing was not a spy platform from the planet Mars either, except for
the fact that the former suggestion was a more, we have to admit, likely
possibility.

What catches the eye of the UFO researcher, however, is the wording
in the paperwork that accompanies the UFO report. It states that the°
usual Air Force report Form 112 was not utilized because the "Director,
Office of Security Investigations* to the 21st District Office of Spec
ial Investigations," had authorized UFO reports in a "letter form." The
21st District was headquartered at Langley AFB, Virginia, and its juris
diction included a very important region(Washington D.C., CIA Headquar
ters, etc.). One supposes the "special letter form permission" was
given for one of two reasons:(1.) It made the report a quicker read, or
(2.) The letter form made it possible to include information in more de
tail. (A person might also surmise that no proper forms were on hand but
note it was the security people who made the request).

It is also worth nothing that the "UFO letter" was addressed to the-
"Director of Intelligence, Headquarters USAF, Washington 25, D.C," and
that BLUE BOOK at ATIC, Dayton, Ohio, was only routed an "information
copy."- One can see the potential for mischief here. If it was possible
to bypass BLUE BOOK, was it being done?

"Nobody pays attention."

The United Press newsservice would have people believe the UFO issue
was dead. (See news clipping)

I have underlined these two words because I wonder if there was official
worry over a threat to the nation's security. ---Loren E. Gross
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Sensation

Flying Saucers Still Around

But Nobody Pays Attention
NEW YOHK—(UP)—Question—Whatever happened to'

flying saucers' Answ er—They re still bouncin; around in the

sky but people now pay them no mind. I
This Is strange when you re

member how much attention they
used lo get. In 1952. L300 were
lighted and duly reported. Last
year the number dwindled to a

little more than 300
Yet they're still to be seen,

merely by looking upward almost
any night — and on many days.

Dr Donald 1L Meiuel astrono
mer physicist director of the
Harvard College Observatory

and top scientific authority on
flying saucer* said there were

'lltrnlly hundreds of varieties.
He revealed In an Interview

that there are two kinds which
are even more numeious than his
previous studies had indicated.

Flying Fungus

The luminous fungus which
causes rotting wood to glow is

responsible for one. Night flying
birds like owls or bats get eov i

ered with this lowly vegetable

and shine in the dark.

The other kind he Is up-grading

are "made" by oveiheid wires
They reflect moving ground

lights, up into the night «ky Thi«

bewilders night sk> gazers unless

they re hep to what s loing on.

Each variety of flying saucer
he said represents a phenomenon

of nature of one kind or another

Rainbows are one kind, only

they re not called flying xaurer«
Most flying saucers out their

existence to earth s atmosphere -
io what the atmosphere can rio

in freakUh wa>s wiih the light)
at the sun. planet*, or Mar thai

comes into it from thov* or
wlih man made lights which en
ter It from below

No IJtIU ft.mrtlaAs

Menzel believed he had studied
most If not all the flying saucers
reported, and h* was quite cer

Utn "that ih« phenomenon re-

ported as flying saucers does not

In any way require th« hypothe

cs ol Imerpnanetary travelers

ior an explanation."
He may be largely responsible

for the fut deflation of the fly
mg uucer craze which only a
year or so ago was making many

people Jittery He did It simply
by explaining to people what fly
ing saucers really were, because

he thought the public was being

exploited by those who wish to
keep up the Illusion that the
saucers were some sort of ve
hicle from interplanetary spac*

However, he didn't convince
everyone—there still remain die
hard Interplanetary aaucer tm-

llevers. One Is George Adamaki
who operates a restaurant on tht
slope af Mount Palomar, OilI.
iipon which la one of Uw world's

Man From Venus?

* It U Adamskt's story that he
atw a flying saucer land, saw a
man from Venus step out •/ it.
This man, he maintains, gave him

an interview Adamatd took pic-

tares of the saucer which looked

remarkably like an antique elec

tric light fixture.
Another hold-out Is Desmond

Leslie, an English Iletfon writer
with three novels to his credit.
Leslie maintains he has "proof**
that creature* from other plaaeu
have been Joyrtdtnf -In flying
saucers In «*nh'ai atmosphere
suwe 10,000 a C but m io

superior to earthilnfr th*y dis
dain even to notfet them.

Adamskl and Leafle have writ
ten r book, of coon*—Tying
Saucers Have Landed." which, ac
cording to Its publisher, Is selling

"very well" But their, "proor
hasn't arrested The tobogganing
dacllne In flying saucer sightings.

KeytKM Not CwiTUMMd
Neither has th« -woof of a

third rhallengtr #F Menx*rs
•dent*—Donald *£. Keynoe ■

professional writer and retired'
marine officer. . |

In his book. Tiring Saucers
From Outer Space Keyhoe ss4
the Air Force had positive proof
that flying saucers are machines
controlled by unearthly beings.)
and the Air Force gave him "so

official admission" to that effect.1
Some high Air Force officers,

he said, were withholding this
proof from the public becauso
ihey re afraid of now the public
would react If It found out be

ings from outer spact were in
vestigating the earth carefully.
perhaps with the Idea of landing
and taking over He demanded
that the Air Force come dean.
To meet his attack, the Air

Force issued a "fact sheet" which
named no names but challenged
his evidence point by point It
ilao made available a "to whom
It may concern" letter from the
man who gave Keyhoe the Air

Force's "official admission." He
Is Albert M Chop who u«ed

be a subordinate press agent
the Defense Department but no
longer works for the government.

Chops letter said be had given
Keynoe only "expressions of my
own persona] opinions."

Nothing Wtthheld

The Air Force added that It
was "untrue" that "the Air Force
Is either withholding, flyin*
uucer* Information from the

public or cloaking It beneath a
weurity classification." Keyhoe

however. Insisted the "facia"
were as he ststed them.

"I honestly believe that some
day perhaps not far off events

ill prove I am njht" he Mid.
Menzel's book "Flying Sauc

ers." explaining ihe natural
phenomena which create flying
sueers, was published a year ag<

hy Harvard University press.

68.

V
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Keyhoe goes to Canada.

Toward the end of January Donald Keyhoe flew to Canada to confer with

Wilber Smith. After arriving Keyhoe stopped at North Bay where there was

a RCAF Filter Center. The officer in charge, Flying Officer William

Scott, told his American visitor: "We've received several...CUFO reports]

for which there is no normal explanation. Whatever the UFOs are, they're

worth our serious consideration." 65. 66.

Keyhoe then travelled to Ottawa where he discussed the UFO situation

with Smith and examined the "Shirley Bay flying saucer observatory."

Smith revealed a new idea of his to Keyhoe, a theory that the flying

saucers used not only electromagnetic power(which the Shirley Bay facility

was supposed to detect), but also produced an "anti-gravity shield" that

made it possible for the craft to survive fast accelerations and sharp

turns. It was a fantastic suggestion yet it would explain observed

maneuvers by UFOs which evidently were not effected by "G" forces. More

over, there was two other "gravity shield" characteristics that would be

manifested, Smith continued, and each would also explain puzzling UFO

sightings: 1.) By producing its own gravitational field, dragging the air

along with it, UFOs would be silent, not giving off engine sounds or sonic

booms. 2.) This molecular air cushion might also produce a coronal dis

charge .

Keyhoe made notes of Smith's ideas and came to believe in them.

The next person Keyhoe wanted to see was Deputy Minister Baldwin of
the Canadian Department of Transport. Keyhoe was granted an interview but

it did not amount to much since Baldwin insisted that the Canadian Defense
Research Board considered UFO reports classified information. Surprised

at this news Keyhoe snapped back, saying that it was a wonder the Shirley

Bay UFO project had been given so much play in the press. In his reply,

Baldwin gave the impression public knowledge of Smith's activity may have
been a mistake. The Deputy Minister would not air any personal opinion
about UFOs and expressed a hope the Shirley Bay effort would be able to
gather definite evidence. That comment ended the interview. 67.

"Discoverer of primordial cosmic energy (Orgone Energy)."

One of the many unusual personalities to emerge from the turmoil of the

year 1954 was a "Dr. Reich of the Orgone Institute." Based in Rangeley,

Maine, Dr. Reich made himself known to the U.S. Air Force late in January

1954 when he mailed to military authorities a long report of a series of UFO

sightings. The report was a bit more complex than most since it contained a
survey authored by Reich that discussed the numerous appearances of UFOs in
the area of Rangeley. On the chance the case might produce useful data, the
the Air Force's field investigative team for BLUE BOOK, the 4602nd squadron,
issued a teletype message on the matter that stated:

"HO 4602D AISS-0 204 PD PERTAINS TO REFT OF UFOB PD ALLEGEDLY SIGHTED

OFTEN SINCE TWENTY NINE JAN CNE NINE FIVE FOUR BY DOCTOR REICH OF OR

GONE INSTITUTE CMA ME PAREN GEOREF HJEQ ONE NINE FIVE EIGHT PAREN PD

OBJ REPORTED TO HAVE APPEARED THREE TIMES THE SIZE OF A STAR CMA COLOR

YELLOW CMA ASPECT BRIGHT PD NO FURTHER INFO AVAILABLE PD SIGHTING RE

PORTED TO MAJ(--deleted) CMA INTEL OFF CMA FIVE ZERO SIX STRATEGIC FTR

WNG CMA DOW AFB CMA ME PD REPT RELAYED TO FLT THREE G 4602D AISS PRES-

QUE ISLE AFB CMA THEN TO THIS HQ ZERO NINE FEB ONE NINE FIVE FOUR PD
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RELIABILITY OF OBSERVER IS FOX DASH SIX PD REQ DIRECTIONS RELATIVE TO

INITATING INVESTIGATION THROUGH FLT THREE E 4602D AISS ETHAN-ALLEN

AFB CMA VT PD END." 69.

Dr. Reich, who used the codeword "Ea" to discnbe UFOs, detailed a theory

m regards to the mystery objects("Ea's") for the benefit of the military.

The Air Force replied on April 23rd that:"Your theory, along with many others,

is being reviewed. Please be assured that the United States Air Force apprec

iates your interest in this matter." 70.

UFOs were a subordinate interest to Reich, who seemed to thrive on contro

versy and thus apparently couldn't resist involving himself.

Reich's UFO theory is not detailed in military records but we can get some

idea from other sources.
Dr. Alan F. Schatzberg, who wrote an article for a psychiatry journal on

Reich, states that the man claimed to have discovered a "new energy formfor-

gone energy," something he called the very essence of a cosmic force, which

had a variety of applications, one of which concerned UFOs.

Like many others in the 1950s, Reich was convinced Flying Saucers were real

machines. Dr. Schatzberg wrote:

"Reich believed that his cosmic energy was being employed by the in

vading forces from outer space. (Mankind's)...only hope for survival,

he felt, lay with citizens of earth employing his energy force to com

bat the intrusion." 71.

When Reich failed to appear in court in March 1954 to fight an injunction
brought by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to halt the interstate ship-

ing of "orgone boxes" to treat medical problems, he explained his failure to
appear had to do, among other things, with the U.S. Air Force and UFOs. Dr.

Schatzberg, researching this court battle, put it this way:

"Reich...implied that the information which he feared revealing
originally referred to his work on UFOs. Reich was convinced that
the U.S. Air Force had full knowledge of his work and would event

ually protect him from the FDA..." 72.

"No threat to the defense of the USA."

On January 29th an Air Force C-54 #AF2647 enroute to King Salmon, Alaska,

was some 65 miles from Cold Bay when its crew sighted something unusual. At
0536 Zulu a single red glow appeared in the sky at eleven o'clock level, and
then dropped back to a point off the left wing where it "oscillated vertic

ally approximately 1,500 feet."(The report is not clear here. Did it Tise and
fall 1,500 feet?). The light then dropped back to a seven o'clock position
which put it about 12 miles behind the C-54. The light then accelerated

rapidly and caught up with the aircraft, stopping abruptly when it reached a
point off the left wing tip. Eventually, as Aircraft Commander Capt. Kummey
and eight members of the aircrew watched through the plane's windows, the

light dropped so far back it faded from sight. 73.

February.

UFOs at extreme altitude?
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The first day of February, at about 2:00 p.m. CST, two men were flying in
a small plane over open country near Tuscalusa, Alabama. The plane was
crusing at 80 mph in an eastward direction in pursuit of a cosmic research
balloon. The men were employees of the Winzen Reseach Company which had a
contract with the U.S. Office of Naval Research. The balloon was high,
probably at 100,000 feet, and plainly visible in a weather-free sky. It
was expected that the huge plastic giant would soon burst, releasing its
instrument package so the devices could float slowly to earth by parachute.

Suddenly both men noticed some strange, very bright, white-colored, ob-'
jects. The plane's pilot wrote:

"Both myself and Mr. (...deleted) were keeping a close watch on the
balloon. I observed first two objects in formation --very quickly
they were joined by four others. The five objects were observed to
join formation in trail behind the leader. They appeared very quick
ly and joined this trail formation. While in formation they were
spaced very evenly. When I saw three of the objects I asked Mr.
(...deleted) what he could see. He saw exactly what I did. While
he was watching I took pictures with a 16 Ml Bolwx with a 6" tele-
photo lense. As I was taking pictures the objects moved slowly un
der the balloon and to a ENE direction. Very suddenly the objects
seemed to go straight up at right angles to their level flight pos-
tion. They remained in perfect trail formation and seemed to 'peel'
or 'break' straight up at terrific speed and disappear.
"In my opinion these were not reflections from the aircraft wind

shield nor were they reflections from the balloon. The sky was a
clear deep blue and the objects were a deep white. They were very
easy to see. Although I have not seen the pictures, I feel quite
certain they should appear --even though I did not have time to ad
just the F-stops properly." 74.

Skippy peanut butter jar.

Radio station KLAC Los Angeles aired a forum the evening of January 31,
1953 on the subject:"Flying Saucers --Fact or Fantasy." The moderator
was KIAC newscaster James Me Namara. One of the panel members was R. De

Witt Miller whose "saucer credentials" could be traced back to 1947 when

he had written articles on the strange and unknown for Coronet magazine.
The above was written as sort of an introduction to a UFO report made

by Mrs. W.J. Daily of Puente, a suburb of Los Angeles, California. Mrs.

Daily story incurred the interest of the Air Force which filed the follow
ing report:

"On February 2, 1954 (. ..deleted)Street, housewife, was interviewed in
the presence of her husband (...deleted) stated that she had been lying
on the sofa in her living room on the morning of 1 February 1954, at
approximately 1000 hours when she heard some jets flying over, and

since they sounded like thev were lower than usual she had gone outside

to watch them. She said that she had gotten outside too late to see

them, gone back into her kitchen, noticing the clock which read 1005

hours. She said she had heard some more aircraft, had picked up her
field glasses, a pair of 8x32, uncoated and had gone outside again. Mrs.
(...deleted) stated that she always kept her field glasses handy be-
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cause many aircraft passed over their house daily and she liked to

watch them. She also stated that she had been hoping to see a flying

saucer some time and this was the eason she always had the field glass

es handy and watched^the aircraft and the sky just about any chance she

had. She said she had watched the vapor trails and had sighted this ob

ject hovering in the sky. She said this object was shiny silvery color

ed, round in shape, luminous and seemed to be sort of fuzzy or cloudy

looking around the edges. She said it was almost due North, the sky

was blue and the sun was at her back. She said she had used the field

glasses but was so nervous she could hardly hold them on the object.

She advised that she had looked around to see if there was someone

else she could show it to but there was no one of her neighbors at home

and the only people in the vicinity were some painters about 100 yards

away. She said the object seemed to be drifting toward the East; it

had tilted a little and at this angle had seemed to be bell shaped,

and the bottom appeared as a very radiant orange-red glow. She said

the red and orange glow seemed to become more radiant and she could see

some dark round objects through the glow which resembled landing gear.

At this point(...deleted) said,'It's just like the pictures I have seen

in magazines and articles dealing with flying saucers.'* (...deleted)

said that she had wanted to get her husband to come and see it because

she knew that he would ridicule her if she told him about seeing it and

he didn't see it. She had run around to the side of the house to go in

and get him, but when she had looked up again the object had disappear

ed. She had searched the sky, finally saw it again almost due East,

but it disappeared in approximately five seconds. She said there was

still a red' glow to it but seemed to be a brighter silver color than
previously whenshe had looked at it. She said it was approximately

about one-third the size of. a full moon when she had first seen it and

„after showing her husband an aircraft in approximately the same spot

he had told her it was approximately five to six thousand feet high and

from two to three miles away. She said she had then showed him about

where it was when it vanished and he estimated this to be fifteen to

twenty miles away and almost due east, (...deleted) said when she first

saw this object she had looked at it for at least thirty seconds. The

writer asked(...deleted) if she had noticed what color regular aircraft

had appeared to be on this date and she said they were also shiny silver

and orange or red on the bottom but not as radiant or bright as the

colors of the object she had seen. Mrs.(...deleted) stated that she had

remained outside for approximately twenty more mintues watching the

planes go over and while she was watching the aircraft she had noticed
some strands coming down through the air. They had resembled silver

ribbons when high up but when they reached the ground they had looked
more like soun glass, very fine in texture, approximately four to five

foot strands, and seemed to be curly while floating through the air but

straight when they alighted on some object. She said the top of a tree
in her yard and the light and telephone lines had been literally covered

with the substance, but it seemed to be evaporating at the time. She

said it seemed to her that this substance covered an area of approximate

ly one half a city block." 75.

*She is apparently referring to George Adamski's scout ship and this casts

some doubt on her powers of perception. She may have seen a weather bal

loon. In anv case,the connection between the UFO and the white-colored

strands was not really established.
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Excited By the UFO program Mrs. Daily contacted station KLAC and asked
for newscaster Me Namara, who in turn referred her to "UFO expert" R De
Witt Miller. Meanwhile, the woman's husband collected samples of the
"angel hair" and sealed some strands in a Skippy peanut butter jar. Mr.
Daily also made an intriquing observation. Official records state:

"...at the time he was picking up some of the foreign substance, he
had looked for and found a cobweb, had broken a piece off to determine
if it was simlar in structure to the foreign matter. He said that
the cobweb would stretch, he could feel it between his fingers and
was very tensile in character, whereas the other substance was not
tensile, could not be felt by the fingers and would seem to evapor
ate." 76.

Unlike his wife, Mr. Daily phoned the authorities, informing the FBI.
The Bureau in turn notified the Air Force. Special Agent LeRoy Betz of
the Maywood, California, OSI office interrogated the Dailys and when he
heard De Witt Miller had the sample in the peanut butter jar, he paid a
visit to the "saucer expert."

While the jar was in Miller's possession, he wondered a lot about the
strange material since he had some knowledge of similar "angel hair" in
cidents. Was this latest stuff the same and was it some kind of ecto-
plasn9 Why did the substance evaporate? The sample in the jar, however,
did not seem to be disappearing which was odd because it was believed sun
light triggered the evaporation process and the jar had been in the light
for some tune and in addition had been exposed to the glare of a 1,000 watt
and a 500 watt blub when photographs were taken. Miller mulled the poss-
ibily the "angelhair" required oxygen to break down and since the jar was
airtight, perhaps that was why nothing was happening. Having arrived at
that theory, Miller sealed the jar even tighter and set it aside.

Not long after Special Agent Betz called on tliller and, as Nailer des
cribed it, asked:"...courteously but definitely --for the jar and the two
negatives I had exposed." 77. Betz thanked Miller, noted his curiosity
about the material, and politely said he doubted the results of any official
analysis would be made public.

Miller made two follow up calls to Betz without learning anything about
the fate of the "angel hair." As far as we know the Skippy peanut jar is
still setting on some shelf at military Intelligence.

San Fernando Valley.

Over two weeks later, long after Miller thought the "angel hair" affair
had ended, Me Naramara alerted the saucer expert to a story in the February
15th issue of the San Fernando Valley Times under the by-line of Gordor Grant:

"A fluffy blanket, dead white, almost ephemeral in its delicacy and
apparently electrically charged, may be the San Fernando Valley's

first physical contact with visitors from space. It is reported to
have streamed like a lacy ribbon from a mysterious craft that sped
over the Valley.

"Could it be nothing more than spider webs? Observers say no.
Others, familiar with fungi, discount the possibility that the
mystery substance is merely bug-fluff." 78.
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-Valley "iocs Photo

Fasinated, R. Be Witt Miller contacted Grant and learned that the stuff,

which looked something like spun glass, fell on February 1st, the same day

as the Puente incident. This coincidence prompted further inquiries by

Miller who arranged to have witnesses to the San Fernando fall gather at

Mel Barnes1 home for a meeting.

A number of people showed up and

it was learned that there were three

different UFO sightings on February

1st. In the morning a cigar-shaped

object was reported(no details were

given) and that night a trio of ob

jects were seen flying over San

Fernando Valley in a triangular for

mation. The formation was in view

for about 15 seconds and then was

seen to break up, each object in the

group zooming away in a different

direction at incredible speed. One

of the three objects was said to

have made a 90 degree turn instan

taneously. The witness to this 90

degree turn was emphatic that the

maneuver was not a turn in the or

dinary sense but an abrupt change of

direction.

The last of the three sightings

was,, the most interesting. The morn

ing of February 1st a big white-colored ball appeared in the sky over San

Fernando Valley spewing an "angel hair substance," afterwhich the ball

rose quickly out of sight. A large amount of the lacy material floated

to earth and draped itself over houses and trees. People picked up tufts

of the stuff and said it was "cold and damp" to the touch. Racing aronnd

on bicycles,children tried to collect the whitish filaments, as did some
engineers from nearby aircraft manufacturing Companies. Miller felt

that efforts to gather the substance was a waste of time since it slowly

disintergrated in eveyone's hands. Apparently no one tried putting some

in an air tight jar. 72.

The Air Force and Dr. Hynek clash.

The field investigation of the August 1953 Rapid City UFO case result
ed in the following exchange of letters. One should note that the Air

Force officer was ready to dismiss the whole business but Dr. Hynek had

to remind the Major that certain facts could not be ignored. (See copies
of letters) 80. 81.

"He was too frightened to be making it up."

A newsstory from Greenwich, Connecticut, told of a UFO sighting by a

couple of local boys on February 2nd:

"The story of two North flianus school pupils who swear they saw a

'flying saucer' was revealed by the witnesses yesterday.

"The sworn witnesses are Waldo Morrell, 11, of Valley Rd., and
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/40Ei AIRCRAFT CONTROL AHD TTAIIHIKO SQUADRON

Sllaworth Air Forae Base

South Dakota

19 January 1954

. Dr. J. A. Fynek

■ Ohio State University

Columbus, Ohio

"Dear Dootori

.«,

After your departure I oheoked ->0S3lblllty that Lt. "eedham was

a .iran «ho tended to beoone excited or oonTused In emergencies. I discussed

the possibility with several of his assooiates and particularly with his

operations officer, Vajor Fairbrother. Contrary to ^r. <£■■■■■% statement,

I found that Lk. Nendham is a very reliable, cool individual with an excellent

oombab record. On th» other hand, I also chsoked n little on Vx. mMp

reliability. Some or the pilots of alroraft that he hna controlled hare terr.ed

flHPM happened before the1 incident in qL-»stion and he has apnar-
?w- 'i-e^at since then as he grew more aoousto-ned to his job. I

^ have had a r.i'>jrt fron my adjutant that Vr. ^0K& has been known to ex-

.aggerate stori"»3. I'huse eraggeratlons were particularly noticed in Vr. 1B^(BPs

fereooanting of past unioball reoords. It just so happened that the adjutant has
«i, "been a student of baseball records for sons years and he Immediately detected the

^aoy o£-th*stnrte«. He told no one about th^ at the tine and did not con-

'Itradiot Mr. ^■fcon the scot because he wanted to avoid embarrassment for hia.
■j/'Apparently UrT^Sl^r will tell stories to Improve his prestige although the facts
^-may not be accurnte. The adjutant and Vr.iMK w^re both members of the squad-

ron baseball teaa during the past aunrnsr <hd the adjutant noted that Vr. fMBMta*

will never admit tnat he might have been wrong. He engaged in several serious

arguments with umpires when it was apparent to everyone, including members of both

teams, that he ins wrong.

■ The above story leaves ma somewhat embarrassed. There were three

nembers or ay organization who contributed to the authenticity of th« incident.

,-The two Staff d ~ —~

Although these facts do not entirely discredit

JSMMMBaBUMttaaassaaassiBtaBl sy adding Vx. i^sfaaVfe*
lt appears the observations of. all throw oan be treated skeptically. These military

their statements I do not feel'

it appears the observations of

observers are of oourse the only people to whom I caa'asoribe traits of reliability.

Eowerer, it would appear that ,a part of any future investigation oould appropriately

contain a reliability investigation of all persons who offer evidenoa of unusual

'sightings. I say this in spite of the faot that I ae;raa with you that observers
should not lae automatically subjected to rHioule.

In ray own sdnd I have now totally discounte-i the entire incident as an

unfortunate series of seemingly coincident circumstances. A H^ht was observed

by a ground observer which ooildvery, well have been fro-i a li»ht aircraft. This

sltstiag was rsaorted to Vr. Mfei as a flyim; saucsr. "x-4HsW* th93 l3~
^terpreted a target on the soope as the obj"»sS It que3t-.^n snd sant an lnt-jr;ejtcr

!(.ias ohasla; a ana He jj:y cr.i _-
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anuary

that he was siven fro-, the ground station. Obviously the pilot would "be

serio'is at the time, particularly since he was told that there wc3 a ground

and a radar observation of the object. Cn reconsideration I believe he i3

willing to admit that ha was chasing a large star. Considering the reliability

of Ox the military '/.itnesses at the radar site, the e-citement o:' 'r. fPRBMk,

nnd the relatively poor description of subsequent sis;htin»s ia the Rapid City

area, I feel that the incident can be discounted fron consideration entirely.

T:.a sightings in the Blsnarclc area cannot be judged by pa but the power of

su^sstlon must bn considered ih these, particularly since a correlated story

of 3i'-htings was passed from Rapid City to the >'orth CnVota Filter Center. I

car iira^lne the do'ron of credulity that ccul'i be lent to the story in the nin-s

of Filter Center pur^nnnel when I realize tnat tho statements in the official

report frcn Rapid Cit-y were sufficient incentive for you and the people of ATI3

to con-iufit an ext-?"ilve investigation. Essentially tb-s s>»ir9 inforratios, posc-

ibly embellished, "«t rilnyed to "lorth Dakota that sir.e nirht and, to uae your

words, the people i-'.nr-i "could not consider the incident in the cool lirht of

norning;."

My int«rcrit>\bion of the incident relegates n« to the ranks of

3lceptic3 and oertwinly does not permit scientific conclusions as such. I do

•woniler if perhaps '-iny of the twenty percent cf unresolved cases nd5ht not

respond to a psyohl^trio rather than a soientiflo approach. The peraentage

of unsolved cases n-lr,ht ba reduced at least somewhat.

I have til:en the liberty of inclosing an article -xhioh labels ie as a

devotee of ?.{r. Pe^rnpn amongst others, f passed it along in case you missed it,
particularly sinc9 Mm tone was moderate. The article wus In this ev»ai*»?s paper

and it was most tin-»ly +O me.

Trusting Lhat you had apleaaant and rnpid trip home and that I nay bo

of service to you again, I"am.

Tours truly.

/a/ Allen L. Atwell
Major, USAF

V
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Unclassified

2 February 1954

'Jajor Allen L. Atwell

Commander, 740th ACAW Squadron

Ellsworth Air Foroe Bas»

Rapid City, South Dakota.

Tear. 'Jajor j

Thank- you Tor your letter of 19 January. Tou have bean of

considerable aervi-;« to ua la trackins this down further, and especially

la .-Vving u» tha M^hly Important cnaraoter sidelights. I think the

"baseball" example la particularly tellin?. I therefore feel as you do,

t^-at the inoiden* rinorbs from Rapid City sprang from, in renersl, unre*-

liable obaerrora. tWin tha two lieutenants, -.jnder questioning, tors not

sure of what th«y »»», but at leaat they were honn«t anou.-h to admit this.

I I ajree nlth your atate-nent oonoernlnr rsllabillty ohaoke, and

' hasten to assure you that one of the reasons we ca-« out fn person waa to
site up th» obaarrwrs. Speaking for"nyaelf, although I tnlnk tha Captain

itoald oonour, we arn r"*dy to write off the Rapid City—31ank "awk inoir)»nt

as "inforaation trtm quaftionabla souroes." In short, we oan't trust tha

e-idenoe, and wh»n this happens In any soientlflo procedure the thin* to do

Is throw the whola hhln; out tha window.

I would 11V« to ask. Just for possible future refereooei with a

r;ood aaj» ait radar oontrol*,-what are the poasibilltles of "unknown blips"

OTsr s- lams period? That is, out of S85 days, would you say that tmkaowns

appear em th» soop« s«*»r*l tiaaa eaoh day? Onoe e-r«sry few days? A few

tines a yemrT I am aatuadng blips not due to malfunction but to ooho«, ete.

Tthsit 1 now hare to say will s-orpria* yoni The obser-rsrs/ a-t Bi»-

-arok I would olaaa a* entirely reliable. It Is therefor* impossible for

ua to writ* off the Blasarek inoident la a like rannvr. Indeed, I wish we

oould. It la impossible, howerer, to say that the objeots seen in aisnarok

-iri -^he result of 3>j^j;»stion from 3aoid Clt7, b^o»u«<» 't's l^«>»t t^»o -;eool»

_nd«o*ndently (and 13 nllea apart) reported ;h» ooje<ji!s -ri ^hout ^wr-rioua

•/aowliMis* of the ^none call from Ritoid City. The obj*o*« ^r^l3t»H fir -nrt

than two hours, aad the Ysrlons obserrsrs a^rsed, wltnln r-aaon, on tralr

traaks.
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UNCLASSIFIED
Despite, thersfore, th« coincidence between Rapid City and

Bi3=*reV, la Tiew of th» 'ilsparlty la quality of obterrors in the t»o
plaoee, I thlnle we shall probably proceed by discounting the Raold City

Incident altogether and oonosntrat* on the Bismarck laoldant.

I note that you nwer did »et around to tellln? -e ep«oiflo«lly

nhathar Seedhaa •**» the pilot irtio beoaate unnerred when the jat crishsd.

TharvVs a/a in for your very real fcalp In this. I hope tha aext

tine w» itaet will b« under less unusual olroumatanees.

Slnoerflly,

Cc-i-il SlgT"! °V
J. ALLfcH EK

J. Allen Hynek

Copy to ATItJ

UNCLASSIFIED
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his neighbor and pal, Roy Moshier.

"Waldo came flying into the house the other night breathless,
scared, and white as a sheet.

"He told his mother he and Roy had seen a flying saucer over the
Mianus River.

'"I know he saw something. He was too frightened to be making
it up. He wouldn't even go up the store for cookies,' Mrs. Morrell
insisted.

"Roy and Waldo had gone down to the Mianus River about 7:45 p.m. to
go ice skating. Roy held a flashlight while Waldo started to don
his skates.

"Then, Roy said, he spotted the flying saucer coming up from behind

the trees down the river. The saucer was crossing the river toward

Greenwich. Suddenly the unearthly missile turned left and started

north paraelleling the river.

'"What was it?' the boys asked each other. Waldo stopped lacing

the first skate.

"The pair watched in awe as the saucer-shaped flying object neared.

Roy said the saucer was 'like a balloon with a light shining from

inside.1 It was as big as a small living room, he explained.

"'It looked just like the color the sun does now,' Roy said, point

ing to yesterday's setting sun at 4:12 p.m. 'It glowed from in

side. '

"'You could see the distinct outline of the edges, too,' he added.

"'The closer it got, the faster it looked. It must have been a

couple of thousand feet high like clouds,' Roy reported.

"Waldo said the saucer did not shine on the ice or cause any sha

dows.

"The two boys said they watched the saucer for about three minutes,

getting faster as it approached. That's why they believe it was

fairly high.

"Then they fled.

"Waldo threw off his loose skate, put his shoe back on, and scram

med home.

'"I set a new world's record when I ran to the house,' Waldo admits.

"Roy stopped running as he neared his house. He turned for another

look but the saucer had gone.

"Both boys had left their skates and gloves at the ice on the river.

"Roy said his classmates called him a lunatic in school for saying

he saw a flying saucer.

"Waldo's parents told him not to mind what others said.

"'If you believe you saw the saucer, don't change your mind because

people kid you,' they said.

"The folks sitting in the Morrell's living room, yesterday said they

are sure the two boys saw a flying saucer. tost agreed that saucers

don't come from Mars.

"'It's probably the Army or Navy testing some radio-controlled de

vices,' Mr. and Mrs. Morrell think. They had watched a television

story on flying saucers during which was mentioned the theory that

the armed forces are the secret source of the strange missiles." 82.

February 3rd. Encounter in the sky over Venezuela.

Captain Dario Celis was at the helm of a LAV plane(Aeropostal Vene

zuela) on 11:15 a.m. on February 3, 1954 as it approached the city of
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Interest in UFOs was kept alive in England by J. Stubbs Walker's

articles in the London Daily Mail.

In his third article on the Flying Saucers mystery the writer describes a

strange incident during a Coastal Command exercise off the Yorkshire coast

90,000-feet Radar 'Target'

set 'Ack-Ack' a Puzzle
OXOHTINaS of Untdentl-
^ Acd Flying Objccu by
*"' men of tho Royal Air

Force and by crews of air
liners are treated with con
siderable respect by 'tha
omcial Investigators (or tha
reason that tht men report
ing are trained to observe,
accustomed to tha difficul
ties of making Intelligent

estimates of things seen In
the sky. and should be aware
of the strange visual effects
that the weather can have.

Five R-AF. Coasul Com
mand aircrew were at Top-
cllSo air station Yorkshire,
during -" Exercise f- Main-
brace ** towards the rnd of
1J52 and were watching a
Veteor approach to land at
the nearby aerodrome ,of
Qlshforth.

Behind a Meteor -

Aa they watched they all
noticed that about

five miles behind the
Meteor and at some 10,000ft:
above It there was a white
object In the sky apparently

following the Meteor but. as

the men on the ground first
saw It, travelling M a
allxhUy slower speed.

"The airmen had the wnltt
object under observation for
approximately 20 minutes.

They watched It lose height
with a " falling leaf * move
ment and then saw it appear

to hover "spinning on lu
own axis, aefore speeding aft
to the west, changing courso
to the south-east and disap
pearing at an .extremely
rapid speed—" as fast at a
mooting-star." the witnesses

said.

This group of obsc.veix,
two officers a master sig
naller. * sergeant, and a
leading aircraftman, all In

sisted that what they had
seen wax a solid object and
they did not believe It vas
a balloon because of ru
manoeuvring, chant* or
direction, and speed.

Tha following day. u was
reported* three Danish Air
Force officers saw a very
tlraUar thing happen over

Karup airfield.

Tracked on radar

THE ace of weil-autnen-
ttcated sightings by
esperu. however must

be that of a group of
radar experts at a Terri

torial heavy anti-aircraft
regiment HQ In South
London. Here ute UFO was
not only seen through a ule-

by J. STUBBS WALKER
scope by a group or technical
men but was also ^tracked
for IS minutes on a modern

Army radar aet-which vas
able to give an accurate re

cord of 1U distance -and
bearing and' Its -speed or.
movement- ,

Even thougn tnU tigntlng
has been officially explained
away as a meteorological
.balloon there are some lieu
worth studying

• Sergeant Barry Waller, 35-
year - old permanent-staff
radar Instructor at 265 Heavy
Anti-aircraft Regiment.-Lea
Orcen. a man holding-a
" B2 -■ radar certificate In
the Army, Indicating a high
degree of training, was mak
ing a routine test on a radar
set early* In tha afternoon

when on the radar screen he
jaw a very large response

' from a target Because of
its depth he at first thought
that It roust be something
" very big and very low."

For five minutes •

BUT when he checked on
'his - Instruments ha
"realised he was wrong

His target .waa at a height
of eo.ooort. and the "slant
range " from his radar set—

tha straight-line distance
from the aertal to the target
v-was »o,00Oft. ~* ,-wa

■ Modern radar equipment
can be "-locked on" to the
target, which means .that,
without any manual help

from the operator, the In
struments will keep the tar-
fet In the centra OX the
radar beam.

For five minutes bergeant
Waller had bis set " locked
on" to ills ««ri large target
»nd from his Instruments
-.aw that lta movement vaa
negligible—possibly a move-

aient of too yards In 30
seconds.

He went uatilde expecting
to see something Quit* big In

the sky, ind was surprised to
And that ha could sea
nothing with the naked eye.
On tha radar equipment,
however, nned up on the
moving aerial array Is a low-
power sighting telescopa
used for testing the align
ment of the set.

Through this—which of
course was automatically
** looking" at the iitni
target as the radar bum—
he was able to see with torn*
dtmcufty s wwie ball—' not
mrrtiy reflecting sunlight,
but seeming to glow of lu

own accord.**

"Imagine what a six-foot
target on a 300-yard nne
range looks like in your
sights and compare that
with an object only twice ss

large and 100 times as far
jway

*T" Besloes. the exu-i_eiy
.large ■ rada;,, response, as

steady as a rock, has to be
- explained away." -
■°3 Every detail of his story U
' confirmed by a group of half
.a dosen technicians at tht
regimental headquarters in-

•tcludlug Mr A. 8. Trcw a
' civilian radar engineer. They
-'.All saw the radar respond
'and In turn looked at fio
•f,target" through, tha tele-
f^cop

Thlt photogrtph'9a**takin fttf A

VS tourpturd af tn air ilchon

slur hi kid utn /our unfcfUMrn
■9«fKU ln;IA».«i». rttiMTttl
Ughi him lo tuni (a /real

s Now Sergeant Waller Is an
experienced practical man.
The response on his radar
•was three times as'large'as
m\7 slcnal be could expect
from tneji the .largest alr-
-traftlafthat range -»Th«
response 'was icompletely
steady and because he has
iiad .experience-with "the
fluctuating rhythmic ^Te-

"sponsc from.the reflecting
aerials of weather balloons
he now has dimculty tn

believing that explanation.

Idea of size '

SOME time before he had
had the radar set lined
up on a big four-englned

Valiant let bomber at a
r*nge of little more than a
third of that of his mys
terious urcet. Though he
could only lust se« his
" balloon " which at that
height would have measured
only a doien or so feet. It
was Just u big as the
Valiant had appeared at
35 000ft range compared
with the 90 000ft. range of
the "balloon."

** T ctnnot understand how
at thtt range I could have

utn a weather balloon mea
suring some nri_ even If it
were brilliantly Illuminated
by the sun" says Sergeant
Waller

" a Another Interesting fea
ture in Sergeant Wallers
; story was the fact that he
took the trouble to search
'the sky for cloud movement
*.ln order to estimate wind
conditions. His target had
moved out of range towards
the south-easl but & small
patch of high cirrus cloud
vas moving easterly.

An explanation

THI3. however, may well
■be accounted for by

• the unexpected move
ments that are to be found

' In the upper>alr 7 In fact,
the - Meteorological Otrce
report for thatcday shows

..Uhat at 55 000ft.~Uie-wlnd
, ,was north-westerly fblowing

to the south-east, the same
, ^direction ■'as the-very slight.
i ^novement of the sergeants
. ,'iargeti while at -30.000ft. It

, >was blowing from the south
west, which - would have

carried the lower-lying cloud
to the norUi-east. ■ - >

. The discrepancy then Is
that the 55 000ft. wind, u-
cording to the weather men.
was blowing at tt miles an
hour, while the radar target
had very little movement.

These tricks of wind at
varying heights are well
'knotn to the weather men
and It Is to make a more
complete study of them that
well over 100 met balloons
are released In Britain dally.
Both speed and direction csn
sometimes vary enormously

In different layers of the
atmosphere.

Tomorrow! What thl
sellntists think.
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Barquisimeto. All of a sudden both Capt. Celis and his co-pilot, a man

named Cortez, caught sight of a rotating, top-shaped, object. The upper

surface of the object had a green color and across its midsection was a

band of red. Just above and below this red area were ports or openings
that gave off brilliant light.

While co-pilot Cortez put the airplane in a 40 degree bank in a try

to gain on the object, Capt. Celis scrambled back to the passenger com

partment to alert additional witnesses which he succeeded in doing. In

the meantime, the plane's radio operator contacted Barquisimeto field to

inform authorities but communications inexplicably went dead just as the
control tower on the ground answered.

The UFO descended quickly and moved out of view in seconds.

When the LAV flight landed at Maiquetia, Venezuela, at 12:00 p.m., news-

people met the plane and interviewed both the pilots and passengers. 83.

February 6th.

A speeding silvery, cigar-shaped, UFO was supposed to have puzzled the

general population of New Zealand's south island on the 6th. A great ex

plosion was also heard at the time. Its possible that the excited New

Zealanders confused a meteor for a true UFO. 84.

General de Buretel de Chassey.

On February 10, 1954 newsman Charles Garreau in the employ of the La

Bourgogne Republicaine interviewed the Commander of the First French ATr

Force Region, Dijion; a General de Buretel de Chassey. The General was

quoted as saying:

"I remember reading the report of the pilots of the two Vampires

of Orange Base who in June 1951 vainly pursued what appeared to

them to be a shining disc above the Alpilles. These two pilots

were sober types and I doubt that they would venture a hoax. 85.

Furthermore:

"We must follow with the attention which they deserve these hither

to inexplicable phenomena which in my opinion cannot be terrestrial

objects, and we must hope that international co-operation perhaps

under the auspices of the United Nations Organization, will help us

one day to solve the mystery of the Flying Saucers." 86.

February 12th. Interest stays alive in England. (See newspaper clip-

ing)

5-10 UFO sightings a night!

Jim Lucas of Scripps-Howard made known the startling fact that Commer

cial airline pilots were reporting 5-10 UFO sightings a night and that

military Intelligence was seeking ways to expedite information. Moreover,

the pilots were requested not reveal their UFO experiences to the news

media or, in Lucas1 words, not even to:"...discuss their sightings pub

licly..." (See newsclipping) While UFO author and Pentagon critic Don

ald Keyhoe would give the Lucas story a "pro-alien twist," and good case

could be made for a genuine worry over a Russian threat, the possibility

that advanced Communist missile/aircraft were probing U.S. airspace prior

to acquiring sufficient nuclear bombs to make a knockout blow. Concern

over "UFO reports" would result in the issuance of an official regulation

on March 10,1954, a document titled:"JANAP 146."
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-Saturdav February 13, 1954

Flying Saucer Sightings Increase;
B) Jim G Lucai

ScriP9i-How»rd SUff Writer

WASHINGTON, Feb 13 -Com

mercial airline pilots report be

tween five and 10 flying saucer

j sightings each eight, It wis

learned today

Representatives of major air

lines will meet Wednesday in Los

Angeles «ith Military Air Trans

port Service intelligence officers

to discuss speeding up saucer

reporting procedures The idea

will be to "get the reports in

the quickest possible way" so

that the Air Force can send fast

jet fighters to investigate

Pilots Gagged

Heretofore, commercial pilots

have landed and then reported i

to MATS through their com

panies. By that time, the trail'
| usually is cold Now, pilots are

i instructed to flash reports direct i

from the air to MATS mtelli-1
genet in Washington or to the

I nearest Air Force base

I Airline, pilots are asked not to
discuss their sightings publicly

or give them to newspapers

One well-informed source said

'that until recently the largest
number of sightings were from

the Southwest Pacific. Saucer

sightings have been particularly

numerous around Australia,

Woman Dies Of -

Thi§t,2Miles-.. ;
From Water

Twentynine Palms 'fl. — A 40-
year-old woman who longed to be
come a writer died of thirst on the
searjat Mojavt desert apparently I
en route to get * feature story i
about a meeting of flying saucer 1
enthusiasts. I
Tbe body of Hiss Florence Mln-J

na Thiel of to* Angeles wu found*
yesterday on the hot desert sandal
15 miles northwest of here. Sher
iffs deputies said she died of tbint I
and exposure. ' ,

Priendi In Los Angeles told oifl-
cers that Kiss Thiel bad gone to

the desert to attend the meettas;
of saucer hobbyist! at nearby
Giant Rock airport' and to write I
an article about them. She had|
■Men employed u a proofreader, i
TT?Se«reh for her began Friday'
iwbest-ownen of a desert cabin
founoVa note by her reading?
'■. "I an. exhausted and must hare

r Ldo not believe 1 on last
longer."
Thiel had left three « Oik
for r window she had bro-
gain entrance to the cabin.

! was no water there;-
jntly she collapsed - en

.*»ck to her car, stuck in tbe i
Two miles away. In tbe auto
several publications dealing'
lying saucers.

, —jl TbielAtied'two* miles from
> Surprise Springs, where there was'
plenty of water., . J
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The Air Force/airliner representatives meeting in Los Angeles mentioned

by Jim Lucas in news clipping was evidently a follow-up on a statement out

of Washington D.C. back on January 18, 1954 which declared:"Air Force in

telligence officers have alerted airmen against the possibility of enemy

missiles that might be pooh-poohed as flying saucers..." 87.

The Stephen Darbishire photos.

Pictures taken on February 15th caused a stir in England. The principle

in the photographic case was a young Stephen Darbishire. Probably the most

complete account of the incident can found in Leonard Cramp's book:Space,

Gravity and the Flying Saucer. A 13-year-old snapped some pictures,it was

claimed, of a "dome<r~saucer with portholes and a three-ball undercarriage."

We are led to believe that the boy's little Kodak was on the wrong setting

greatly blurring the image but remained clear enough to compare very well

with George Adamski's "Venusian scoutcraft." The young man claimed he

was unfamilar with the Adamski photos, although the American's pictures

had appeared in English newspapers like the Illustrated London News and

the London Daily Mail. Stephen seemed sincere about his experience but

conveniently the blurred nature of the image makes it impossible to anal

yze. We have no official British investigative report on the case and

civilian investigations lacked sophistication. The account in Leonard

Cramp's book was drawn up by Desmond Leslie, Adamski's co-author, hardly

an objective source of information. 88.

HRH Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh.

It could be that, in time, Stephen would have admitted a hoax if that

was the case but within a month he was faced with a situation that made it

difficult to confess. Word was received inviting the youth to Buckingham

palace1 The 13-year-old made an appearance as requested and was question

ed by an aide to Prince Philip(who was in Australia at the time). It seems

the Duke of Edinburgh had taken an interest in the controversial subject

of flying saucers and wanted to know more about Stephen1s pictures. The
boy cooperated, answering all questions and if he wanted to admit a fraud

after that, there didn't seem to be much incentive. 89.
The London Daily Mail was one of the major English papers to reproduce

Stephen's photographic effort, thereafter often referred to as the "Con-

iston photos." Other newspapers, like the London Times and the London

Telegraph refused to touch the so-called "pictorial UFO evidence." Not

everyone was on the UFO bandwagon, nonetheless there was a lot tension on

Fleet Street. Editor Gavin Gibbons later related the fact that his col-

leages were faced with a big dilemma. The English press chiefs hated to

be "scooped" yet had no choice but to employ extreme caution. By guessing

right they could be in on the possibly the "greatest news story of all

time," or be fooled and thus:"...be faced with such ridicule that his very

appointment on the paper is in jeopardy." 90-

Funny lights over New Jersey.

A BLUE BOOK report of February 18, 1954, that discusses a number of eye

witness acounts in New Jersey raises some questions for the student of the

UFO mystery. What was project HENRY9 91.
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Report to Bluebook

on the investigation of DnidentifiedAerial Objects
in the ttar Jersey area, night of 1 Jan 5U.

J. R. Gluck ~ ~-~
Project Henry, PPS-161 N^

18 February 195U I made a phone call from Hew York to the

Intelligence Officer of the 568th Air Defense Group, itcGuire AF3, Hew

Jersey, from whom ATIC had received the Form As on this case. A Capt.
1

Psterson was contacted, advised of my status on t^is Droj^ct and of tN»

incident in question. He was familiar with the situation, promised full

cooperation, anil asked if I would like to come down the next day.

19 February, arrived via train and bus from New York, found Capt.

Peterson, who fcurnud me over to a Sgt. Alkire, of the U602 AI3S. A

staff car and driver wars obtained ani we drove to Tons Rivar, N. J.

Upon arrifai at Tons River we went first to the police station.

Alkire had established contact with these people before, whan the initial

investigation and been conducted* tThe,.cMef of police and one officer had

been among the observers* Then we proceeded to the home of Mr. & Mrs*

Mt/^^%10 live oa«MHHfl|H|te in Toms River, and a police car, with

the officer who had been an observer, cam* to meet us.

Three sets of observers are neighbors. Ursl40BP> whom I would

call a better than average observer, took us. across the street to the

backyard of thajfl^^Vresidence, from where she had made her observations.

.--•■» -jointed out the beginning *nd end points o.? \\i vi.iu.il sittings md

two photos were taken with a Polaroid camera I had rented in Hew Tork. These

photos are Fig. A and B. The first one, looking directly South, shows t.hr«e

obj(?cts which -r^re obs»rv»4
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"Eisenhower disappears."

California was becoming a real hotbed of UFO enthusiam. Thousands of

people were flocking to saucer lectures. Truman Bethurum was particularly

active but many minor figures were trying their hand like Bessie Arthur

who had drafted an open letter to the President back in August, 1953,

urging Eisenhower to release all saucer data that would not jeopardize

national security. She did it on behalf of those who voted for the plea

during the "Flying Saucer convention" at the Hollywood Hotel in Hollywood.

Fasination with UFO mystery was so great George Van Tassel planned yet

another big get together for 1954 to called the "International Spacecraft
Convention," to be held at the wide open spaces

of his Giant Rock Airport.

All this excitement in Southern Califor

nia may well have been one reason a weird

mterpetation was given to something that

happened at Palm Springs.

Eisenhower was taking a vacation at Palm

Springs but the press managed to arrange a

question and answer session the evening of

February 20th. When the Chief Executive

failed to show and no one could give a

satisfactory explanation as to his where

abouts, speculation started to get out of

hand. Some even thought the President was

dead or dying and words to that effect even

appeared on the press wire.

Alarmed, Press Secretary James Haggerty

quickly summoned reporters to a late night

press conference to disclose that the President had slipped away for a short

period to "have some emergency dental work done after breaking off a tooth

cap during a meal early that evening." 92. Any doubts about the President's

welfare were put to rest the next morning when Ike appeared at Sunday church

services a picture of perfect health.

Monday evening at a Presidential Palm Springs steak fry the "local dentist

that had treated the President" was introduced to the press. The explanation

was simple enough and apparently satisfied everyone.

However, UFO researcher William L. Moore discovered some odd facts about

the "disappearance."

First of all, Moore wondered why the President was taking a vacation at

Palm Springs when just a week earlier he had taken one in Georgia?

Secondly, when questioned in June, 1979, the dentist's widow remembered

all the details of the steak fry which she and her husband attended due to

a Presidential invitation, yet could recall nothing about the treatment of

the President.

Moore felt these facts indicated a cover story was being used so he did

some research at the Eisenhower Library where highly detailed records were

kept. He found that in Eisenhower's health papers there is a file titled:

"Dentists." Even so, there is no referrence to the Palm Spring dentist

that had done the famous tooth repair job! Moreover, there is a huge

collection of acknowlegements to every conceivable person, many of very

minor importance, yet there is no written thanks to the Palm Spring den

tist,although Moore did locate a thank you note to the minister that

Those Flying
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conducted the Sunday services Eisenhower attended the morning of February
21st. 93. Something unusual seems to have happened, but what7 *

Alice Springs, Australia.

The Australian Civil Aviation Traffic Control issued a statement that

the strange object which roared over Alice Springs in central Australia

at 4:30 the morning of February 18th was "not known air traffic." 94.

February 21st.

A UFO with flashing lights was spotted high above the Rockford, Ill

inois airport by a CAA control tower operator. The time was 2:00 a.m.

the morning of February 21, 1954. Thirty mintues afterward apparently

the same object was seen flying in circles above the nearby city of Free-

port. A number of sheriff deputies observed the maneuvers.

A day later Ground Observers manning a post at York, Pennsylvania, re

ported 14 objects they could not identify moving along in formation above

15,000 feet altitude. The Filter Center st Harrisburg was notified. The

report prompted a jet scramble but the objects escaped by climbing steeply

away.

Soon after there was excitement at Easton, Pennsylvania, when a UFO was

spotted over the town and there was a report that something like a fiery

ball fell into a stand of trees causing a fire. Search planes sent to

the scene by the Civil Air Patrol flew over the burning area, while Air

Force ground teams investigated the terrain on foot. 95.

"Here comes another one."

* According to Air Force records the following UFO sightings were made

at Van Nuys, California:

"(...deleted') who said he was an Air Force pilot during the war,

advised that he, his wife, and mother were returning to their home

at approx-mately 2300 hours on 21 February 1954. He said he was

unlocking his garage door, at which time he observed an object in-

the sky which he immediately identified from previous accounts he"

had read as a flying saucer. He said he called to his wife and

mother who were still in the car to look at it. His next-door

neighbor,(...deleted), who was a former Marine Corps pilot, and

his wife were in bed, their bedroom facing the (...deleted) drive

way, (...deleted) said that they heard him, got out of bed and

came out into the yard.

"(...deleted) said the first object he saw was moving erratically

at considerable speed and making changes in direction impossible to

any aircraft with which he was familar. It disappeared to the west,

traveling at a very high rate of speed, (...deleted) and his wife

* Eisenhower's "disappearance" is a much longer story. It will be

discussed again on pages 71,74-75.
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came into the yard in time to see this object traveling toward the

west. As it disappeared, (...deleted) said his wife exclaimed,'Here

comes another one.' All of them then observed a second object ap

proaching from the north. This object appeared to be coming di

rectly toward the group and then made three complete circles over

the area and disappeared to the east.

"(...deleted) said his estimates of altitude, speed, and size were
pure guesses as he had nothing but his own sense of depth percept

ion to judge these factors. He said the night was crystal clear,

bright moonlight, and there was no cloud cover. He estimated that
the second object was at an altitude of approximately 4,000 to

5,000 feet; that while it as circling, it was traveling at approx
imately 1,000 miles per hour; that it was 30 to 50 feet in diameter;
and that as it disappeared toward the east, it was traveling at a
much higher rate of speed, (...deleted) said the object made no

sound at all and that it was within range where he was sure they

would have heard any sound it may have emitted. He said the object

was luminous, reddish in the center, with what he described as an

electric-blue luminosity at the edges which seemed to flash in a

bluish halo as it turned, (...deleted) also said that he had the

impression which he could not define that the object was in some

manner transparent. He said he seemed to be looking into rather

than at it. He described the object as elliptical in shape but

could make no estimate as to its thickness, (...deleted) said the
second object must have been in full view of the entire group for

at least 2\ or 3 mintues and that he and (...deleted) discussed its

size,height, and speed while they were still observing it. He said
that as it disappeared toward the east, they observed a jet aircraft

at a lower altitude approaching them from the east.

"(...deleted) said that he and (...deleted) had discussed the object

at great length and that it was completely beyond anything within

their former experience. He said both had been pilots --he,(...de

leted), having about 2,000 hours --and both had seen many natural

aerial phenomena such as Saint Elmo's fire. He said he was report

ing the matter because he was certain in his own mind that something

had been in the sky which he could not define within his own exper

ience." 96.

Canada's project SECOND STOREY. The sixth meeting. February 22nd.

"It appears then, that we are faced with a substantial probability of

the real existence of extra-terrestrial vehicles." ---Wilber Smith.

(See-the important pages of the meeting report on pp. 41-43.)

"Washington knows what the saucers are."

It was Sunday morning, 11:30 a.m.(unfortunately we have no date ex

cept that it was earlv 1954)when strange objects were noticed in the sky

above South Coe Creek, Wyoming, which was the site of a Phillips Petro

leum Company project. As a dozen oil company employees watched, eight

objects silently maneuvered in the air and then came together in an in

line formation. The formation dived and then climbed away at high speed
until lost from view.
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PROJECT SECOHD STCRET

M.'jmtas of tha Siath Meeting hald at tha Eefancn

Easearch Ecard, 22 lab 54. 09C0 hra.

Chairman: Cr. P.M. Minima
Esninloc Observatory.

Kesbers: Capt. 3akar
D.H.I.

S/L Couplaed

D.A.I.

Lt. Cdr. Stone

D.H.I.

SA W. Eirch

tefeneo Research Board.

Kr. W.B.Saith.

Eept. of Transport.

In his oponicj; reoarka the Chairman at-itad that aro of

the prica objecto of keeping ths Ccnaittee in boing wui to keap

abreast of develcpoante in connection tilth unidaaxified flying
objects. Ji this concaction, particularly at this Denning, it

■as lmaadi£. ts rsvisv tha v.-.ri beta? carried errt at the t«jart-

asnt of TrfJiapars ea .nil ts to follow u? th3 varloca Itass oat-

lined for action et th9 laat aeetirg. Tie n±jmw3 of Lto laat
meeting wn movod fcr adoption by Xr. Splth, and secoidod by

S/l. Birch.

Coacarniae itena arising out of paat Beetinga the reques-i
that Capt. Rapplet of the USA? ba troaeht to Canada for dlacuaslca^
with »r^t Camitteo. Tha Ctalroan pointed out that this itan of >n-
finished bnsii»sa h°^ nov been on the agenda sinss 9 Kerch 1953 ond
no action bed yot been initiated by the H.C.A.F. The C.C.A.F. n?.
rasantativa was again asJcod to look lato thl3 natter to fird out

definitaly itotbar there vaa any Foajiblllty of contact with ton
US group dealing with unidentified flying objac*.o.

Prior to ■tk-'ng Mr. Smith to outline the eetivitiea of

D.O.T., the Chairaaa made reforance to tee "firo ball" aighting on

13 January 1954. This fira ^ii «ea seen 0702 hours in th3 regie:!

gsBorall7 £rca Eastern Quebec to Westarn Ontario end Hortharn !UcaI-

gan. Tha Iieainica Obsorratory 13 cocductiag a coroLeto invsati(ja;^3n

and over ors husdred reports haro alroedy cean rocal-rod. iiot-OTsr,

dua to spcrsity of peculation 1e th9 region whai-e the ''firs ball"1 wia

obserrad 1'- ia doubtful uhatbor it can be dstemlcad if any snail

cateoritea landed. <c

Tia Ch£irsm ncda rafsronca .ilso to tho lataat bock on tha ^f

newotands entitlod ""nTiae Seacars ha^e Landed"., by Leslls and

Adtmakl. This bock appears to ba cf doubtful authenticity and mat

not ba taken too seriously. Tha Chaiman will chock uith tho Palciar

Obsarvatorr ss tiair knowledge of Adamski.
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- 6 -

From a study of the sighting reports (Appendix 17),

It can be deduced that the vehicles have the following significant

charactaristies. They are a hundred feet or noro in dianater;

they can travel at speeds of several thousand alles per hour;

they can reach altitudes well above those which 'vculd support

conventional aircraft or balloons; and ample po*'er and force

seem to be available for all required manoeuvres. Taking these

factors into account, it is difficult to reconcile this performance

with ths capabilities of our technology, and unless the

technology of some terrestrial nation is much more advanced

than is generally known, we are forced to the conclusion that

the vehicles are probably extra-terrestrial, in spite of our

prejudices to the contrary.

It has been suggested that the sighting3 might be

due to some sort of optical phenomenon which, gives the appearance

of the objects reported, and this aspect was thoroughly

investigated. Charts are shown in Appendix III showing the

various optical considerations. ^ticing as this theory is,

there are seme serious objections to its actual application, in

the fora of sane rather definite and quite icznitable optical

laws. These are the geometrical lavra dealing -*ith optics generally

and which wa have never yet found cause to doubt, plus the wide

discrepancies in. the order of magnetude of the light values stolen

must be involved in. any sightings so far studied. Furthermore,

introducing an optical system might explain an image in terns of

an object, but the object still requires explaining. A particular

effort sas made to find an optical explanation for the sightings

listed in this report, but in no case could one be worked out.

It was not possible to find so much as a partial optical

explanation for even one sighting. Consequently, It was felt

that optical theories generally should not be taken too seriously

until such tiae as at least one sighting can be satisfactorily

explained in such a manner.

It appears then, that we are faced with a substantial —i

probability of the real existence of extra-terrestrial vehicles, \
regardless of whether or not they fit into our scheme of things. —'

Such vehicles of necessity must use a technology considerably in

advance of what wa have. It is therefore submitted that the

next step In tfci3 Investigation should be a substantial effort

towards the acquisition of as sxuch as possible of this technology,

which would without doubt be of great value to us.

"7.3. Snith

2nelneer-ln-Cr.args,

project tisgnat
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APFENDK "D"

Cased en the conclusions of the 1952 raport, it voa felt that ! ' ^
certain of the phenonenae vould probably be accompanied by physical •

effects which could t» measured, and 3inco measaremanto are alirsy moro

satisfactory than qualitativa observations, it was decided to try tnr\

gat sone neasured data.

Whether the phenaaanaa be due to natural elactromaipiatic cause a,

or alien vehicles, there would probably bs associated with a sighting

sons cagcttic or radio noise diatrubanca. Also, thare is a possibility

of ganaa radiation being associated with 3uch phenccennn.

It has boen suggested by sona methsnaticiana that gravity vove3

may exist in reality, as well as a convaeienca to eaks an equation balance.

While wa know practically nothing of such waves in nature, zsavsrthales3,if

the possibility axis'cs, flyins saucer phaneaKinca, Isixg larpsly an .

unknown field, might be a good pl&« to look for such gravity wave3.

Ihersfora, a group of instruments was set up in a tut at Shirley

Bay for tha purposa of trying to pat neasurerasnts which could bo tied to

one or nor a actual sighting?. Tha instruments ore; a coapass typo magneto-

matsr, a ^anna'ray counter, a radio sat and grsvimeter. Ths oatpusa of

the so four iattrunants are arranged to drav proportional traens on. a 4 pan

recorder.

Thaso instrmects want into operation last Qctobor and apnrt

from t'i9 usua}. bu£3, saeas to ba operating satisfactorily. Wo ksvc as

yet cbtcirsd no as^ssr data from then.

Cor Cutura plans include study of any data which wa may get .from

our Shirlej 3ay oet-up, should we be so fortunate, &a well aa the continued

analysis oC aijirttng reports which cons la to us. We propose also tc make

rigid anal/sis of unknova phenoiasnas to soe hov much can be e:cplained on

fia basir. 2!oat of ths previous work along thase linss has be^n largely

qualititiTS and cpon to aariou3 objection fraa the colrrt of view of quanti*

tativa analysis.

ttj intacd to pronota a study of gravity wares, whether within

tola Decarinont or outside to find out if:

a) They exint in nature

bj Rev ws can datoct them if they do

c~! Hew to gemrata them, and

dj What they may be used for.
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Shortly thereafter witness Marge Michaelis telephoned an Air Force de

tachment stationed at Casper and talked with the Commanding Officer. The

CO told her a pipeline work gang had also reported strange objects in the

area and that he was going to contact the Pentagon about the matter.

Later the CO called Mrs. Michaelis back to say that the Pentagon told

him:"Washington knows what the saucers are." 97.

Al Bender's last issue.

A last issue of the I.F.S.B. Space Review arrived in the mail to cer

tain members in February 1954. Labeled "A limited and restricted public

ation," and containing a so-called "Statement of Importance." Bender

failed to print the whole story of his troubles with authorities(Accord

ing to his claims) but just related that "orders from a higher source"

were keeping the lid on the UFO mystery and that the government has

"know what flying saucers are for two years." 98.

Curious about "Bender's problems with authorities," the editors of "Sau

cers" magazine queried the Department of Defense. They received a repy

from the Pentagon written by 1st Lt. R.C. White which said:

"With respect to your question as to whether the Air Force has any

adverse feelings toward civilian 'saucer' research groups, we most

certainly do not. On the contrary, we welcome any authentic and

concrete evidence which they may be able to supply us." 99.

February 26th.

Strange cylinder over Ohio.

An official teletype report states:

"THE OBJECT APPEARED CIRULAR AT FIRST, AS IT APPROACHED IT BECAME MORE

CYLINDRICAL LIKE THE FUSELAGE OF AN AIRCRAFT. ESTIMATED THE SIZE TO BE

THAT OF A MEDIUM SIZED AIRCRAFT C-54 OR KC-97 FUSELAGE. AT FIRST IT AP

PEARED A ROUND WHITE LIGHT WITH A LIGHT GREEN HALO. HOWEVER, AS IT AP

PROACHED IT APPEARED TO HAVE TWO RED LIGHTS UNDERNEATH WHICH TENDED TO

FORM A V; THERE WERE WHITE-ORANGE COLORED LIGHTS WHICH WERE JUDGED TO

BE INTERIOR LIGHTS. THE ENTIRE OBJECT WAS SURROUNDED BY A LIGHT GREEN

HALO EFFECT... .THE RED LIGHTS UNDERNEATH TENDED TO FORM A V WHICH GAVE

THE-APPEARANCE OF A MAIN BODY WITH A GONDOLA OF SOME KIND UNDERNEATH.

.. .SOURCES WIFE HAPPENED TO BE LOOKING OUT OF A WINDOW IN THEIR LIV-

INGROCM AND CALLED HIS ATTENTION TO WHAT SHE INITIALLY THOUGHT WAS AN

UNUSUAL STAR. APPROXIMATELY THREE MINUTES AFTER THE FIRST SIGHTING

SHE NOTICED THAT THE OBJECT WAS MOVING AND HAD COME CONSIDERABLY

CLOSER AND SHE INSISTED THAT SOURCE LOOK. WHEN SOURCE FIRST SIGHTED

THE OBJECT HIS FIRST THOUGHT WAS THAT IT WAS MOST LIKELY A WEATHER

BALLOON BEING RELEASED AT PORT COLUMBUS. HOWEVER, AFTER CLOSER EX-

MINATION THIS WAS RULED OUT AND HE AND HIS WIFE DECIDED TO GO OUTSIDE

TO GET A BETTER LOOK IN AN EFFORT TO DETERMINE WHAT THE OBJECT WAS

WHEN FIRST OBSERVED THE OBJECT APPEARED TO BE ALMOST STATIONARY AT

ABOUT 1500 FEET ABOVE THE GROUND. THEN IT ASCENDED VERTICALLY AT A

VERY SLOW RATE TO WHAT THE SOURCE ESTIMATED TO BE 3,000 FEET. THEN IT
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STARTED ACCELERATING IN ALMOST LEVEL FLIGHT TOWARD THE SOUTH-WEST AT

AN EVER INCREASING RATE. WHEN LAST SEEN IT WAS AT AN ALTITUDE OF AP

PROXIMATELY 500 FEET. GOING AWAY FROM SOURCE AT EXTREMELY HIGH SPEED "
AND DISAPPEARED." 100.

"How to contact space visitors."

George Hunt Williamson remained active by writing a feature for Valor

Weekly titled:"Saucer Symposium." The Valor publication was printed by

Soulcraft of Noblesville, Indiana.

The qualification for aspiring "contactees," Williamson informed his

readers in the February 27th issue, was simply being:"...desirous of

helping suffering humanity..." 101.

Civilian Saucer Intelligence of New York.

While the Civilian Saucer Investigations of Los Angeles was experienc

ing its last days as a viable organization, another private group was born

on the East Coast that assumed an almost identical name.
In February 19S4 a New York housewife by the name of Marilyn Shaw ob

served something strange in the heavens she couldn't comprehend. Greatly

concerned, she discussed the phenomenon with others who were interested. It

was decided to form the "Civilian Saucer Intelligence of New York" with

the goal of "devoting itself to the serious study of flying saucers." 102.
Among the founding members of CSI New York were Ted Bloecher, Isabel

Davis, and Alexander D. Mebane. All of the forementioned persons would

achieve significant publication credits concerning the UFO mystery in the

years ahead.

torch.

* JANAP-146 ijnposed.

Just weeks after officials of the Military Air Transport Service met with

representatives of the nation's major airlines to plan the expediting of UFO
reports, the Pentagon issued JANAP-146, Revision C, March 1954. (See repro

duction pp.46-48.)

UFO over Uruguay.

Witnesses noticed a strange oval object 30 degrees above the northeast

horizon. It was 2:30 p.m. March 1, 1954. The location was the National

Airport of Carrasco, Uruguay. Airport employees kept the object under

observation and detected a change in shape. The exact nature of this

change was apparently not too clear but in a short time a smaller body was

seen to detact itself and move to a position below and behind.

Alerted to the presence of UFOs, controllers in Carrasco tower made a

visual check. Sra. de Rizzardo spotted the two objects at 125 degrees

azimuth and 20 degrees above the horizon. He rlaimed he saw an oval ob

ject with protuberances accompanied by a pair of smalleT bodies. The chief

controller, Pedro V. Ocamp, was still fumbling for his binoculars when the

UFOs started moving away eastwards at great speed, passing over the Sierras

de Minas mountains. 103.

There may be some connection with the following account found in the

European press:"On 1 March 1954, numerous bathers at the beaches near Monte

video observed a 'flying saucer,' a sort of metallic disk emitting yellow

ish reflections. It remained stationary for 2 mintues at an altitude of

several thousand meters." 104.
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•■ JANAP 146(0

COMMUNICATION INSTRUCTIONS m REPORTING

VITAL INTELLIGENCE SIGHTINGS FROM

AIRBORNE AND VJATER30RME SOURCES

-\

JANAP 146(0

! THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF ..

;f JOINT COHHVNICATIONS-ELECTIIONICS COffiilTTEE
' HASHINGTOH 25, D. C.
! MARCH 1954

ORIGINAL

(REVERSE BLANK)
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, JAHA? lUo(c)

CHAPTER I

GENERAL DESCBIPTIOn AMD PURPOSE OP COMUHICATION INSTHJCTIONS

FOR REPOKOTG VITAL IHTELLIGENCE SIGHTEIGS

L01. FURPOSS

The purpose of this publlcntion is to provide umfora instruc-

tioaa for reporting of vital intelligence sightings and to provide

communication instructions far the passing of these intelligence

reports to appropriate militaaj authorities.

102. SCOPS

a. This publication is limited to the reporting at information

of vital importance to fcce security of the United States of America,

its territories ani possessions, which, in the opinion of the ob

server, requires procpt defensive and/or investigative action by the

U.S. Anaed Forces.

b. The procedure contained in tuis publication is provided for:

(1) Civil aircraft and commercial airlines designated by

the U.S. Air Force;

(2) Any military aircraft uhere civil communication

facilities provide the only means of communicating

vital intelligence to military authorities.

(3) Military aircraft as prescribed '•>> the respective

service instructions.

(!»•) U.S. Flag Vessels

(5) Fishing Vessels jf U.S. registry

(6) U.S. Governcout Vessels where civil cossuaications

facilities provide the only means Ox passing vital

intelligence to U.S. military authorities.

(7) U.S. military vessels aot covered by separate

instructions.

103. MESSAGE IDEHTIFICATIOM

a. Reports' made from airborne sources vill be identified by

CIBVIS as the first word of the text.

*: Reports aade by vaterbome sources will ^e identlTled by

HERHJT as the first word of the text.

1-1 ORIGIHAL

(Reverse Blank)
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JANAP iU6(C)

CHAPTSH II

CIRVIS REPORTS

SECTION I - GENERAL

201. DtFORt-ATION TO BE REPORTED AND WHEN TO REPORT

a. Sightings within tie scope of this chapter, as outlined

in Article 102b(l), (S), and (3), are to be repoi-ted as follows:

(1) While airborne (except, over foreign territory -

See Article 212)

(a) Sijgle aircraft or formations of aircraft which

appear to be directed against th» United States,

its territories or possessions

(b) Missiles

(c) Unidenti-ied flying oojects. ^j ■ - |J cry

(d) Submarines.

(e) A •jroup or groups of military surface vessels.

(2) Upon Landing.

(a) Individual surface vessels, subuiarmos, or

aircraft of unconventional design, cr engaged

in suspicious activity or observed in an unusual

location or following an unusual course.

("o) Confiiination imports.

202. SIGHTINGS NOT TO 3E REPORTS

Reports are not desired ooncermng surface craft or aircraft

in normal assage, or Unown U.S. military or government vessels and

aircraft.

2-1 ORIGINAL
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OTHER NEW AGE PUBLICATIONS

THE CHALLENGE OF SPACE
By Arthur Joquel II. Price $4.00
-Science and history combined, displaying a new exciting

• outlook. The result of twenty years research.

STAR GUESTS

By W. D. Pelley. Price $4.00
A Soulcraft publication revealing mounting evidence that

life on this planet may have come from another heavenly

system. Explains some of the great arcane mysteries of the
Cosmos and gives much information about life after death.
You need this knowledge to help you understand today's
Drama of the Skies.

ABOARD A FLYING SAUCER

By Truman Bethurum. Price $3.00

The outstanding news story of 1953. Mr. Bethurum, com

pletely taken by surprise by men from Outer Space was

ushered into a Flying Saucer, met the woman commander
of the ship, describes minute details about the furnishings,
dress, manners, speech and life on the planet "Clarion,"

THE SAUCERS SPEAK

By George H. Williamson and Alfred C. Bailey. $2.00

A Documentary Report of Interstellar Communication by
Radiotelegraphy. Contains startling information and con

vincing proof that people of Other Worlds are with us.
The amazing experience of Dr. Williamson and associates
is fully described together with a transcript of communica
tions received and the affidavit of the witnesses present.

I RODE A FLYING SAUCER

By George Van Tassel. Price $1.00

The strange story of the author and his desert retreat, and

some of the extraordinary messages from outer space.

SAUCERS
A review of latest Saucer developments. Issued by Flying
Saucers International. 4 issues $1.00.

NEW AGE PUBLISHING CO.

1542 Glendole Boulevard Los Angeles 26. Calif.

An advertisement for "New Age" literature in 1954.
1 Note the possible influence of theosophical belief
in Pelley's Star Guests. ---L. Gross
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Another note on South America.

There was some interesting UFO activity reported in South America in

1954, but any firm conclusions about the wave in the region are elusive

since coverage of Latin America is incomplete due to the transient nature

of the civilian efforts to compile UFO information. There was a supposed

"Hellwig encounter" in Brazil during March but it is very dubious and thus

not worth detailing. 105.

"Spacecraft Convention."

The first gathering of UFO enthusiasts in August 1953 generated such in

terest contactee George Van Tassel decided to host a second one in 1954;

and as operator of a small private airport at Yucca Valley, California, he

had the space to accommodate a large crowd.

In the March issue of his publication Proceedings, Van Tassel announced

the event and defended the airport site although it lacked many facilities.

People would have to camp out for the two day affair if lodging was not

available in nearby communities, but Van Tassel maintained that "space

craft preferred isolated places" and he expressed a hope "our space

friends" would take advanage of the situation by making an appearance.

The list of those invited included:George Adamski, Orfeo Angelucci,

Truman Bethurum, Gerald Heard, Donald Keyhoe, Meade Layne, Desmond Leslie,

Silas Newton, Ray Palmer, Frank Scully, George Hunt Williamson, and even

U.S. Air Force Intelligence. 106.

Keyhoe blamed.

Keyhoe learned on March 3rd that the latest issue of American Aviation

quoted an official spokesman as saying:^The Pentagon definitely attributes

the latest rush of saucer reports to Major Keyhoe's book, Flying Saucers

From Outer Space." 107. That same afternoon United Press newsman Bob

Stirling phoned Keyhoe and informed him Senator Francis Case had approach

ed Secretary of the Air Force Talbott concerning charges in Keyhoe's latest

book that the military was keeping UFO information from the public. In

reply Secretary Talbott had General Joe W. Kelly, Director of Legislative

Liaison, supply an answer. General Kelly wrote:"All information on sight

ings of aerial phenomena, including our conclusions, is unclassified and

available to the public." 108.

Keyhoe blew his top when he heard about the General's remark and insist

ed that Stirling write a story quoting him as claiming there was a definite

UFO blackout, especially concerning the Tremonton UFO film which was still

being withheld. 109.

March 6th.

Los Angeles newsman James Me Namara may have considered the book closed
on the UFO subject for him after all the San Fernando Valley excitement the

month before, but there was a surprise in store.

On Friday, March 6th Me Namara's car was parked next to the Pan Pacific

Auditorium in downtown Hollywood. Part of the newsman's job was doing the

weather forecast on radio station KLAC, and as he got into his car and

slipped behind the wheel, he glanced at the sky to see if a predicted

storm was approaching.

Looking west he was stunned to see a trio of luminous, round, bodies

stationary in the air, slighted tilted, and in a triangular formation. Be

fore he could recover from his surprise, two of the objects shot upward at

a 60 degree slant in a northwestern direction. An instant later the third
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I The Book Parade?
7~ ' What los Angeles Is Reading
I According to the Lot Angelei PubUc Library

FleHon - li
J I. ^Adventura* of Augia March," by Saul Ballow. ' '

'. 2. "Somaono lite You," by Reald DeM. * "

1 3. "Tha> Docfon," by Andrt Soubiran.

j 4. "Tho Famala," by Paul Wallman.

, 5. "Tho Davil'» Laughter," by Frank Yarby.

Non-FTcfion
1. "A-Houia It Not a Homa." by Polly Adlar.

2. "Flying Saucan From Outer Space," by Donald Kayho

_3. "Tho Powar of PouKva Thinking," by Norman V. Peala.

—"*' •-^HB*' B«havior in the Human Famala," by A. Kiniay

5. "Sana With tha Windionj"^, (|a> BrooV.

' aiildrin'! Boolei '■'■,-
1. "Roelat Away." by Francat Mary Frert* '

2. "Brighry of thi,6rand Canyon,'" by Marguarii* Hanry.
J. *Tho Story of King Arthur and Hi* Knighti,." by

.. Howard Pyla. " '

4. "Early Moon," by Carl Sandburg.

5. "Whito Snow, Brighf Snow," by Alrin Tmiel't.

Keyhoe's book is popular.

The

I Washington

View"

The Saucers Again
Flying saucer reports, which it seems

are to be with us forever, have recently been
attracting considerably more interest than
could be accounted for by military officials
Now, however, the Pentagon definitely attrib
utes the latest rush of saucer reports to
Major Donald Keyhoe's book Flymg Saucers
from Outer Space, which is currently on the
fiction best-seller list

What gives the book a certain flavor of
authenticity is the inclusion of what is pur
ported to be an official Air Force letter. It
states the Air Force continues to receive a
high rate of reports on unidentified objects
and that all but 20% can be accounted for.
The unaccounted-for portion—usually for lack
of sufficient data—has left an *area for specu
lation, upon which Keyhoe has dwelt effec
tively. The letter, written by an AF underling
no lonirer with the service, has been flagrantly
used, however, to promote the book.

The Air Force today is officially refus
ing comment Inasmuch as the book had not
been submitted for approval, it is being
ignored a* if it doesn't exist
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object darted away, following its companions.

Me Namara was stunned because he was a veteran war correspondent, seeing

action in World War II and Korea. Balloons, jets, rockets, searchlights,
aircraft, etc., were familar to him but these objects were something com

pletely novel. HO.

Keyhoe struggles for more data.

In early March, 1954, a Yale university professor sent a letter to Air

•Force Headquarters requesting clearification of the statement in Donald
Keyhoe's book Flying Saucers From Outer Space that 41 UFO reports listed
therein were officially cleared; also, like~5enator Case, the professor
requested the results of tests conducted on the Tremonton UFO film.

What the professor received after making the forementioned inquiries

was not very enlightening. A form letter was sent that said the Air

Force would not comment on publications which are not submitted for
authentication, and that from time to tune UFO reports were declassified
and made available to the press. Any interpetation of information re

leased by the military, the form letter stated, would not necessarily re
flect official thinking. The mimeographed document was signed by 1st Lt.

Rober C. White of the Department of Public Information.
The professor contacted Keyhoe and discussed the language in the form

letter. The ex-Marine made up his mind to challenge military.

Keyhoe immediately phoned Lt. White and demanded access to the latest

UFO reports, since, the way Keyhoe chose to interpet it, the Air Force
form letter meant "General Kelly had given his blessing to such requests."
Lt. White was shaken a bit, refusing to cooperate and insisting there must

be sone mistake. And if that wasn't enough, Lt. White insisted that if
the form letter language did promise more then was warrented, a retraction

was in order. Continuing to play it safe, Lt. White said that an official
retraction, however, was up to the General. Keyhoe chose to take offense,

giving the impression he felt the military may consider the material in
his Flying Saucers From Outer Space as somehow "unauthorized." Lt. White
defendedthe military position, saying that restrictions were really aimed
at "those authors who had written books about having conversations with

saucer pilots." Keyhoe was not completely happy with the explanation given
by Lt. White and urged termination of the form letter. The public infor
mation officer replied in uncertain terms, expressing doubts any promises
could be made except to assure Keyhoe the problem would be submitted to
higher ups for consideration.

After phoning-the Pentagon, Keyhoe went to Capital Hill to meet with
Senator Case. Since the Senate was in session, Keyhoe met with the
legislator's press secretary, Rodney Moulton, and dropped off document
ation supportingithe claims made in Flying Saucers From Outer Space. If
the Senator believed General Kelly, Keyhoe told Moulton, he hadonly to
phone Lt. White at the Pentagon to learn the truth. 111.

More "Lubbock Lights" over the southwest.

A report made on March 8th has a curious similarity to the famous 1951
"Lubbock Light" case. A teletype message states:

"OBJ CONSISTED OF A SERIES OF MORE THAN TEN BUT LESS THAN TWENTY

LIGHTS ARRANGD IN A CRESCENT SHAPE. APRX BQUAL TO A REG SIZED

DINNER PLATE HELD AT ARMS LENGTH. VERY HIGH INTENSITY WHITE

LIGHTS. APPEARED TO BE FLUORESCENT. POSSIBILITY EXISTS THAT
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THERE WERE BETWEEN TEN AY INDIV OBJ FLY IN CLOSE FORMATION.

OBSR STATED THAT THE RELATIVE PSN OF THE INDIV LIGHTS DID NOT C

WHICH LEADS WRITER TO BELIEVE THAT ONLY ONE OBJ WAS OBSRD...

THERE APPEARED TO BE A BLUISH HAZE SYRROUNDING OBJ. NO SOUND.

SPEED EST TO BE FIFTEEN HUNDRED MPH. OBSR CERTAIN THAT OBJ WAS

NEITHER CONVENTIONAL ACFT NOR ANY OTHER KNOWN ACTY. ALT EST TO

BE BET TEN AND TWENTY THOUSAND FEET. OBSRS WERE IN THE FRONT YARD

OF PVT RESIDENCE WHEN OBJ SIGHTED. ANGLE OF ELEVATION SEVENTY

DEGREES. AZIMUTH, ONE HUNDRED FIFTY FIVE DEGREES. OBJ FIRST

SIGHTED DUE SOUTH AND CONTINUED EAST IN A STRAIGHT LINE. OBJ

BECAME OBSCURED BY TREES. APROX THREE SECONDS. GRD-VIS. 90S07Z

MAR 54. NIGHT. OBJ FR RESIDENCE (...DELETED) SAN ANTONIO TEXAS.

OBJ WAS OBSRD BY MAJ(.. .deleted) 10965A 1708TH FERR(. ..deleted)

AFB TEXAS. DY ASGOT GRP NAV § INTL 0... .VERY CLEAR NIGHT. NO

CLOUDS." 112.

There was another UFO report from Texas on March 8th. Unfortunately

we have no time of day. It seems that a strange, disc-shaped, object

zoomed over Laredo AFB, Laredo, Texas. The thing titled vertically and

.then shot straight up. 113.

March 9th. Cincinnati.

The sky was dark and moonless over Cincinnati, Ohio. The time was 3:57
a.m. March 9th.

That morning a Mr. John H. Stewart was driving along Paddock Road when

he noticed something very strange. Aerial phenomenon was nothing new% to

Stewart who had 6,500 hours flying time with the military during the Second

World War and since then kept his skills intact piloting a private plane.
"He spotted something that morning, however, he had never seen before', a

dark ellipsoidal body inside a bluish luminescent halo, moving slowly south

at an altitude of about 2,500 feet. The thing stopped in the air above

the city's General Electric plant so Stewart stopped too and got out of his
car to take a good look. After four minutes the UFO took off, quickly

accelerating. With the increase in speed the object's glow changed from

bluish-white, to yellow, and then to a molten red. Before passing out of
sight Stewart could see the UFO veer east and then vault skyward almost
straight up. 114.

CRIFO is begat.

The above report was collected by yet another new civilian UFO group.

Leonard Stringfield of Cincinnati was an advertising manager during bus

iness^ hours and after work pursued various hobbies'.astronomy, paleontology,

oil pointing, and his favorite passtime which was growing exotic plants.
Over time Stringfield slowly developed a new interest:UFOs. His cor

respondence with other UFO buffs grew and grew.
During the intense Summer 1952 UFO flap, Stringfield became concerned

over distrubing rumors. It was being said that Air Force jets had crashed
while attempting to intercept UFOs, and there were some very strange stor
ies about green fireballs zooming over New Mexico, apparently the .activity
of some mysterious "spy" devices.

A highly curious and energetic person, Stringfield loss no time making

friends with Donald Keyhoe, becoming fasinated with the UFO writer's asser-
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tion there was an official cover-up regarding the sky object mystery.

Stringfield made the study of UFOs his one and only hobby, selecting to

focus on the intent of the UFO pilots and whether that intent was hostile.

Also like Keyhoe, Stringfield was convinced the UFO pilots were not Russ

ians.

Stringfield decided to establish a civilian effort dedicated to the UFO

mystery, a group he named:"Civilian Research, Interplanetary Flying Objects"

(CRIFO). March 10, 1954 was the organization's birthdate and plans went

ahead for the publication of a monthly newsletter with an initial press run

of 2000 copies, with a year's subscription costing two dollars. The pur

pose of all this was, according to Stringfield, to:"...serve the public's

appetite for truth." 115.

Senator Case writes Keyhoe.

The documentation Keyhoe left at Senator Case's office required a reply

so on March 10th the Senator wrote Keyhoe to say he had forwarded the mat

erial to the Air Force for comment.

At first the Air Force tried to brush things off by making denials, but

when Keyhoe heard about that and insisted on an appointment with the Senator,

the military changed its tune and said Intelligence representatives would

visit Case to "explain things." When Keyhoe checked with the Senator's

press aide Moulton some time later, he was told the Air Force kept putting

off their meeting because they were "extremely busy." 116.

General Kelly sent a letter to Senator Case on April 14, 1954 that made

three points in reply to Keyhoe's charges:

1.) On February 24th when the Senator was given the information,

the Air Force was in the process of revising its policies which

led to some confusion.

2.) A second answer from General Kelly was sent to the Senator's

office that superseded the first.

3.) The Tremonton UFO film press release was a matter of the PIO's

personal opinionwhich didnot amount to an official position. 117.

Whether all the above makes sense or not is beside the point. The net

result was that Keyhoe failed to get evidence the Air Force was "covering

up" data.

"Increased speed to 530 mph but could not close."

Another mystery at Nouasseur.

From French Morocco came the following message:

"At 0935Z, 12 March 1954, 1st Lt. Robert Johnson, 357th Fighter-

Interceptor Squadron, Nouasseur Air Depot, sighted an unidenti

fied flying object at 30,000 feet in the approximately area of

33 degrees 31 minutes North - 07 degrees 11 mintues West, flying

on a heading of 010 degrees. The object was estimated as being

approximately 2,000 feet in front of Lt. Johnson's aircraft and

was described as being generally the same size of a fighter jet

aircraft but was observed without wing tanks or visible smoke

trails. The speed of the observer's aircraft was approximately

370 mph at the time of first sighting of the object. Lt. Johnson

V
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increased the speed of his aircraft to approximately 530 mph but

did not overtake the object. Although the observer's F-86 was

directly following the object, the pilot stated that the object

simply disappeared from his sight after approximately thirty sec

onds. The weather at the time of the sighting was clear above
22,000 feet." 118.

Special Report #14.

A document in BLUE BOOK files(Adminstrative files) titled:"History of
Project" states in part:

"Special Report #14 was completed on 17 March 1954 . It concluded

that on the basis of the observations reported to the Air Force it

was highly improbable that any of these reports represent observa

tions of technological developments outside the range of present

day scientific knowledge. In accordance with the recommendations

of the Scientific Panel and provisions for release of information

outlined in AFR 200-2 the report was declassified and released to

the general public on 5 May 1955." 119.

Australia. An Aborigine sees one.

A newspaper article said:

"At Alice Springs, an Aborigine reported that while he was ridding

his horse on March 17th, a weird flying machine nearly flew into
him. The object was about 40 feet in diameter, emitted four

streams of smoke from each side and caused a heavy wind when it

rose at terrific speed, making a noise like a drum-laden truck on a

bad road. Other natives saw it from a distance. They were well
educated, and used to aircraft, including jets." 120.

"UFO dogfight around an airliner."

Michael Kuritz and his wife who lived in Weatherly, Peimsyvania, told

the press the four objects were "quite large" and reflected brilliantly in
the sunlight but it was the object's maneuvers that were newsworthy. The
objects were engaged in a "mock dogfight" around a passing airliner. The
object's zoomed ahead of the plane, and they reversed direction and moved
behind. Another time they rose vertically and then dropped to a lower
level. This air show lasted the five mintues'the airliner was in view.
When last seen, the UFOs were still trailing the plane. The date of this
incident was March 22nd and the location Hazelton, Pennsyvania.

Mr. Kuritz was adament the objects were not jets, balloons, or light
reflections. 121.

Meanwhile, inside the airliner the pilot radioed the CAA, which in turn
alerted Newcastle AFB in Delaware. The base PIO refused to release in
formation to the press about the military actions and only said that a
report on the incident had been forwarded to Washington, but when con

tacted, authorities in the nation's capital informed reporters nothing
had arrived from New Castle('). 122. The foremention information is what
can be found in Donald Keyhoe's account of the case. Fortunately there
is some additional data in BLUE BOOK files that exceeds in interest what
both Keyhoe or the press had gathered. The military teletype message on
this case reads in part:

"DESCRIPTION OF OBJECTS: FLYING ROUND IN SHAPE,DISCS. SIZE-AP
PROXIMATELY THAT OF A HALF DOLLAR, HELD IN A HAND OF ABOUT AT ARMS
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LENGTH. FURTHER DESCRIBED AS VERY LARGE, LARGER THAN THAT OF A

MULTI ENGINE AIRLINER. THE FLYING DISCS WERE FLYING IN CIRCLES

WHEN FIRST OBSERVED. COLOR: SILVERY, FOUR (4) FLYING DISCS. THREE

(3) OF THESE UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS WERE OBSERVED FLYING IN

FORMATION WHILE THE FOURTH AIRCRAFT [' ]. FLEW IN A CIRCLE TO THE REAR

OF THE AIRLINER. THESE OBJECTS WERE OBSERVED ALSO TO HAVE DOMES ON

THEIR UPPER PORTIONS OF THE DISC. NO SOUND WITNESSES STATED, VERY

QUIET. ANOTHER AIRCRAFT WAS SIGHTED WITHOUT INCIDENT BY THE WITNESS

FIFTEEN (15) MINUTES LATER FLYING A TRACK OF EAST TO NORTHWEST. THE

WITNESS FURTHER STATED AT THE TIME THESE OBJECTS WERE MANUVERING

ABOUT THE AIRLINER THEY WERE AT AN ALTITUDE OF BETWEEN TWELVE AND '

FIFTEEN THOUSAND FEET THE OBJECTS WOULD CIRCLE BEHIND THE AIRLINER

AND WERE MAKING PASSES FROM LEFT TO RIGHT THEN PULLING UP IN VER

TICAL ASCENT. THE WITNESS FURTHER STATED AT NO TIME DID THE FLY

ING DISC FLY IN FRONT OF THE AIRLINER. THESE OBJECTS WERE FIRST

SIGHTED BY WITNESS DIRECTLY OVERHEAD AT AN ELEVATION OF 90 DEGREES.

HE STATED THAT THEY SEEMED TO COME OUT OF SPACE ANT) DECENDED ON,THE

AIRLINER. THE OBJECTS DISAPPEARED TO" THE WEST FROM APPROXIMATELY

TEN TO TWENTY DEGREES ABOVE THE HORIZON PULLING STRAIGHT UP IN A VER

TICAL ASCENT TRAVELING AT A TREMENDOUS RATE OF SPEED. THE FLYING OB

JECTS CAME CUT OF THE EAST AND DISAPPEARED IN THE WEST. THE WITNESS

ALSO STATED THAT THE AIRLINER WAS MAKING GOOD A TRACK OF FROM EAST

TO WEST THE LENGTH OF TIME THEY WERE IN SIGHT WAS FOUR (4) MINUTES

MANNER OF OBSERVATION: IT WAS GROUND VISUAL. NO OPTICAL AIDS WERE

USED BY WITNESS. TIME 1000 HOURS. DATE 22 MAR 54 (ZEBRA TIME)1500

HOURS. LIGHT CONDITIONS DAY. LOCATION OF WITNESS AT TIME HE OB

SERVED FLYING DISC TWO MILES WEST OF WERTHERLY PA. OBJECTS OVER

SPRING MOUNTAIN." 123.

1 The BLUE BOOK file adds:"AS FAR AS KNOWN NO INTERCEPTION ACTION TAKEN

BY ADC." 124. Moreover, the file on the case says that local military

radar, the 772nd AC5W, was not operational at the time so it could not

confirm the presence of air traffic. Furthermore,if the airliner did

notify New Castle, word never reached BLUE BOOK which reached this con

clusion: "No report from airline, probably reflection from airliner." 125.

March 18, 1954.

The disposition of the original Tremonton UFO film.

Since the famous Tremonton UFO film was again a point of dispute, an

official letter was exchanged between BLUE BOOK and the U.S. Naval Photo

graphic Interpetation Center: The Center wrote ATIC on March 18th:

"Subj: Tremonton, Utah Film.

* Ref: (a) ATIC W-PAFB Ohio ltr AFOIN-ATIATE-5 dtd 27 Jan 1954.

1. Reference (a) requested information concerning the disposition

of the original Tremonton, Utah film and whether or not any copies

of the film are currently held by the Center.

2. It is advised that this Center has never had possession of

the original film and does not have information concerning its

whereabouts. However, it is suggested that Major Fourney, an

AF Special Investigator who was formerly stationed in this area,

be contacted regarding this matter. Major Fourney at one time

advised that the original would be made available to this Center

for spectrophotometric analysis. This analysis never materializ

ed, therefore the original was not requested.
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3. This Center is presently holding one 16 mm color film copy

which was received from the Air Force. In addition, 35mm color

positive and 35mm black and white negatives duplicates blowups

are held.

4. Reference (a) referred to the original film as being 55mm.

It is understood that the photography was taken with a Revere,

16mm, Magazine loading type, with an F1.9 wide-angle, telephoto

lens." 126.

The Air Force fights rumors, "reawakened interest," and hysteria.

On March 23rd the Air Force complained through a Washington spoke-

man about the "reawakened" interest in the UFO subject; about the recent

"rash" of media stories, books, radio and T.V. shows; which it felt was
increasing UFO sightings, saying that there was a direct correlation be

tween publicity and Americans "seeing things."

The military also had to defend itself with increasing frequency, a

more distressingly tiresome task. Keyhoe was not the only one to find

fault with the Air Force or to present a different picture of the UFO

situation than that favored by the Generals. The Pentagon took except

ion with certain newsstories it claimed were untrue, for example that

airline pilots were reporting 5-10 UFO sightings a night, and the rumor

that proof existed the Air Force had "recovered hunks of flying sau

cers" and was covering up the fact. (See newsclipping)

Captain Nash.

The one who brought-up the "recovered saucer parts" s'ubject was a res
pected Pan American World Airways pilot, Bill Nash. Nash was known for

his amazing UFO encounter on July 14, 1952.

Capt. Nash made his "recovered saucer parts" charge during a talk to

the Greater Miami Aviation Association, telling his listeners he was con

vinced UFOs were controlled by intelligence beings and that he was also

convinced:"...the Air Force has collected hardware from outer space."

These facts, he said, were not being acknowledged by the Pentagon because

of the threat from Russia. (Nash, in the newsstory, does not detail the

hardware claim.) (See newsclipping)

"Are the saucers our friends?"

about Nash's personal beliefs were given in the March issue of

Mystic magazine. In his Mystic essay, Nash tried to temper any alarm his

extraterrestrial assertions may have engendered, going beyond the debate

about the reality of UFOs to what he called a more haunting question: "why

were the aliens systematically exploring the Earth?" Like Leonard String-

field of the newly launched CRIFO organization, Nash was especially fasin-

ated with the alien's motives.

Fellows like Adamski and Bethurum were having a lot of fun selling fic

tion, but for the serious student of the UFO problem putting together the

"facts" was a tough chore because there was too much data and too many ways

to look at it. For example, the apparent lack of hostility could mean the

pilots of the UFOs had benign designs on mankind, or it could mean the

aliens were conducting a thorough reconnaissance prior to a big raid, or

it could mean UFOs were just delusions!
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Air Force Denies It Hides
, Hunks of Flying Saucers

Pan Am Pilot't Report Said Unfounded; Nothing

Known to Indicate Outer Space Origin >

Washington,

spokesman toda

basis an tbasis an assctn

Force has recovered hunks ot "(ly
ing saucers and just isn't telling
the public about them "
The Air Force position, he said,

is that "given enough fastual data"

••• nm- pc. een

if the sightings—both \isual and
ly radar—have been Identified a<
if known objects. He said from 10
o 15 per cent have been outright

"The others probably could be

.the last six years could be ex-physics was greater." he said
'plained in natural, earthly, non-"There are many things about ihc
.sensational terms ikv that science still doesn't under-
"We don't think the socalledsland"

saucers come from outer space An Air Fonc summary declares
or from a foreign •govemment,"thcre is "a direct rorrdatton bc-
_the spokesman said twecn the number of sightings rc-

BiU .Nash, a Pan American borted and the publicity given to
World \irways pilot, told the [lying saucers"
Greater Miami Aviation Associa- Thus, in recent months there has
ton recently he was convinced that ^een a rash of magazine and news-
"the Air Force has collected hard-paper articles, radio and televi-
ware from outer space " lion shows and a couple of books

"I do not believe the Air Force p) flying saucers—and a generally
cares to make all Its findings pub-^awakened Interest and some-
lie so long as the United Slates is ffhat Increased Incidence of sight-
threatened by unfriendly poiveis,"|ng», the Air Force says.
Nash said. The Air Force says it knows |
Nash was quoted as having re-nothing to substantiate a recent

ported sighting unidentified ob-published report that commercial
jects while flying from New York airline Pilots are seeing 5 to 10
to Miami on a date not specified, kaucers i night.
Nash Mid he and his crew saw "Of 36S sightings through Octo-

six objects, later joined by tno ber 1953, only 3 came from airline
others, and the lights fiom them pilots," the spokesman said
were "20 times brighter than those' An official of the Air Une Pilots
of Norfolk and Newport News,"association said he knew of no
near where the alleged sighting lighting reports at all in recent
was made months, and of only a few at any
"From their maneuvers, there time by airline pilots,

is no doubt in my mind these ob- Similarly, Civil Air Patrol head-
jects were controlled by intelligent quarters and Ground Observer
beings," Nash said. "When youCorps members here have no rce-
have ,s«n .them, youjneallze, theyord of lightings by their mambart
iWerenot tnade-on thlsfyanet **■ who watch the sUat oIom^ru*
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Nash concludes in his article, "Are The Saucers Our Friends?," that

the builders and operators of the UFOs meant the Earth no real harm.

His reasoning, however,is shaky, being based on evidence culled from

certain controversial UFO cases. The fatal Capt. Mantell plane chase

of January 1948 he passed off as an example of "self-defense" and(more

logically) points out the fact that there was no supporting evidence

to connect the UFO with the fighter's mishap. The 1953 "Sonny" Des

Vergers West Palm Beach incident when a "fireball was shot at the

Scoutmaster," was also passed off, in this case as an example of a

"possible attempt to neutralize DesVerger's exposure to the saucer's

energy field" after the poor fellow had wandered too close! Likewise,

the (so-called) Fred Regan rescue from a mid-air collision and the

man's subsequent death from brain tissue degeneration, Nash blamed on

the possible accidental exposure to the underside of the disc machine

(For details on the Regan story see the booklet:UFOs: A HISTORY 1953:
MARCH-JULY, pp.57-58).

Nash had high praise for Meade Layne's July 1952 statement to the U.S.

Government after a "shoot-to-bring-them-down" order was said to have been

issued by the military. Representing the San Diego based Borderland Sci

ences Research Associates, Mr. Layne had written two years before:

"They come in friendship, with a science over-matching ours by a

thousand years. They are engaged in scientific studies of geo

physical changes and of our social and political conditions. Their

present incursion(one of many in the course of history) was occas-

sioned by the release of atomic energies, which disturbed and

alarmed theworlds of their habitation. This threat has now been

contained by them so that their chief concern is with certain

startling changes occuring deep within our globe. But they im

pose no law upon us (though they could enslave us if they so de

sired) , and they exact no tribute and move harmlessly through our

skies." 127.

Nash no doubt would not have been so quick to quote Mr. Layne if he

knew the ultimate source of such confident statements was BSRA's use of

"mental radio."

"A more godlike way of life almost too good to be true."

Adamski's well promoted Flying Saucers Have Landed was the first book

about UFOs many people ever read.;'their introduction to the mystery, and

it quickly gained a big uncritical following.

In the early Winter of 1953, in Detroit, Michigan, an advertising

salesman, Henry Maday, recommended the Adamski book to school teacher

Laura Mundo. The Californian's writings made a big impression on Miss

Mundo. She found in the story about a contact with a Venusian:"...

a more_godlike way of life almost too good to be true." 128.

During the Christmas holidays Miss Mundo paid a social visit to two

friends, Helen and Bryant Reeve (future authors of Flying Saucer Pil

i) Th R hd i d' i K

, y ( yg

grimage) . The Reeves shared Mis Mundo's interest in tKe "advanced

ideas""being peddled by Adamski, so it was decided to ask the Califor-
nian to lecture in Detroit, with Miss Mundo handling the publicity. On

March 28, 1954 some 4,500(standing room only crowd) people heard the

man from Palomar Gardens.

Miss Mundo became a devoted Adamski fan, spending all her spare time
to the "vital necessity" of learning more about the "advanced spacemen
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that wanted to help mankind." 129.

Adamski's appeal.

Actually, what Adamski said was less important than the mood he gener
ated. The contactee phenomenon created a deviant belief system, a sub-
universe that was "real" to those who refused to return to what philo
sopher William James termed the "paramount reality of common sense."
Empirical evidence was rejected in favor of mystical experiences that
were suppose to provide the ultimate test of any "truth." 130. The
fact that Adamski and some others claimed to have "met face-to-face"
with the source of their "truth" rather than by receiving wisdom by the
use of "mental radio" was not much of a difference. The evidence for
such meetings was more "mystical" than "empirical."

The Theosophical Society. A seedbed?

The contactee phenomenon,that was a sensation in the psychic community

during the 1950s, may be said to have had its roots in the ideas of Madame

Helena Blavatski who conceived the idea of "The Great White Brotherhood"
back in the America of the 1870s. As sociologists David Stupple and Abdol-
lah Dashti point out in their excellent research project of the social his

tory of the flying saucer movement, "Flying Saucers and ^tiple Realities:
A Case Study in Phenomenological Theory," Blavatski,co-founder of the Theo

sophical Society, originated the belief that a population of super beings
resided variously in remote mountain retreats, in the air cloaked from pry

ing eyes, and on other celestial orbs beyond the Earth. This so-called

superior race, Blavatski maintained, achieved its status by "breaking the

reincarnation cycle(This shows the influence of Eastern mysticism). A
basic theme of Theosophical belief was that a select group of the super be
ings take an interest in mankind and visit the Earth, contacting certain

individuals that happen to be more "highly evolved" than their less for

tunate fellow humans. Stupple and Dashtu felt comfortable saying that the

success of certain contactee groups was due to adherence to basic Theosoph

ical concepts. 131.

Of course not everyone was enamored with the "good news from space" idea.
In the March 1954 issue of the Journal of_ the British Interplanetary Society,

Arthur C. Clarke, chairman of the society, reviewed Adamski's book and dam-

ned the work as "a farrago of nonsense." Clark wrote:"If flying saucers do_
turn out to be space-ships, Messrs. Leslie and Adamski will have done quite
a lot to prevent people of intellectual integrity from accepting the fact."

132.

The "Hanger 18" rumor grows.

The charge that the Air Force was "hiding hunks of flying saucers" that

was made by Nash, was echoed in the last issue of the CSI Los Angeles UFO

newsbulletin which listed some the organization's conclusions as of January

1954:

"During the past two years we have followed such a story of a 'cap

tured flying saucer1 from March Field, where it was kept under a tar

paulin, progressively through three southern California aircraft

plants. This is the one made of the transparent metal, which cannot

be machined with a diamond fly-cutter. At last report it had been

loaded on a truck at the Huges Aircraft Company plant and was headed

for some unknown destination." 133.
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March 24th.

Glowing object over England. (See newsclipping)

'Half Woy to Venus':

Glowing 'Flying Saucer' Seen ;

Over Norwich andNew London'

Sshfts j s lts r but!
to V«na»" caused considerable
ti I th Nh

c , r«""«"• heto V«na» caused considerable ^ "«• he said-!
stir In the Norwich area late yes-1 Occasionally it appeared to flatten i
terdiy" afternoon and was also I01" and take on a reddish hue

i£i IS /il" m°re northerni Gcor&e Stedman of North Ston
this area. 'ington also sa>v the "flvinz «u-

^".?".1*1"111":1 °' Lantern'cer" and pinpointed Its Scatmn
Hll said he was looking up at a,"About hair way to Venus ?"a"l

^Th^h"' " P °H whLen]he, Mi a report to Grown Stale
m,,2wl h thlnK ln 'hVk> IPohce 'and mnvine wr> hltlp
r^JSLTh h"St Oi h" nome!i" flr<i' T^n it «ent w«r about
land "very high. |6 30 p m. and disappeaied. ■ i

V-formation over Baltimore.

A news commentator for radio station WFBR, Baltimore, Lou Corbin, phoned

Donald Keyhoe the morning of March 25th and notified him of yet another UFO-

airliner case, this time over Baltimore the night before at 10:32 p.m. A

witness on the ground to aerial display was Adolph Wagner, Deputy Coordin

ator for Civil De'fense at Baltimore. 134.

Looking out his window to check the weather, Mr. Wagner saw:

"...13 objects at approximately 50 degrees off the horizon moving
in a V-formation. He described the objects as triangular in shape

and glowing glowing flourescent blue and proceeding on a west-east
course. As he watched, a larger object came out of the north and

positioned itself in front of the V-formation. After observing them
for one minute, Wagner noticed a commercial airliner, with running

lights on, coming out of the northeast, heading for Friendship Air
port. It was flying low. Suddenly, the glowing objects split their

V-formation, six of them executing a very sharp turn, changing from
blue to a purplish color. Heading into the southwest direction of
the airliner, the six objects tailed in single-file. The remainder
continued their original course in an eastward direction. Wagner
estimated their size at 20 ft. on a side, with the leader of the
group at nearly 50 ft. He could not see any exhaust, or hear any

noise. The objects were sharply defined, no hazy edges." 135.

Corbin told Keyhoe he had contacted Friendship tower to get a story but
when Chief controller got on the line he "almost yelled" that the UFOs
were just geese. 136. Not put off by the rudeness, Corbin dialed again
and this tune got another controller. This man simply confessed ignorance
about the matter.

Through other sources Corbin determined that the airliner belonged to
Eastern but when contacted Eastern officials refused comment. 137.

March 25th.
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Only a few hours after Corbin's call, another friend of Keyhoe called,

Pam Am Captain William Nash who was phoning from Miami to inform the Major

a Marine jet pilot had encountered a UFO over Florida's guided missile

range and the flyer, a former skeptic, was talking his head off. The

story was all over town. The Miami Daily News printed an account and sent

it out on the UP newswire. The Marine aviator, Captain Don Holland, even

agreed to go on television to relate his sighting.

It seems that at 3:30 p.m. the afternoon of March 25th Capt. Holland

was flying over the missile range when a strange round object dropped out
of the sky near his plane and hovered at 3,000 feet. Amazed, Capt. Hol

land banked his jet sharply and turned on his gun cameras but the UFO

spoiled his chance to obtain photographic proof by leaving at tremendous

speed. General William G. Manly, CO at Miami, confirmed Capt. Holland's
report and vouched for the flyer's reliability. 138.

"Flying Manta."

Rumors of an American saucer-plane were enhanced by Canadian inventor

John Frost rn March 1954 when he identidied the U.S. Air Force as a major

player in the race to build a highly advanced interceptor. Frost, who

was committed to England's De Havilland Company, as well as to A.V. Roe in

Canada;announced that a "huge sum" had been allocated by the Americans for
a project to build a prototype of an early design of his, a "manta ray"

type craft that would be capable of a top speed of 1,850 mph. 139.

The ultimate witness?

Harold E. Talbot, Secretary of the Air Force, was in an airplane enroute

to Palm Springs, California, the afternoon of March 24, 1954. While pass

ing over Fresno, California; Talbot, his aides, and the plane's aircrew, all

saw a large metallic-looking object following the plane in a position about

a 1,000 feet below and a like distance behind. Talbot ordered his pilot to

turn around, but when the plane banked, the UFO made a tight little orbit
and streaked away at an incredible speed. 140. There is no record of this

encounter in BLUE BOOK files and debate about its' existence surfaced in

mid-May 1954(See that date).

Things really begin to heat up.

"Operation Immediate." Cherokee, Wyoming. (See CIRIS document,and note

referrence to the CIA at the bottom of the page. This shows official sen
sitivity to what might be a run-of-the-mill meteor report when the color

reported is a "bright green," the same color of the mysterious phenomenon

that haunted restricted nuclear facilities in New Mexico).

March 29th. A "Mother ship and her brood?"

A Spot Intelligence report states:

"On 29 March 1954, (...deleted) and his wife,(...deleted) Street,

Philadelphia, Pa., were interviewed at the 3rd OSI Detachment, Phila

delphia, Pa., by Special Agent Russell A. Williams. The Sperriers

stated that they wished to report that at approximately 0215 hours,

29 March 1954, they had observed approximately twenty-five (25) uni

dentified flying objects in the sky. The (...deleted) described

these objects as being round and silver in color, with a luminous

circle around each. The (...deleted) estimated that the objects
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were between 3000 and 5000 feet in the air, and all but one ap

peared to be a little larger than the size of a baseball. They

stated that one of the objects flying toward the rear was about

twice the size of the others. The Sperriers advised that the ob

jects appeared to be flying in formation. They described this for

mation as two (2) objects flying side by side with one following,

and then two (2) more flying side by side and one following. This

formation was repeated. The (...deleted) informed Special Agent

Williams that there was a slight variation in the formation and that

the objects seemed to move with a slight up and down effect. They

said that this motion was not very noticeable. When they first
sighted the objects, they appeared to be flying in a straight line.

The (...deleted) said that there appeared to be a flame coming out

of the rear of each object. This flame was approximately one-

fourth of the length of the objects and that they were moving sight

ly faster than the speed of a jet airplane. During the time that

they observed these objects, one veered away from the formation,

with what the (...deleted) said was a tremendous speed, and then it

came back and rejoined the formation. The (...deleted) stated that

they saw no exhaust trail or smoke and that they did not notice any
unusual odors in the air." 141.

Project A comes to a close.

Toward the end of the month Ohio Northern University notified the press
it was terminating its project A. The school announced that it "had no
alternative" since:"For the past year this research has been practically at
a standstill." 142. Moreover:

"The information received by Project A indicated that a sizeable
fraction of the total sightings througFout the country were sight
ings made of material objects. These material objects were not
standard aircraft. Having concluded that a proportion of the sight
ings were of material objects, possessing the ability to maneuver at
extremely high speeds, and in climatic conditions.

"An investigation was begun of the relationship of sighting dates of
magnetic storms... (but because of the lack of iiiformation) it is there

fore impossible for the Project to continue with its study of the re
lationship of magnetic storms to sightings of phenomena known as fly
ing saucers.

"We had hopped such a study might be indicative of the possibility

of the use of electro-magnet energy as a means of propulsion." 143.

Further UFO news from Australia.

The civilian UFO group in Australia, the "Australian Flying Saucer
Bureau," received a boost when its director, E.R. Jarrold, was asked by the
Australian Minister of Air to confer with the nation's Air Force Intelli
gence at Melbourne headquarters.

The Port Moresley UFO film had been lent to Jarrold's organization so,
perhaps, that was the reason for the consultation, otherwise sources avail
able to us give no other clue, although Jarrold did make a point to deny
that the meeting could be construed as having some relationship with the
unease sweeping the Australian public concerning the prolonged UFO flap
taking place there.
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Only partially processed by Australian experts, the Port Moresly film
showed a small, lightly-colored, object. Hoping the American experts

could learn more from the frames, the film was sent to the United States

for special analysis.
Meanwhile, UFOs continued their visitations. The following is an un

dated bit of data but it is assumed to have occurred in March, 1954:

"At Young, a town near Sydney, Marjorie McLennan, 34, looked up
to see what a strange humming sound was all about, after her dog
began to bark furiously. Directly above her she saw a long, cy

lindrical object, 'colored two shapes of white,1 which 'seemed to
taper off to one end.' The object hovered in the sky for about five
minutes, then 'seemed to gradually float down toward the skyline un
til it disappeared.1 A neighbor woman, Moya Hugget, confirmed the

sighting." 144.

Green fireballs, over Australia'

Apparently the same emerald bombardment that excited the U.S. Southwest
in 1948-49 was now doing the same to Australia during January and February

in 1954.

The Civilian publication, the Australian Flying Saucer Magazine, March
1954 issue, referred to a spate of reports tEItcTescribed:Fright, green, si -
lent, and large(lh to 2 times the size of the full Moon) fireballs that
flashed over the countryside and exploded. 145.

April.

The third day of April Donald Keyhoe took a plane for California to make
an appearance on the Betty White T.V. show.

Arriving in Los Angeles, Keyhoe took a cab to the Hollywood Roosevelt

Hotel where he met E.J. Ruppelt.
There was a rumor about a sensational August, 1953, case at Pearl Harbor

and Keyhoe hoped Ruppelt, who was still active with BLUE BOOK at the time,
could shed some light on the supposed incident. Asked outright if "any
thing big" had taken place in August, 1953; Ruppelt could only think of the
Rapid City case; an answer that surprised Keyhoe who knew nothing of the
excitement in South Dakota that Summer. The Rapid City case, Ruppelt de
clared, shook up many of the skeptics. The ex-BLUE BOOK chief gave Keyhoe
an abbreviated account of the case, of how a UFO was seen visually, detected
on radar, and pursued over a 100 miles by F-84 jets. As for Pearl Harbor,

Ruppelt knew nothing.
Keyhoe couldn't resist asking for Ruppelt's personal opinion now that the

Air Force's UFO expert was on inactive duty, but Ruppelt had another sur
prise for Keyhoe, saying that he had recently finished writing an "objective
look at the UFO problem," an essay schelduled to appear in the May issue of
True magazine. That was good news to Keyhoe but he felt Ruppelt was being
evasive Keyhoe pressed the question:"What did you conclude?" 146. To that
Ruppelt said he was not a firm believer like Dewey Fournet, but if such odd
craft actually existed, they must be from another planet. 147.

"Zig-Zags." Strange objects seen on April 3rd.

At 1345Z the first of two strange orange-white objects came into view in
the sky over Atlanta, Georgia. The first object, as well as the second one,
moved at high speed west to east. The first object was in sight for approxi
mately 60 seconds. It:"...made several zig-zags in the west and then passed
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almost directly overhead in spasmotic flashes and disappeared in the east "
i«. The second object came into view three minutes later and was in sight
for 90 seconds. It:"v.appeared from the same direction but then darted to
ward the north m spasmodic flashes. When almost due north of observers it
made an erratic circle and then continued on to disappeared in the east."149.

V-formation over Wichita.

On April 4th at 0250Z a strange group of flying lights was sighted. A mil-
tary teletype message read in part:

"...WHILE SITTING IN CAR FACING S ON MARKET ST, WICHITA KANS
OBERVER CASUALLY GAZED INTO SKY AND SAW SEVEN TO NINE LIGHTS MVG'lN
A NORTHERLY DIR. LIGHTS WERE IN A V FORMATION AND APPEARED TO BE VERY
HIGH AND EXTREMELY FAST. OBJS WERE 1ST SIGHTED AT A 35 DEGREE ANGLE,
AZIMUTH 180 DEGREES AND PASSED DIRECTLY OVER OBSR'S HEAD THE FLT
PATH OF THE OBJE WAS VERY STEADY ALTHOUGH THEY SEEMED TO HAVE A VERY
SLIGHT DIFFICUTY IN RTNG V FORMATION. THE LAST LIGHT ON THE W SIDE
WOULD PERIODICALLY DROP BACK, RESUME ITS PSN AND THEN MOVE OUT TO
THE W SIDE OF FORMATION BEFORE RTNG TO PATTERN. THE OBJS DISAPPEAR-
AT A 35 DEGREE ANGLE AND AN AZIMUTH OF 350 DEGREE. OBJS WERE IN
SIGHT FOR PD OF 10-12 SECONDS, MADE NO NOISE, AND LEFT NO VISIBLE CON
TRAIL. SIZE OF LIGHT CAN BE COMPARED TO HEAD OF PIN HELD AT ARM'S
LGTH WHILE SHAPE COULD NOT BE DETERMINED. COLOR OF LIGHTS WERE fWI
W/BRIGHTNESS BEING COMPARED TO SECOND OR THIRD MAGNITUDE STARS "150

FIRST INTERPLANETARY

ax GIANT ROCK INTERPLANETARYAIRPORT
17 rm. N/ortk of Yucca Villey.Cali-fo.nU

Speeches anO discussions
PtCNtC

ADMISSION

FREE yiu. 4

Hc/hostesess
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Vra Mars, Hints Expert
Is oar earth tmder observation from another planet by;

"Dying saucers" capable of traveling 9000 miles an hour?,-

b the home base of these high speed discs a friend]?.

or a hostile phut?

We'may-get the answers, or
stroni hints along that line, Ute
In June when Man, strongly
suspected by some observers of
being the planet that wants to

know more about us. reaches

the closest point is. Its travels,

where we are concerned.

Major Donald E Keyhoe,

USMC, Retired, and aa out
standing expert on space ships

and flying di****, made this pre-

I in diction In Los Angeles today as
. ha resumed his efforts to get

i Air Force higher brass "to
loosen up and ten the public
what it has learned about the

so-called "saucers.' *

Scientists will be posted at IS L

observatories, including those at a

Griffith Park and Palomar, to

study Man as It nears our plan- ai

et to try to ascertain whether'

there Is evidence of We on that

body and, If possible, try to de>*
termine whether it Is trying to1
contact us through, messages or,
possibly, the flying- discs.

"It has beea suggested— *
and don't laugh—that 100 mi:-?;
lion planetx may be Inhabited"^
by higher forms or life, and..'

Man ooold be one," Major '
Kehoesald. . . . > .1

^Saucers Shun
Space Craft

t

'_, GIANT ROCK, Calif. KB—Some
2S0O delegates to the world's first

phere of radioactivity from recent
H-bomb blasts.

George H. Williamson, IT, of
interplanetary space craft conven- Prescott, Ariz, who said he has
'Uon dispersed for home today, dU- been In radio contact with space '

- ■ ship pilots since August, 1952. de--
;iuvuujGu ■ ■—■■- um uvh mw%%*^~*t* ■ dared the fire ball was "definite:

jdid ItT evidence of saucer activity in the

) "There goes onel" voices shriek- ""•" >
led last night from scores of sleep-| Other ssucer "experts" some'
Ing bags strewn about the edge of1 from as far away as Chicago and>
Giant Rock Airport, run by GeorgelNew York, later aired their per

W. Van Tassel, who said he spon-|viows and described bizarre experi-
sored the convention on suggestion' ences to the delegates who sat
of friends from another planet under the hot sua to listen.

High in the sky a large orange| A typical story was related '
fireball blaied briefly over the Dy oriM Aag.iaad. 42i „, GleB. .

convention grounds and .flickered 4,],,. WBS claimed a "thing* <

which looked Uke "a tnnspsr- ,
ent soap bobble hemisphere" '

landed near him on a bridge oa ^
July IS, 1952, and obliged him
wita a ride "1000 mfl« over Lot
Angeles." ■ !

Even more intriguing wu the

tale solemnly told by U-year-old

out

Saucer true believers sighed
enthusiastically and viewed the

tier? ebiect as a "sign" that
{ "they* were In tke em and
* ready to land a whirling 300-foot

['craft, as Van Tassel had prom-

/to*-
I Skeptics .thought It was flare Truman Bsthorum, a Redondo -
from the nearby Marine base—or Beach welder. Bethuron told hear,

>s gag- ■ ten be came face to face with r '
'• Van Tassel said the flrsbaH was female space ship skipper it Mar- -
probably a "nullifler" used by moo. Mesa, Nevada In ltsa. ■ '■
-other worldles to rid our atmos- '. ~' — ———-— ,. j^^
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1 'Spacecraft Convention.''

George Van Tassel's so-called "spacecraft convention," schelduled for
Sunday, April 4th, got off to a good start. Saturday afternoon people be
gan to arrive at Giant Rock airport and by sundown about 500 had set up
camp to spend the night. At midnight someone playing a joke set off a
skyrocket that gave off a brilliant flash and caused a heavy concussion
"There's goes one!" people shrieked. 151.

Sunday morning a sympathetic audience of 6,000 had gathered at the desert
site to hear a line up of contactee speakers:George Hunt Williamson, Orfeo
Angelucci, Truman Bethurum, Dan Fry, and the convention host, Van Tassel.
The gathering was informal. Admission was free and planned activities were
listed as "speeches, discussions, and picnicking." People milled around
taking pictures, chatting, and buying saucer literature and souvenirs. 152.

Desmond Leslie sent his regrets but wrote a letter that was read to the
convention. Adamski likewise sent his regrets since he was busy in Detroit
giving lectures sponsored by Laura Mundo.

Like the August 1953 UFO convention in Hollywood, a message to President
Dwight Eisenhower was approved. By unanimous vote a telegram was sent to
the Chief Executive requesting that the official UFO investigation3>e taken
away from the Air Force and placed under the control of the administrative
branch of government and a panel appointed composed of representatives from
civilian, theological,scientific, and military sectors of society. 153.

The "spacecraft convention," although it was all fun and nonsense.did
have a serious impact on the UFO problem in one way. The public gained
the impression only crazy and gullible people were interested in UFOs.

Life in outer space? "Mars Committee."

- Due to the lack of scientific knowledge about the planets in 1954, con-
tactees like Adamski could get away with concocting wild stories about con
ditions on other worlds and their alledged inhabitants, but the slow pro
cess of obtaining factual information by the experts in astronomy was
speeded up a bit by an announced "International Mars Committee," a world
wide effort to study the Red Planet during its close approach to Earth on
June 24, 1954(the seventh aniversary of the Kenneth Arnold sighting?and a
coincidence not lost on UFO buffs), the nearest that orb had come to the
Earth since 1941. The newsmedia took notice of the plans of 17 observa
tories throughout the world to scrutinize Mars by posing questions that
touched on the UFO mystery.

Associated Press reporter Arthur Edson suggested that the Mars Committee
would attempt:"...to determine, among other things, whether little men
could really live there." 154.

^^ NewsP?Pe£ Syndicate writer Charles Maitland asked: "How clever are

"We expect a tremendous flurry [of flying saucer sightingsJ this
summer when we near Mars...They ("the Mars Committee] expect to prove
that there is actually life on Mars. I was told by some of them in
Washington --one of the officials on the project--that the moment
they find out any proof, it will be announced publicly. And I think
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THr MIRROR WIO ,MAUCH Jl, 1 tU-tartl

WASHINOTON. March M WV-TM« «anmtr the planrt
Mara comM within a paltry 4O.«wni m lea of the ■"rth.
And »hlle Ha to rk»e »dcntlKU imuld like lo mlermlne,
among olh.r thing., whether Illlh men really could live

'"lie* arlfnllne «tie<« now; Pl.nl W». maybe. Ullle men,
no no multtr what the flrllon wrlt«* »ay.
the International Mara CuimtUUe ha» been mfetln«i here

planning for the great evcol, and a newa conference wa«

M!E!,'?ECha. Mara Um -tared at «l»nllnr.lly «.
murh by m m»ny SllMrV"10rlM'l"VCr

ld lll tk

the

miirid, ilil take part In the InlerplanJ
And »hal <lo they hope lo find out?
Many thing*. The *«lher. The precl»« diameter of Man.

More ' " '" *" ■"*""

fclnl from the Unlvendly of Chicago:
-If you rould prove there are plant* on Mara, that would

be the mort imrveloua remit pmulhle. For It would mean
that life exl.l* on both Mara and earth, and that, therefore,
life l» aomelhlng that appearii when randlllona are right.
"Jmt ai mon aa we can prove that life exUta on Mar*,

thrn life In no longer unique and It mual cilst ehewher*
In the unlvera»" . >

Prwumably, If plant life «I»U el»ev/here, there'« no rea-

■«n nhy animal life couldn't exl.1. Ion.
IV B.C Kllphrr of the Ijiwell Ohnrrvalnry In fiaaVlafT,

Arlt, who hea apent a'llfttlme rtudylng Mara, will hrad a
National Geoirraphle (Vicltly e«pedlllon lo Gouih Africa, *
fnvorable >pot for looking at the planrt

Sllpher la pretty «ure Mara h«« plant life He IhlnVn lho-e
lumoun ctimU may be venetallnn whlih. becaune of certain
natural condltlona, growa In peculiar ajometrk patlfrn«.

'ProIng It la another matter. So far. he .aid. no on* baa ' v
been able to delect any chlorophyll—which would Indicate
plant life—on Mara

Sllpher doesn't think animal life exl*U on Man became %
no oxygen baa been dlncovered there, and anlmala, ha laid,
have to hare oxygen to live. ...

"Ill have to differ with you there. Rllpher." XIrey nil
He .aid a gruhllka creature live* at the bottom ot the Rreal
l»ke» without oxygen and that aoma m.ggoU live on • ,
relatively oxygen free diet.

Kliher way, It'a hardly an attractive portrait of potential .

Rllpher Mid wlentlM. hope a .tiiHy of Mara' weather «III
help them unrfcraund the earth', briter. Drey .aid that It
the exact diameter of Mara ran he drlermlned. It may kn ifk
lnlo a rorki^l bai prcent th«or|p» on how the «ol»r »j»tiim
wa. formed. |

I
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that the Mars Committee is tied in with the government's plan grad
ually to tell the public what the saucers really are and where

they're from. I think that this summer you're going to hear some
headline news." 156.

April 7th. "Two disc-shaped flying objects." (See report)

Keyhoe asks Ruppelt for help.

To make things very clear before his next lecture schelduled in Cleve

land, Keyhoe wrote E.J. Ruppelt (who now lived on Josie Avenue in Long Beach,
California) on April 8, 1954, requesting a complete written statement ex
plaining the procedures used to process official UFO reports for his use,

and also to confirm the existence of the Tremonton UFO film and the fact
that an analysis had been conducted that was still classified. 157.

Ruppelt was agreeable and wrote back on April 11th. The ex-BLUF. BOOK
chief described in his letter how Air Force cases were declassified and sent
through the Director of Intelligence, often with Keyhoe specifically named as
the recipient of the information, moreover,Ruppelt added a statement that
said he had read Flying Saucers From Outer Space and found no distortions in
the cases as they were presented, or in the presentations of Air Force con
clusions.

The Tremonton film's existence would have been very hard to deny and
Ruppelt didn't try, but of greater import to Keyhoe was the analysis. Rup
pelt skirted the issue of the results of the analysis and merely mentioned
that a dispute arose over language had killed a press release.

Another key point was Al Chop's letter on the book jacket of Keyhoe's
Flying Saucers From Piter Space. Ruppelt wrote that he agreed with Chop
that if speeds and maneuvers were being reported accurately, then the cap
abilities of UFOs exceeded the limits of modern science and, therefore,

their origin must be outer space. Many persons high up in the military,he
stated further, were in a agreement on this. 158.

April 11th. Columbus, Missouri.

A short military teletype message said:"...SEVERAL PEOPLE AT COLUMBIA
MO AIRPORT AT 110230Z SIGHTED A BRIGHT WHITE LIGHT SHAPE-ROUND SIZE- AIR

CRAFT NAVIGATION LIGHT APPROACHED COLUMBIA AT RAPID SPEED FROM FROM THE
EAST ON AN EVEN PLANE AND SUDDENLY CLIMBED STRAIGHT UP INTO 2500 FEET

OVERCAST MADE NO NOISE REPORTED BY T/SGT(. ..deleted)COLUMBIA MO AIR FORCE
RESERVE." 159.

Europe.

In England the British Flying Saucer Bureau amalgamation with the Bristol
Flying Saucer Club showed that interest overseas was on the upswing, although
reports were few in number for the moment.

April 12th at 6:15 p.m. a strange object was viewed at Macclesfield, Eng
land. The observer, C. Evans, a former member of the R.A.F., reported the
sighting to a R.A.F. airbase at Ringway. The Commandant there refused to
comment except to say the report would be forwarded to his superiors. 160.

April 13th. Time:1510Z.

Three round and flat objects the apparent size of the steering wheel of
an automobile were sighted moving in formation; one above the other, diagon
al level; at tree-top level, near Annapolis, Maryland. 161.
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L EEPOHT OF SIGHUNO OF STE4UGB AND UHEDEOTIFIED OBJECTS EZ C.
acc(ap), car, ih Yicmm o? uis DatcajoHD oh 7 apeh 19521.

HHEi ApprtniiiBtely 1500, 7 April 195J*.

MJCaTiart Objaots were first obaerred approxiBataly tao tdlos vut
ef Lake Brunamd at an altttad* cf 3500 feet.

OBJSCTa MIOCSDt VO DISC-aHLHD FLUB3 QMSCS,

smamr or

At approximately 2$00, 7 April 155U, vMlo engaged In flying an air
cotntroirflight in. aa 76? tjp* aireraft Xar Fleet training Center
BnrfnTtj.Jlav, r ohaarrsd tao strange aajjear-llk* objeeta at an altl-
toda ofJfiM £a*i flying in T«ry oloaa proxialty to each other, as
±n Xormtfaa »lin *aaa othar. fly altttnd* vas 3000 XewU Tisibility

In all dirsstUas aw 20 t» 25 adlaa* Aa shmm on attached chart in
diagraa, tb* obja«ta war* apprnortnafly 15 sdlas from ma vben I first

algotad tham. J^Ucs* ixgnmltm of tha objasts jbaadlataly md*
■a think na*. tatrdsr fljdas peatfcr atgk and. righ* tadar th* baa* of

tha- eland*** tbsn a* th* objast* chaaaad thalr relatiT* poatUon so
rapLdlf «od> eoatlato better tia», I va* Abla to dUttngoLste thaa aa
dlae*«asp*i» I .f —illilsly started tmnLq; ay plan and y^tt t,h«^ in

«l«h* iiiU thay dlaimanad 1b tba Tidnlty of Cap* Henry in an
------ illTimltoi. They van dark colored . I.**, thay gar* no ia»

of. oaler ©thar tfaaa thmt thay ahoaed ap dark against tha vfaita
a* of- tba taBslifon 493» eload*. ' Stars «a* no apparent setian,

: axvand tba disc* - tha only ia>>re*slaa thar* va* that of TBry

great apeabV la. tna* thajrflaw thxosgb. a gaotla aad constant arc of

- a^uiiifastafy 180% sorartna; wawliwn axoond 30 idles in tha *<»« of
2J» to 30 sai- i,is. Boy kept appmnriaataly tha saaa relative poaitloa

to eaab, other, .and stayed about tha saaa dlstaoc* from oa xmtil thay

diaapaaarad fram ay* sight* I notified FTC of this figh+i^g as soon as
tha object*- laft ajr Sight. g>ay acaaowleagsd aqr call and apparently ;
let it dxas> tkae* as they said thay had TBlnass of iepui-ia of flying

sanean. Attached is a chart shoving podxloB the objects were first
Sighted, their path, By position, and position vhare objects disappeared.

The cload baa* of the scattered to broken cloud layer vaa 3500 to 3000
• Xoet.

—

c. a.
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Near miss. UFO or what'

f*. ^uial f°r the C>A<B- issued a statei"ent on April 14th that said
there had been a near miss between United Airlines Flight 193 and an

midnfht Craft" S>00° fGet ab°Ve L°ng BeaCh> Calif0Tnia> J^t before
Capt. J.M. Schidef at the controls of Flight 193 testified that a hu?e

bulk came at hun out of the blackness. The thing had only one light on
it a red one which was only visible on the UFO's right side, just before
what appeared to be an unavoidable head-on collision. At the last second
Capt. Schidef yanked his controls hard over, putting his plane in a steep

3L 6 m^Ca£1Vhre were screams of fiht
p y ontrols hard over, putting his plane in a stee

3L k *6 m^Ca£1Vhvre were screams of fri8ht « Passengers were
tossed about. A Mr. C. Barber, a resident of North Hollywood, had his
left leg fractured, and a stewardess working in the galley cracked an
ankle bone. 162.

Capt. Schidef complained:"It was in sight just two seconds and made no
movement to avoid me." 163. Air Traffic Control reported no otheriiir
craft other than Flight 193 as being authorized to fly in the area at the
tune. 164.

Red glow over Roswell, New Mexico. April ISth.

14 ^o^SS? repOTt stated:"-- -SIGHTING IN VICINITY OF ROSWELL RADIO AT
it,r,6,!,11 F0RM °F A DULL REDDISH GL0W A80^ ™ LOWER CLOUD
DECK. AT 141945 MST SAME DULL REDDISH GLOW SIGHTED NORTH OF CAPITAN
MOUNTAINS HEADED WEST. LOWER CLOUD DECK APPROXIMATELY SIX THOUSAND
rtci • Xo5 •

April 15th.

" "It was the strangest thing I have ever seen! For all the world it was
like one of those Buck Rogers space ships!" -Elbert Edwards. (See news-
storyj

April 16th. "Red spy.?" (See reproduced report)

The Gerald Light letter.

"Did President Eisenhower meet aliens?"

For decades rumors have circulated in the UFO commmity about an alleged
'Visit by UFO pilots to Muroc AFB, California, earlv in 19S4 " (Muroc's
name was later changed to Edwards AFB)

Little effort has been made to check out the facts and the rumors con
tinue to persist and take on spurious elaborations. One researcher, to his
credit, has at least tried to get to the bottom of some of the story
™ r?*?archer' Wllliam Moore, determined that on the evening of Febru-

!J7 I 'u- t' pTeslden£ Eisenhower did "disappear" for a time(See pp. 38-
39 of this book). The "disappearance" did have some validity but what
about the rest of the supposed story?

An indepth check of the rumors, other than on the whereabouts of Ike by
Moore has yet to be done, but a few cursory examinations of some material
readily available may help us make some sense out of the supposed "alien

Not much is known about Mr. Light, but it seems he was a resident of
Hollywood, California, in 1954; an elderly "mystic" who, among many other
things, believed in "astral travel."
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ffig US VSQA3 SOT, US TOOAS. JBYAB4

Grand Canyon 'Space Ship'

stack Boon sou* •hlpoi-

To descrO* a weM oblect

Ua.liyear-oUsaond an
I Edwardr-toM th* Sun last
'Jii«hUie>«dnbft»»cMipa*laia
,>w th* brlghUy llfdgsr-shaped
i feject at 10.20 nja. mountain

In*. Friday nlfbt as they wen

araped abov* Havasa canyon In

trend Canyon,
1 saw It Srit" Edwards ex.

lalned, "ar a brlghs Ught to
bo North. I first thoaght It was
l star, but after observing that
t moved and was much too
irlgnt for a stsr, Iknow it waa

omothlng else/*
"It grew very rapidly as It
•m* toward us.* Edwards

iald.Ho was certain it was not
> conventional, type aircraft bo-
tamo It bad no nickering wmg
>nd recognition lights.
Edwards said bo then called

. be strang* phenomena to tbe
mention of John Goddard,
•bom he. had accompanied to

- b* canyon as psrt at sneehno-
' oglcml (tho study of the origins
£ M.Hiriwrfi exploration.

Goddard rushed to his car and

: ibtabed a pair of grower blnoo-
Tllars,whlch h* trained on tb* ob
ject lor th* rest of th* full
mam* it took to <mea through

*re»s*ul roc aS U» woes Is we* a»o*» c< ttec*

brIIbMZ»rmrda,npa<dul(r.

1*. th* sale* shot* Grand Outs bos Friday *ts«lng by htauB
tllJlttUMllll

4 When b* took ts. gUsses
%rom his eyes. Edwards said,
Eoddanfs Urst remark was:
1 can't belKvt It! I lust can't

beUcvfr what X havr scenr ,
Wbea lb*^hteccwu alnnsei

dbcctlr-oPPOilta. U>en. Edwards
said. It appeared to hn» a row
at flv. extremely brlgbt llghn
—Uka portholes—alou la aide.
THo on. brlgbt Ught U saw

at flrst th* educator said, came
titm th> nose of tho object.
a took slightly men than a

muntta to travel from tho nonhi

when It was flnt sees by Ed
wards, ts tho eoutbeoathwest,

It ws* headmc toward Modco
when It went, out o£ view, Ed
wards sakL '
Goddard, who served wtathf

air fare* daring th* war, esn-
mated th* sirang* craft was no

nor* than thre* miles from
ion at Its closest, and flew la
I straight btttia esmdon
* 5000 to MOO feet.
After observing It through Uw

4nocuUra, Goddard said th* ob.
set apparently had n* wlnga
od noVttlK. DM*as « pnpukf
m. Edwards ml* k* coold dba

The rest of the clipping reads:

"...discover no glow or exhaust from the device.

It absolutely was different from anything I have ever

seen, he said.

"The strange humming, buzzing sound enanating from

the craft,li(?)... was unlike conventional sounds from
the skies, both men agreed.

"'For all the world,1 he concluded,'it was like one of

those Buck Rogers space ships.'

"The three men obtained confirmation of their strange

experience the following morning when they questioned

an elderly Indian who had camped approximately 100

yards from them.

"The old Indian described what he had seen as a 'light

in the Heaven.' It was 'like a worm,' the Indian told

them.

"Edwards, his son, Arthur, and Goddard left here Friday

noon for the trip to Arizona. He and his son returned

to Boulder City Monday afternoon, while Goddard went

down into the canyon to continue his exploration."
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San Francisco, Calif

Hq PACD, BATS, APO 953, o/o IR-S5-5A

Soure«i

Oabn, T. H, employed at

IIHHHK^ Hanoluln,
Coapaay, HonoiTiin.

1. On tha night of 16 April 1954.

objeot in th« air. Intarrogation of £

rerealad tb« following information]

an wmnwL flying

BCD Intelligence Officer

a. Whila at Sandy Beach which Is loeat«d on the sotxtbaaat ahora of Oahn

on 16 April 1954 UtvMn 2215 *nd 9^n boon, HawiiAn Standard tljM, **-4^Kfk
obaeamd a brilliant red ligbt-lUw obj»ot borcrinf orer the ooaan b«tv««n Oua and

Lanai at apprcaiaataly 3»0C0 to 4,000 fe«t elawtlcn.

b. ThU brilliant r«d ligbt-lii» object r«a«inad BUtionary for about

ana and cm-half ■Imrtaa, than oontiaaad at a ytrj hl^h rat* of spa«d in tb« dirao-

tioa of tha bawste Marina CorpsAir Station. Vaila tba objaet uaa botIbc at this

rita of spaai, a tall of li^rt (Ilka a saoa al«n) vaa ohMmd.

.~ o. Tba D. 3. Vaatbar Station at Bnwnlalm InUrnational Airport rcrcalad

that tha vaatbar on tha night of 16 April Ma Tary good vlth idad dlraetloa nortn-

eajt at 10 to 12 kaeia. So oaillng and TialMlitgr vaa rary good.

jSMBJ Faarl Barber Baaona ohaakad aad rapertad that no aircraft or ahipe

vara rapertaa la that araa at that tiaa. rnnacaa Barl&a Corpa Air 8tatlon raportad

that a C-A5 l*nda»«t ttatr rbrkloa at 2230 hoiw«a U» lath of April* tba radar

otfaar ailltaix aaa\

raportaa

ni^kt of 16 April. Be m

agaaalM vmv raeai-vad that, woold eoaflra tha
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It can also be noted that in a 1969 letter to a civilian UFO publication,

the Kansas Newsletter; Light styled himself "Reverend" and wrote about:"...
the coming changes of the New Age of Aquarius...," and mentions that he had
been associated with Meade Layne's metaphysical organization, the Borderland

Science Research Associates, of San Diego, since 1948. 166.

An examination of the famous Light letter of April 1954(the letter runs
two pages, something not known to many people since often only the first
page is reproduced), shows that the man was committed to BSRA's Etherian
theory by his glee over the (supposed) "emotional pandemonium" of society's
representatives as they were "confronted with demonstrations that destroyed
their familar theories and concepts," and how he had not suffered from such
pathetic bewilderment" due to his acceptance of the "dematerization of
solid objects" due to his "study of the etheric, or spirit, theory of exist

ence."

According to Light, he had been specially invited to Murdoc AFB, along
with Hearst newspaper's Franklin Allen, Bishop Maclntyre of Los Angeles(who
later became Cardinal Maclntyre), and President Truman's one-time financial
adviser Edwin Nourse. They all, wrote Light, spent two days at htadoc ob
serving five different types of flying saucers being flown and examined by
U.S. Air Force personnel with the assistence of the alien owners! 167. (It
should be noted that there is nothing in the Light letter concerning the

President).

A skeptic should question Light's credentials for being one of four men
selected to witness this supposed fantastic event. What part of society
did Light represnt? What organization? Light does not say, so we are

left to wonder what could possibily qualify the man, unless it was his sup

posed "study of the etheric."
If the letter is a hoax, what prompted it? We can speculate by first

noting Ike's "disappearance" in February. This odd event was made public
by Time magazine, so Light could have known about it without difficulty.
168"!—This "disappearance" provided a foundation for builting a story.

Another factor playing a role no doubt, -was the fact that pleas were
being,made to the President during this period by the saucer buffs in Los
Angeles. It should be remembered that Van Tassel's Flying Saucer conven
tion had sent a well publicized telegram to Eisenhower less than two weeks
before the Light letter was written, a missive that stressed the need for
a new, balanced, UFO investigative effort composed of theological, scien
tific, and military representatives. One can see there is some interest

ing similarity.

Rumors about "crashed saucers" had been around since Frank Scully gave
the idea so much publicity back in 1949/50. That such ideas were still
alive can be noted in the last issue of the Los Angeles Civilian Saucer
Investigations' newsletter which printed:

"During the past two years (1951-53?) we have followed such a story
of a 'captured flying saucer' from March Field (California), where it
was kept under a tarpaulin, progressively through three southern
California aircraft plants. This is the one made of transparent
metal, which cannot be machined with a diamond,fly-cutter. At last
report it had been loaded on a truck at the Hughes Aircraft Company

plant and was headed for some unknown destination." 169.

And then there was the "captured saucer" story headlined in the January
1954 issue of Coral Lorenzen's APRO bulletin, as well as Frank Edwards
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Evidence that the rumor CSI was following was related

to the Frank Scully story is found in the newsstory below.

Apparently editor Wes Izzard of the Amarillo, Texas, Globe-

News was dreaming up new details or he was passing on a

version of story that was distorted by word-of-mouth trans

mission.

PAPER Sninrday, January 21,195(1 '•

• "S'NUFF. KE CRIED

! • The Auurniu. -Texas Globe-News ;
/has-ocen running some sensational j
articles lately In regard to fljlng

saucers. Written by Editor Wes

Izzard. The Globe-News says Its ar
ticles are either going to be found

revolutionary. Or complete dubs. It

sticks to the former belief.
An> how. It says these flying sau

cers are actually space ships from

some other planet and some have
been found by the government. And
are now being •xomlned at secret

laboratories in southern California
., near Los Angeles. They are made of

^a light metal which is like nothing
found on this earth and as yet not
Identified by the government. Inside

were found little beings about 35

inches in height. They, ran the flying >

7 saucers. Which came In two sizes.

One containing a crew of two, the
bigger >!ze a crew of 16. The govern

ment figures the little'planet people
are friendly and didn't fly down
here to make war. Just to look
around. They were killed by the dif
ference In atmosphere."
The inside or the saucers »ere

filled with various gadgets including

one something like a radio. The gov

ernment people turned It on and

briefly got some noises. Sort of like
a Chinese orchestra playing Egyp

tian music. The saucers carried

cubes of processed food, which, when

put In water expanded to many

times their original size.

The government will eventually
release the story, a'blt.at a time..

So as not to create consternation, i

The Globe-News also says Readers
Digest Is shortly to carry revealing-
stories on an this. ■
Maybe true. Maybe not. Anyhow^

\ it's interesting.
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announcement on network radio about the possibilty "a flying saucer was
being examined at a certain West Coast airfield."

"Dr. G.L. and the one-eyed monster."

There is a four-page document in Air Force BLUE BOOK files by an un

named New Yorker which discusses the July 2, 1954 Ennio La Sarza "space

craft landing" in Canada. The material is of little interest except for

something on the last page, a note by the editor of BSRA's newsletter

Round Robin. In the note there is a remark concerning the "space being"

reported by La Saraza compared to a creature reported by "Dr. G.L." as

published in a recent issue of Round Robin. "Dr. G.lXwas~"nb doubt
Gerald Light. The RR editor wrote:".. .Dr. G.L. describes the first Ether-

ian whom he encountered as being of great stature and as having a single

eye in the center of his forehead." 170. Unfortunately, back issues of

Round Robin are very hard to come by, so we cannot comment on the entire

"G.L." story about the "one-eyed monster."

Did it refer to the Murdoc incident9

It is possible then, "G.L." wrote more about his supposed Mudoc experi

ence than people are currently aware of, material that could be so "far-

out" it could really damage Light's credibility!

It would seem, however, that the Light story, as it evolved over time,

focused more on "authorities," especially Eisenhower, who in the first

account was not mentioned at all but eventually became the main figure,

even making a treaty with the aliens!

Why the Light story? What was the motivation?

Speculation about a motivation might center on Light's authorship of

the reaction of authorities involved in the alleged event, the "depress

ion and alarm" that was suppose to have gripped representatives of var

ious specialized knowledge groups. Light seems to have identified close

ly with the San Diego BSRA organization, even to adressing its director,

Meade Layne, as:"My dear friend." 171.

There is a claim in BSRA literature that upon receiving Gerald Light's

letter on April 16, 1954; the next day Meade Layne asked BSRA associate

Mark Probert* to make mental contact with one of his "controls" about the

supposed happenings at Murdoc. A seance was convened and a "contact" in

formed Probert, the "medium," that Eisenhower was a sincere man but he was

* The same Mark Probert that made a so-called psychic contact with the
pilots of a UFO over San Diego back in 1946. On that occasion it also

happened that Layne asked for Probert's help. The expert at "mental

radio," Probert was supposed to have contacted the UFO, which was said

to be a "Kareeta," and learned that its owners were peaceful and wanted

a meeting with Earth scientists at an isolated location. (See my book

let :Charles_ Fort^, The Fortean Society 5 UFO, pp.68-69. --Loren E. Gross.



Last minute addition:

Having located a copy of Meade Layne's

"PERSONAL BULLETIN No. 4" dated April 16,

1954; I was able to include it in this
edition. See the following page.

It should be noted that for the first

time President Eisenhower is mentioned

in connection with the supposed incident.

— L. Gross



PERSONAL- 3ULLCTi:r No.

April 16, 19=4

Sear Associate:

The following nenra is authentic. It: la d personal flut-hand

report from one of our beB'o-taiown .iddoou^su - «/uco« name will be

given vithin a fsv days. This Associate haa apent two days at the

Edwards Air Force 3ase (So. Calif.).

At thi3 Base five types of aeroforms ara under top-level Inspect

ion, with tlxe permission and aelp of the Etheriana. The process of

aat and demat have been deaor.stratsd. Thare 13 consternation, con

fusion and collapse among 3eientl3t3, ^ecnnlclano, and governmental

authorities. It 13 celiavecl 27 our Associate thac President

Eisenhower vlll take supreaa control cf the situation If present

lapaase continues of bitter conflict among our own department heads.

The President visited the Base during his Palm Springs vacation and
is believed to be fully Informed of all developments, Our Associate

visited this Base In company vlth three wall-knovn persons. He

believes that the President will make a public statement about the

mlddla of May.

If a pgricrt of-public confualon follovn on thin, it 13 possible ■
(and pmbable) that subversive and communistic elements vill make
as iauc.1 trouole as they can - as thl3 will be a golden opportunity.

We are already being told that "Communism would be better than the
destruction of civilization." We urge 3SR Associates to cooperate
vith all legitimate authority, for puoiic welfare.

The situation at the A.?. Saas 13 already toown to the major

news services, and in any event canno-c be kept secret aich longer -

and stories by hearsay are certain ;o oe distorted. We do not feel
zhat any principle of security is being violated by this present

release. We nope no one will sensationalize vhat has been said here

(the more fact3 in themselves being the oost remarkable news 3tory
in recorded history).

Your SSR Director has had an Interview of about an hour with the

Controls Rataon Matalli and the Yada di Shi'ite, relative to the news

here sujmarlzed. A transcript of this 13 being prepared (mlmeo from
tape recording). We shall have to charge for this - mlmeo of that
lengtr. is too expen3lva for free distribution. If you want a copy

send us (eay) $1.00 - or lass or more. This transcript is a note of
3anity ar.ci wisdom in a very jittery world - and highly informative

a3 well.

In this connection we point out (since It's all In the family, so
r.o speaic, and no axe to grind) that all basic Information concerning
trie aerofonas, given U3 by the Ji? Controls in 1946, has been and is
now being verified - thalr origin and purpose, their etheric nature,

'heir operation by stheric or space people, much of the super-physics

Involved 3.ri which r.ov is 30 devastating to the textbook sciar.ee of

ths axpert3 assaooled at tna ZAP Ease. The tide has bean turning

lr. our favor for 3oas tine - dr.d it now reaches it3 flood stage in a

grsat historical svent. -luita seriously, the destiny of our race and

olar.et harass in delicate balarce - but the issue is lr. our ;vn hands

ari *a.->i-.d can ard will win through ir.to a better world. . .M.Layne.
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under pressure from "certain persons" like "Bernard Baruch" and "some high

officials in the Roman Catholic Church." 172.

Selected portions of the Light letter were made public in a private

mailing in late April 1954 in Meade Layne's "Personal Bulletin No.4" and

the entire letter was finally published in BSRA's journal Round Robin in

1958. 173.

By reading BSRA material one can establish that the organization was

opposed to what it called the "Military-Industrial-Religious complex," or

"MIR," and over the years this dislike did not diminish but continued to

show up in new versions of the Gerald Light story. The successor to Layne

as director of BSRA, a Mr. Riley Hansard Crabb(who took over in 1959),

wrote about the Edwards(Muroc)AFB alien incident and claimed that Eisen

hower had yeilded to the wishes of the "MIR" group by keeping the fact of

"peaceful visitations by Guardians from Mars" an official secret, that it

was the aim of the "MIR" group to dominate the world by destroying Russia

using the UFO's propulsion system to drive its own war machines. Crabb

even got specific, singling out the Martin Company's Advanced Projects De

partment that was headed by a George Trimble. 174.

Crabb had introduced new elements into the Light story, naming where the

aliens were from, as well as their intentions. Just where this new infor

mation originated from was not disclosed. Did it come from "mental radio?"

It seems that the Martin Company was picked for no other reason than for

the fact its Advanced Projects Department was doing test flights for NASA,

having the contact to built a special re-entry vehicle.

Decades later we find rumors that "Eisenhower spoke to the aliens" and

■had agreed to a treaty between the visitors from space and mankind, and

what was included in the so-called document becomes stranger every year as

new rumors appear.

"The Chesapeake Connection." Is it connected?

One wonders if "The Chesapeake Connection," as explained by Robert L.

Oechsler in the MUFON 1989 International UFO Symposium Proceedings, pp.148-

233, owes anything to BSRA speculations decades before, unfortunately any
attempt to explore such an interesting possibilty is beyond the scope of

this book.

April 21st.

There was UFO activity in Alaska during this period. On the 21st a

glowing UFO was reported near Cook Inlet crossing back and forth in the sky

four times before zooming out of sight. That same night a mysterious glow

ing body paced an aircraft. 175. Military officials at Elmendrof AFB told

the Anchorage Daily News Cook Inlet had been the location of UFO activity

since early April. 176.

April 23rd.

There were a number of UFO reports in the Three Lakes area of Hot Springs,

Arkansas, at this time but one tops them all.

Huge ball of light is curious about people. (See newsclippmg)
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6 jn Car:Report.

"Ballof Light

Circled House,
Followed Auto]
"T HOT-SPRINGS. "Ark.. Aprill
23 ufjlSlx workmen, who had)
gathered late last night at «|
rural home near here to nde toj
irorfc,- told a reporter they
watched a mysterious, gleam-'

mg ball hover over the house'

for 20 minutes. I

One of the men. Les Reather-i

ford, said the ball once dived
toward him, and that he had

to duck to avoid being hit
"If I hadn't ducked it would I

bare bit me- sure," said!
Reatherford -■<- ■ •* '

The men, all employes of t
Reynolds' Metal 'Co, aluminum
plant said''the y me^ nightly
at the house near the town of
.Pearcy to nde to work to-'
gether. '
Thev described the white ball'

of light as about 10 feet in
diameter They said it circled-
the house slowly, stopping for

a moment at irregular inter

vals.
One of the witnesses said the

ball followed the men when
they left in a station wagon,

and drove toward Pearcy ' ;

"We tried to put a spotlight
on it," said one of the men,
"but every time it would dodge
the beam." " -'
The men agreed that the ball

suddenly disappeared as they

reached Pearcy. , -X. \
Besides Reatherford, those

who saw the object were Har-i
ley and Fred Skeets, Tom and

Dayton Henderson, and "John

LVaughn. fj-V

Peace makers from the planets7

The appeal of Bethurum's and Adamski's stories is demonstrated by news
stories that appeared in southern California newspapers at this time.

When asked what they would do if an H-Bomb attack was imminent, people

replied with these answers:"Head for the hills," "start praying," "damned
if I know," and "take about six straight belts of whiskey." Its no wonder
people were willing to entertain the far-out notion of peace-loving space
brothers arriving on Earth to help mnakind sort out its problems. (See

newspaper clippings)

April 26th. "Lubbock-type lights over Georgia."

When a V-formation of lights sped passed an aircraft on April 26th near
Athens, Georgia, the pilot of the plane made a report to the Air Force.
BLUE BOOK termed the report "very reliable" which is understandable since
the man who made the sighting was a professor of Air Science and Tactics,
AF ROTC Detachment 160, the University of Georgia; and a Senior pilot with
some 4,000 hours of military flying time. CSee reproduced report)

Disc jlives, "pulled back upward."

April 26, 1954. Newburyport, Massachusetts.

According to the local paper, an architect, Russell M. Peirce, reported:

"The time of day was between three and four o'clock in the afternoon,

and the sky was clear overhead. I was standing at the rear of the

local High'School building talking with two friends.. .Suddenly we all
heard a very loud deep roar as of many motors, which accelerated very

rapidly and then faded out just as rapidly. The direction of the
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DEPARTMENT OF AIR SCIENCE fc TACTICS

.AT ROTC Detachment 160

Tfce University of Georgia

Athena, G«org£a

27 April

"SOWBCTj Heport of Unidentified Fljing Object.

TOt Director of Intelligence

USAF

2$, D. C.

Ii" compliance with AF Begolation No. 200-2, 26 August 1953, the
flAlovlng report la aubmittedi '

(1) Description of the objectt

Th* shtpe of the object 'appeared to be roundish.
About tha site of a crapafrait

Prwticallx th.e.saa» cdlor as a grapefrnit.
Approxywtelor 15 to 20.

facing tiS obaervw Uloa a check Bark vita &
trailing end to tha right. Like a *7* shape

pointing at the witness and trailing off to the
right.

Soaa other than abort.
Nona

Ho sound*

The smoothness of the flight through the air
vas renarkable.

8
SI

(2) Description of course of object:

(a) Witness Just happened to look up and sav the
formation. Witness called the attention of the

other people on the porch to the formation and the/

then looked op and saw it.

(b) Facing due south the formation case in at 1200 low
and flying due north. They were under the clouds

which were 6,000 feet. The formation disappeared into
the night at six o'clock (due north)
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Det #160 AT ROTC Univ of Ga Subj: Report of Unidentified Flying Object
27 April 15U

(c) Facing due south the formation disappeared at
six o'clock fairly high. They just flew into

the night due north.

(d) They held a straight and level path.
(e) Just flew out of sight.
(f) Approximately ten seconds.

(3) Manner of observation!

(a) Ground-visual.

(b) Hone

(c) N/A

(h) Time and data of sightings

(a) 27OO3SZ

(b)

Athens, Georgia

(6) Identifying infottution'of all "observers:

(a) Mr!

Athens, Ga

\.f v. w. [«» wffice fl5 years)

Reported reliable, dependable, and a meticulous observer.

, Athena, Ga

Athens, Ga

', Athens, Ga

Considered reliable

Considered reliable
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D«t #160 AT ROTC Univ of Ga Subj: report of Unidentified Flying Object

27 April 19$h

(7) See attached report.

(8) None

(o) None

(10) None

(U) See statement Colonel L. Q. Dnggar attached.

(12) Professor of Air Science and Tactics, University of

Georgia. Senior pilot with approximately lj,000 hours
military flying tine.

It is ny belief that any lights seen belov dond level

on the night of +*•<■ observation vould have required any

aircraft and especially any jet to have been easily

heard. The Athens area is normally quiet and jets can

be easily heard op to 30,000 to 1*0,000 feet altitude..

3 Incls:
Strat Col Duggar

Strat Mr Cartey

Weather report

L. G. HJGGAR

Colonel USAF

f' - .'

Copies of this report furnishedt

Originalt Dir of Intell, Hq TJS4T

Copiest Commander, ABC, Ent AIB, Colo

Conaander, Air Tech Intell Ctr

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

Commander, AF K7TC

Conmander, AU ,
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DEPARTMENT OT JR SCIENCE It TACTICS

^AF ROTC E *tAchment 160

The University o£ Georgia

A&ezt«, Georgia

27 April

STATErtEHT

n 4 ^l1*8 tine of ai^ti°g^he Professor of Air Science and Tactics
University of Georgia, (Reporting Officer) was flying a C-1,6 between
Roboins Air Force Base, Georgia, and Dobbins Air Force Base, Georgia.
Landing at Dobbins AFB at approximately 2100 hours. At 2035 hoursT *
the tine of the reported sighting, I estimate general clouds covering
nost of the area to the north and northeast in the direction of Athens.
Oeorgia, as well as in the local area. I aaw no local traffic but '
heard it on Channel B calling Dobbins, a distance of approximately 60
nautical milee west of Athens. Visibility was coaparatively lowtt.
li,000 to U,500 «w I estimate that any traffic at 6,500 feet or above
vould have been obscured by clouds. No night in or out of Athens vas
scheduled at that Una nor is Aloena on my airway. *«*«» «a

L. 0. DTOQAH

Colon*! TOAF
PASSS
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3-.T-A-T-E-W-E-N-T

Athens, Georgia

27 1pril #U

In addition to the inforraatioii contained in the letter
from Detachment #160, AFROTC, University of Georgia, dated 27
April 1°5U, I would like to add that this was not a mirage.
I -aNstuaUy saw this formation coning out of the south going due
north, travelling at a tremendous rate of speed riiich I couldn11
estimate. The saoothness and the soundless effect was.renarkable.
A few seconds after they went north, coming directly from the trail
they had taken, a white object which appeared to be about the size
of a baseball went southwest in * blast of speed. In fact it was
out of sight before I could call the attention of the others toit.
Tt went through scattered clouds and disappeared into the southwest.
Tt to at a tremenlous height and was a brilliant white light.
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sound was from the sky and I instinctively turned my head and eyes up

ward. It just happened that the line of my vision was such that my
eyes were almost instantly focused on the object, which was east, per

haps a little to the SE, from where I was standing. It was up high

overhead, and from the angle at which I was looking up, about 60 de

grees, with the earth, I would say that the object could have been

out over the ocean as we are in about 4 miles from the coast...

"The object as I first saw it appeared as a flaming ring. The color
was a little on the whitish tone but also had some suggestion of the

orange-yellow of the common flame of burning wood, say. At the lower

left quadrant of the ring there appeared a small, bright disc tangent
with the ring, same color as the ring. The center of the remainder of

the ring appeared dark. The object was headed earthward, not quite in
a direct line toward me, but sort of downward and a little to the

right. This direction was indicated by a short, grayish trail upward

to the left. Then the object seemed to waver and 'skid around' for

just a few seconds, apparently reversing its direction, because it

next went upward and to the right, disappearing from sight very quick

ly-
"As it disappeared the appearance changed from that of a ring and

internal concentric disc, to a solid silvery colored disc...The sound
came and went symonymously with the object's appearance and disappear

ance. The size appeared slightly smaller than a full moon would ap

pear high in the sky...The time of observation was short, say twenty

seconds, but long enough to get a good clear view of what was visible

...My daughter heard the roar from inside our home, and three other

people called me, after seeing the newspaper article, to tell me they

had heard the unusual sound from the sky at the same time I had heard
it...

"It appeared as though the object were traveling earthward at a ter

rific speed, and then as though a tremendous force were applied to

arrest the earthward direction and send the object back upward, and

consequently it went rapidly out of sight and out of hearing distance

...What the object was, where it came from, and where it went, are all
a complete mystery to me but the sighting was as clear as a picture on
a wall." 177.
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April 28th.

"Huge monster driven by an amateur."

Easily the most incredible story of all to come out of Australia during

the year was one dated April 28, 1954.
The story was reported to the Australian Council for Scientific and In

dustrial Research by a locomotive engineer, A.E. Smith; and his fireman,

Colin Beacon. The two railroadmen were members of a train crew manning a
frieght train that was rolling along uneventually until it reached a point

about 45 miles west of Geelong at 7:20 a.m. At that time and place a

"terrifying experience occurred."
Engineer Smith leaned out of the cab window and saw a gigantic round,

dark blue or black, mass. The thing was diving out of a beautifully
clear sky and was heading directly at the train. Terrified, Smith called

to Beacon. Fear subsided when the UFO started to slow down, arresting its

plunge at an increasing rate until the thing became motionless a short dis
tance away. Now that it was close, both Smith and Beacon studied the vast

bulk.

"What was it'"

The railroadmen could see no openings in the "huge monster" and it was

so big the trees in the vicinity looked like matchsticks in comparison.
After hovering for awhile, the "monster," which Smith guessed may have been
as big as 1,300 feet in diameter, suddenly began jerk about in the sky in

such a manner Smith suggested that an "amateur must have been at the" con

trols." At one point the "monster" approached the train as close as 300

feet but gradually its maneuvers carried it higher and higher until it

moved out of sight. Astonished, Smith was convinced he had seen something

from another planet. 178.

A quote by Smith in the Melbourne Argus read:

"Its size was just colossal. For the four minutes in which we saw

it over our engine, it partly obscured the sun, but all the time the
light was clear. I feel definitely that the weird thing was piloted!

It was not a clearly lined or defined object, for it was somewhat

covered in a haze--perhaps caused by its speed or design. It was not

like any aircraft I've seen or read about...more like something out of

a dream." 179.

Word from the Royal Australian Air Force Intelligence section was that

it was interested in investigating the report, according to the Argus. 180.

The "vast bulk" and some speculation.

If -the "monster" story was true, why was the object so big and so dark7
Ponder one suggested idea: an orbiting space base colored dark so it would
not be readily noticeable in the blackness of space.

Back on March 1,1954, Donald Keyhoe learned some hot news about an offic
ial attempt to search for tiny natural moons that might be in orbit around
the Earth. Dr. Lincoln La Paz, director of the New Mexico Institute of
Meteorites; and Dr. Clyde Tombaugh, were in charge of special telescopic
equipment that had automatic tracking cameras, the sky sweep being funded

by U.S. Armv Ordnance Research.
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On March 3rd a press report datelmed White Sands New Mexico, related

more about the effort, quoting Dr. Tombaugh who said the orbits of the

natural moons they were seeking would be near the equator and would give
off little light, dim streaks amid the stars. 181.

That afternoon Donald Keyhoe conferred with one of his sources, a Mr.
Paul Redell, who told him there had been two visual contacts for a few

minutes with some strange orbiting bodies. There were three tracking

stations, Redell said, one in New Mexico, another in Arizona, and a third

near Berlin, Germany. Redell also informed Keyhoe that he had "reason to

believe" that a large body of some sort had left orbit and had dropped
down to an altitude of 60,000 feet over the Atlantic during the last week
of February. Redell's "reason" was not disclosed. 182.

"We didn't hear any more about it, did we?"

Radio newsman Lou Corbin interviewed Capt. Howard T. Orville: USN Ret.,
head of the President's Weather Control Commission; on .station WFBR some

time in 1954. Corbin questioned Orville about two bodies that were rumor

ed to be circling the Earth, asking him directly if the bodies were un

natural. Orville was evasive, saying that if such was the case it would

be a matter of military security, but did admit something puzzling was in
orbit.

Three years later, on October 24, 1957, Corbin questioned Orville again,

requesting an update on the 1954 unknown satellite mystery. Orville said

it appeared the military had neglected to keep the public informed. Corbin

pressed Orville to get him to confess a deliberate cover-up was involved,

something the Captain-would not do, however, Orville did remark:"But we
didn't hear any more about it, did we?" 183.

* April 29th.

"Stopped, and then went straight up."

On April 29th U.S. Army radio personnel standing outside the Fort Meade

Second Army Radio Station, Maryland; were surprised when a brilliant,

round, mass approached out of the south-west sky. The heavens were dark

since it was 11 mintues after ten in the evening but the UFO was plainly
visible, it being four times the size of any star.

According to testimony taken from a Corporal Flath and a Private First

Class Hough, the:"...light emitted by the object was blinking on and off

as the object moved across the sky in a straight path." 184. And:"When

it got above the Second Army Radio Station it stopped blinking and start

ed to disappear by going straight up and becoming smaller in size." 185.

April 30th. Telegram to Eisenhower answered.

The telegram sent to President Eisenhower by Van Tassel's Flying Saucer

Convention back on April 4th arrived in Washington D.C. and was referred

to the Department of the Air Force for a reply which was written by Brig

adier General Joe W. Kelly. The language in the letter was routine with

the possible exception of these lines:"Regardless of independent action by

other agencies of the government, the Air Force feels an obligation to

continue its own investigation." 186. Also:"...we are engaging the ser

vices of prominent scientists throughout the country on a consultant basis

and have from time to time submitted reports to leading laboratories for
further analysis." 187.
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"The saucers speak?"

George Adamski's ex-associate, George Hunt Williamson, was enamored with

electronics and tried conventional means in his attempts to "contact saucer

pilots." With an array of hardware, Williamson eventually claimed contact

with "an alien that was supposed to have travelled to Earth from the planet

Uranus." The entity called itself "Affa" and, according to Williamson, im

parted so much information via radio it made possible the book The Saucers

Speak, a volume that was published in early 19S4. 188.

"Affa," Wilbert Smith, and U.S. Naval Intelligence.

On April 30, 1954, a Miss Frances Swan, who lived in rual Maine, claim

ed to have heard a whistling noise in her ear and then felt compelled to

write:"WE COME WILL HELP KEEP PEACE ON EU DO NOT BE FRIGHTENED." 189. It

was the first of many more messages she would receive through "automatic

handwriting" from an "Affa of Uranus." The evident use of Williamson's

spaceman as to name and origin and the fact that her subsequent communi

cations with "Affa" contained many contradictions, make Miss Swan's "ex

traterrestrial experience" hard to believe to say the least(If that does

not convince you, "Affa" said the world would end in 1956 and that Uranus

was like the planet Earth!), yet the fact is such claims did not prevent

the woman's story from becoming a subject of interest to Canadian scien

tist Wilber Smith(and his undoing) and U.S. Naval Intelligence in the com

ing months.

Adamski gets cold feet?

In New York the brand new private UFO group, Civilian Saucer Intelli

gence, was eager to learn as much as it could about the UFO mystery and

was casting about for any speaker available. George Adamski was in the

news at the time so the Californian was considered. The difference be

tween "contactees" and "contact stories" had not yet been defined in

these early days of UFO history, but CSI's experience with Adamski was a

start.

In April 1954 Adamski was asked to adress CSI for a small fee. Adamski

was agreeable so the contactee's publisher, the British Book Center, made

arrangements since it seemed to be a good opportunity to plug Flying Sau

cers Have Landed.

The day of the planned lecture, however, Adamski tried to back out,
offering the excuse that he had to return to the West Coast immediately

so he could "discuss with the space brothers the problems of the Earth-'s

atmosphere since mankind insisted on polluting the air by conducting

atomic tests." CSI officer Ted Bloecher doubted the so-called "space -

brothers" had anything to do with the cancellation since he received the

impression Adamski merely got cold feet when it became apparent the talk

would be-given to an organization with a high caliber membership, one

which would insist on asking some tough questions.

It didn't take long before CSI understood individuals like Adamski,

persons that gave lecturs, wrote books, and tried in various ways to ex

ploit their non-tramatic experiences with human-like beings who passed on

benevolent messages. In time CSI, and the rest of the rational UFO com

munity, would come to know about a another type of contact story,terrify

ing, confusing, perplexing encounters with small humanoids. This latter

type of contact investigators would find very disturbing. 190.



James Moseley.

Another one of those curious Americans who were following the course of the

UFO mystery was a James Moseley of Fort Lee, New Jersey. Like most UFO pio

neers, Moseley1s interest in the subject grew out of correspondence with other

people who shared his fasination. Over the months and years Moseley accum

ulated a small library of UFO information, but to his annoyance, no answers.

In April 1954 Moseley received a letter from a fellow who expressed his be

lief the Air Force was keeping a captured flying saucer under guard at Wright-

Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio, a claim that did not arouse any special enthus

iasm in Moseley who had heard such things before, but the letter referred to

an Army WAC who could vouch for the existence of the space ship and also for

the fact that Wright Field had been put on attack alert for a couple of weeks

in the Fall of 1952 because of the alien wreckage. According to the woman, the

captive saucer contained a beeping device the military feared was a distress

signal. As for details of the saucer's crash, the WAC admitted she knew very

little but she believed the ship spun out of control near Columbus, Ohio, where

the strange machine and its crew of six "little men" (all dead)were recovered

and hauled to Wright Field.

Since such rumors had always turned out to be unsubstantiated yarns, Moseley

placed the letter with its sensational claims in his "crash file" to be checked
at a later date. 191.

May.

In May James Moseley became aware he would be making a stopover in the

hometown of the correspondent that had written him about the captured saucer

at Wright Field. Moseley hadn't planned it but since the opportunity pre

sented itself, whv not give the man a call7 After a phone conversation with

his informant, Moseley had doubts the story was just something appropriated

from Frank Scully writings. The information was not a second hand account.

The informant had a tape recording by the WAC and knew her name. This put

Moseley on the track of obtaining some possible concrete evidence Locating

the woman took time and a lot of detective work. The search took until August

before the woman could be tracked down and questioned. 192.

Ruppelt's article in True.

Sometime in the Fall of 1953 Edward Ruppelt approached Donald Keyhoe about

writing a UFO book that would detail his tenure as chief of BLUE BOOK. To
allay Keyhoe's suspicions, Ruppelt promised he "would not follow the Air

Force policy line," writing only the truth as he knew it. He gave assurances
that on no other condition would he consider such an effort. 193.

Working quickly, Ruppelt managed to produce an extensive essay that was
published in the May, 1954, issue of True, the same magazine that had made

Keyhoe famous. The feature:"What Our Air Force Out About Flying Saucers,"

foreshadowed the 315 page hardback published in 1956 by DoubledayrThe Re

port on Unidentified Flying Obj ects. "
Tn a way, Ruppelt's writings are in response to Keyhoe1s. The main

thrust of Ruppelt's UFO story is the question:"What constitutes proof9"

May 1st.

"Interceptors are coming in with live ammunition."
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Glowing yellow round objects circled in the air over Port Townsend, Washing
ton. Sheriff Peter J. Naughton watched the objects as they swept through the
sky in an echelon formation. Concerned, the sheriff placed a call to nearby
Payne Air Force Base outside Tacoma. The officials at the airbase took the
lawman's call and later called back,asking the sheriff to notify the local
airfield. The Air Force wanted "all planes at Port Townsend to be grounded
because military interceptors were coming in with live ammunition." 194.

May 4th.

A speeding orange-red object was sighted by three policemen at Camfield,
Ohio. 195.

May 5th.

V-formation over Minneapolis, Minnesota:

"On its 11 p.m. broadcast, station KSTP said a group of astronomy

students who were watching the stars from the roof of the physics build

ing at the University of Minnesota reported seeing a V-formation of ob
jects fly over shortly after 9:30 p.m. Theywere described as small,

round and white and shone with a clear, steady light. They travelled

from horizon to horizon much faster than a jet plane and made no sound.
196.

May 6th.

V-formation over Heppner, Oregon.

A V-formation of round and slightly domed objects"crossed over Heppner, Ore

gon at noon May 6th. It was estimated the objects were travelling in excess

of 1,000 miles per hour. According to the witness .Albert Lovegren, the ob
jects oscillated a bit as they moved through the air and were an estimated 100
feet in diameter. 197.

Sweden. May 7th.

A story reminiscent of the 1946 ghost rocket wave turned up in a Stock
holm newspaper:

"In the near future, an investigation will be made to determine

whether a flying object which landed in a field near Spjellerup about

six months ago is a meteor, a shell, or some part of a 'flying sau

cer.' The object made a hole in the field about 3.5 meters deep and

25 centimeters in diameter and passed through a thick stratum of

flint. The owner of the land pushed a long iron rod into the hole

and determined that the object at the bottom is metallic. It is

said that at the time the object descended to Earth, there were

quite a number of unidentified flying objects over the area. Excav

ation of the object will be performed with assistance from the mili
tary." 198.

Stringfield offers his help.

The debut of the new UFO group started by Leonard Stringfield came at the

right time. UFO reports were on the upswing. There was even some suspicious

activity in his own backyard. Stringfield carefully logged the data and then
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forwarded it the Air Force, offering to aid the military in their effort to
understand the phenomena. The night of May Sth was of special interest as
can be seen by Stringfield's letter. The chief of CRIFO also forwarded a
newsclippmg concerning the Wednesday night excitement cut from the Cin-

cinnati Post. As can be seen by Stringfield's inked remarks, newspaper
accounts often have the facts wrong. (See clipping)

May 9th. "Possible meteor sighting." (See BLUE BOOK record card) .199

-PROJECT KW7J RECORD;

9 May S»-
10/01222 Foster AFB, Taxaa :

X. SOURCE -^^-.-- -i-^^zr

allltary^rs:

t. NUMBER OF OBJECTS _.-;

one" . ~r_ "-'--■'"~-

n i iii I,, t , [■■j^iiiii^j

Possible neteor .Igbtlng lif

Spiral attributed to optical

own a/c. . _ x_
of'

i. LENCTH OF OBSERV1TION

10 seconds ~~_ "" ~

4. TYPE OF OBSERVATION

air visual ~-~i.--~. •_-

7. COURSE

M. BRIEF SUMMART *N0 AN1LTSIS „

Tear drop shaped light. Flourcsccnt, bluslh green, "rKidrsh
tall. Ho sound. Made half Spiral to left as approochsd a/c
aod disappeared lmmedlntcly after leveling off. Position
ease altitude and directly in front of observer's n/c. VX.
Included light haic. _- - _ _ 'Z~

I. PHOTOS

0 T.i -•-

PHYSICAL EVIOEHCE

O T.4

O H.

roan

FTO tip ti M» (TOE)

May 10th.

"Unconventional type aircraft flying in V-formation."

*™ tf^YPe report from Robins Field, Georgia, informed Washington of a
trio of objects that passed over Atlanta the morning of the 10th:

"SHAPE: Round; flying in horizontal position in relation to earth.
SIZE: Estimated 20' diameter; thick in center, tapering to thin

ner edge.

COLOR: Shiny appearance.

™™0N: Three objects, flying in a V-formation.
AERODYNAMIC FEATURES: None recognized
VAPOR TRAIL OR EXHAUST TRAIL. None
PROPULSION SYSTEM: Unknown.
SPEED- Estimated 500-600 MPH.
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.«-. . (---^y >••

Jets,
ny haRay M%ro

-ny Jet. and flying Stork KO's Pilot
wucen cavorted all Ov,r the | MEKNE* frlnCH MO-

Cincinnati i slues ^*dne*day J m>ccO, May S (l.P). V

nijht. ^rt one would admit iney j Mark eollldfd with » French

wrrr more than coincidental

*iut 'or \ couple ot Soun they

put on * d*ndy ahow

Leonard H Stnngtl^ld. who

it so intensely interested h^ has

or^anued a national orgtnua-

tuy\ to study "Interplanetary

tlytnx objects ' lint saw the

saucers from his porc'i at 7017p

Bntten avenue Madiwn Place

rfc J«t

Th^ wlntUMeld waa broken

Mid tbi» pilot w*» kiittckaA

out.

Th*» Inttroetnr, In tba rr»r

eoeJqrtt, took ov*r Um> ooti-

trola *Ad Uaded the

aafrty.

nue. Strutfnrd Minor phoned

and. Mn. Larry Thomas* uitm

addrwa; R^»rtln( back U Mr
Strtncfteld..

"It wm atttl th«r»- a law-

ht»r«rtnf ellpaotd ab>v<T In

lh« vicinity o( Indian Hltl

*ad Madeira. It wat a brtl-

llant wtiltA, alxHit SO ttrar*

than a, aUr After

tfare*

ct4 weat after If ..*

g went to his

own porch wiOi h« 10 x 50

glasses. In hn words—

italrs* in a Cetxna. Hr

back that h« didn't tev «ay* -

thinjr

TotUy Th« Poat phoned*

WriKht Field Dayton, and
x%ked uhat kind « Mrta tnri

seek cam* it waa. <}■

maUoa orflow,

bear anyUUnr

ob>*«U. bat w«

bitrrcvptnn dn

reuftn*

-Slow movmr yellov HlM",! muinvni courv (rom lh» pmi-1 «""«""»" whlcji cam.
urtrd mjtt»nl . . two miw ,,„„ Q,ri, had rep,rle<i ilrst ■ mow MaytM Olit OT«t«t

m.. Herbert!

Uter two )*u moved irt

and took '

Mr Clark phonM Mr Strtnt
field. Then he returned to

*-i porrh

NCTTES BY

STRINGFIELD

swing it- \ 1 illusion or sometiking chulag\-
Mr Stnnjfield phoned Lun- somethmjt" \

ken Atrport and told die traffic Me. StnnKf*etd then pointed —
controller, Mis>J£diih\Harmon our- *. p*Unt-tnilh "Jeta-dooT ^"
about thivtaucen. Shlf ruttoed-lhovr *" '
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SOUND: None.

MANEUVERS: None; straight flight.

MANNER OF DISAPPEARANCE: Flew out of vision.

TIME OF OBSERVATION: 1030 hours.

EQUIPMENT USED IN SIGHTING: None.

LOCATION OF OBJECTS: Latitude 33' - 51"; Longitude 8S1 - 33"

DIRECTION OF TRAVEL OF OBJECTS: Viewer observed objects traveling from

approximately 45 degree angle from perpendicular extended above view

er. Sun position to right and rear of viewer.

WEATHER: Bright, clear day; small wind.

AIR TRAFFIC: Cargo type aircraft taking off in a NW direction passed

under objects as they passed over Atlanta Municipal Air port." 200.

"Low, hovering objects over Sweden."

According to American newscaster Frank Edwards, Swedish military-authorit

ies had been inundated with reports from citizens living in countryside con

cerning unidentified glowing bodies maneuvering low over forest areas during

the week of May 10th. A few sightings made by military observers indicated

that aircraft were not responsible, so the General Staff in Stockholm order
ed the creation of special search detachments and had them sent to the north
ern part of the country where the strange manifestations were the most fre

quent. 201.

May 11th. Bethurum speaks to a 1,000 people. (See newsclipping)

May 12th. UFO over BLUE BOOK?

Dayton, Ohio, home to ATIC and project BLUE BOOK, was the location of a
UFO sighting on May 12th.

It seems a Mr. and Mrs. McDonald; a Mr. and Mrs. Wildenhaus; an Andrew
Coleman; and a High School teacher by the name of Miss Mildred Crage; all
noticed a red-colored object high in the sky at sundown that they.compared
to a "dinner plate on edge." The UFO was under surveillance for approxi
mately h of an hour, after which it tipped at an angle, changed shape, and
then sped away trailing flame. 202.

UFO fragment?

A vague report of "30ft long UFOs" passing over Shepparton, Victoria,
Australia, on May 12th became more than a minor matter when word was cir
culated that the civilian UFO group, the amalgamated Australian Flying
Saucer Club/Bureau, had come into possession of a piece of one of the
mysterious objects. The Australian group's spokesman, Edgar Jarrold,who
had worked closely with the eccentric American Al Bender .wrote his col
leagues in England that having a portion of the "strange material" had
generated the organization's:". ..worst flood of hysterial mail so far."
203. Jarrold promised that the, material would be submitted for analysis to
determine its composition, and that he would make known the results in about
three weeks, more or less. UFOlogist Gray Barker in the U.S. was one of
those people who waited impatiently for the test results, but much to his
disappointment no further word was heard about the so-called saucer frag
ment. Jarrold's creditability began a decline and eventually he faded from
the UFO scene much the same way as his buddy Al Bender. 204.
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j/ro/w Outer Space,..
By Hugh Hough

Lots of people clum to have teen flying

saucers. But they don't do much about it

except bora their fnendi with the tale. Very

different U Truman Belburum, who *ipok«

Monday night to more thin 1,000 uuc«r fans

and a few doubters at 32 W, Randolph.

He makes almost a* much money as lib*-

race Ulling about tht 11 limes be has actually

been aboard a flying saucer.

That's right, h« insists, aboard an honest-

to-outer-tpace saucer where he spoke to Its

craw of 32 little men from the planet Clarion

and their beautiful, black-haired lady captain*

Bathurum tells this—and much more—

with t straight face and a far-away look in

his eyes that indicates he believes It all

himself. * -

1 bavent seen a uucer now since Nov. 2,

1952," be says, adding hastily, "to talk to,

that is. Pve seen 'em b the sir since then."

And many in Bethurum's audience behoved
ntsv#vciy word. "

f For doubten, Bethunim -had a few wordi
of wiraing.

"On* miM ftnow coutructloa worker Is

Nevada, called me • liar," Beiburum laid In

a solemn voice. "Buy few days later he came

back with apologies, begging me to call them

off. ,

"He'd been buzzed by * flying saucer."

At that point ilethurum, 55, bald and hol

low-eyed, asked his audience not to "get nw

wrong."

"I'm not a superbelng." he said. Tm Just

a plain construction worker."

But he did not entirely remove the lingering

impression that with some previously arranged
signal he might call In from Clarion'* whole

swinn,. of saucers to effect a mast ground-

level conversion of doubters. , #

' Afterjhe talk there was a question period.

Yea. he had been alone when the saucers

-visited him in the Nevadsjlesert. .

No, he nad never been asked to ride-back

' to Clarion with the little men and their I9t-
geous leader. \

As the reporter 'dazedly left the lecture
'room, a small, .intense man was asking the

expert U "we might mail post cuds to Clarion

like we"do. to Europe?"
There may have been more, but the' last

.words-this doubter heard from Bethurum
vere these: • >

"Yej, it might be possible. One of the little
men might pick them up *

7 Tl
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UFOs over Washington D.C.

Three U.S. Air Force Air Policemen: A/1C Mason W. Augst, A/1C George F.
Wright, and A/1C Elmer A. Cruver; were standing guard next to a hanger at
Washington National Airport, Washington D.C. the morning of May 12th.

At 4:45 a.m. the forementioned airpolicemen observed a formation of two
UFOs fly over the Capital, and at 05:15 a.m. another sighting of two UFOs

was made by the military men. Finally, at 0610 a.m. two UFOs were seen mak
ing a third pass. BLUE BOOK records are not clear but it is assumed each
pass over the city was the same as to the object's appearance, course, and
maneuvers.

The records state that the UFOs were a glowing white color, seemingly
the "size of a street light about one foot in diameter.' 205. The two UFOs
would first appear just above the horizon to the northeast of Washington
D.C, approaching in a straight line, and when over the city they made a
90 degree turn, moving out of sight toward the south, slowly getting smaller
as they flew away. Each pass took approximately 45 seconds. 206.

"Huge 'Mother Ship' high over Washington?"

Just before noon on May 13, 1954 an experimental radar at Washington de
tected a huge target 15 miles high above the Capital. The giant was moving
in a rectangular pattern at a speed of approximately 200 mph. The thing,
what ever it was, was an estimated 250 feet in diameter.

The huge UFO slowly drifted out of range over a period of three hours
Newman Frank Edwards who lived and worked in Washington D.C. learned of

the fantastic radar from a personal friend who was an electronic expert
and was involved in the pick-up and tracking of the incredible target. 207.

Encounter over the Pacific.

A message in BLUE BOOK files reads:

"HO PACD, MATS, APO 953, c/o PM, IR-117-54

San Francisco, California.

"Source: Aircraft Commander - Captain D.B. Mautner, AO 662073

32nd A.T.S., McChord Air Force Base, Washington

"Scientific Intelligence:

1. At 13/0220 HST, Pearl Harbor Rescue received an unidentified
flying object report from a C-124, Aircraft #1030, Trip #528, enroute
from Hickam Air Force Base to Travis Air Force Base. Actual time de
parture from Hickam 13/0645Z, estimated time arrival Travis 13/1716Z.

2. Message received as follows^ 'At 13/1045Z, position 26 degrees
5'N-146 degrees 12'W object was sighted. Bright light moving left
parallel with aircraft. Aircraft lights were blinked at object. Re
ported object signaled back to aircraft. After 5 mintues object moved
away to NE at very rapid speed climbing at this time. Weather was 3/8
CU tops 6000, clear above.'

3. Duty Officer, Pearl Rescue, advised CINCPAC and CINCPAC passed
information to Hickam AFB. Hickam sent following wire to Travis AFB:
'Request Travis TOC notify Intelligence to debrief crew on Aircraft
#1030 on object sighted and submit appropriate report.'
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"Comment: As far as can be determined by the preparing officer, no other
friendly aircraft were m the area at the time of the sighting. It is

assumed that the Intelligence section at Travis Air Force Base will

submit full report to the proper authorities." 208.

May 13th. Swedish activity.

The American CIA reported:

"On the morning of May 13, 1954, three persons in three different

areas of Norrbotten Province, Sweden, observed a 'brilliant, silver

colored sphere with a tail.' It was reported from Hammerfest, Nor

way, that on the same day three bright objects passed over Kautoke-

ino (in northern Norway) at a geart speed. They flew in a V-format

ion and disappeared towards the southwest. A deputy constable who

had observed them with binoculars stated that they flew so high that

he could not ascertain their shape but that they were not ordinary-

aircraft. He added that they seemed to be red on one side and white

on the other and appeared to be rotating." 209.

May 13th. UFOs over northern Norway.

A Danish newspaper printed:

"Oslo, 14 May --Luftkommando Nord (Air Command North) has received a

number of reports that indicate that the flying objects observed over ,.

Finnmark Province, Norway, at 1210 hours on 13 May were not convent

ional aircraft or meteorological balloons. Sheriff Oskal of Kautoke-

ino, three of his deputies, and two clerks observed the three objects

through binqculars for 4-5 mintues. Oskal described them as flying in

formation at an altitude of about 2,000 meters, being triangular in

shape I V-formation'l reddish brown on the underside and shiny on the

upper, and moving with a rotary motion. They left no smoke. The

weather was clear and visibility perfect. 210.

May 14th. Silver "dinner plates" over England.

BLUE BOOK'S suggested explanation for next case is:"Description indic

ates balloon. Flight and maneuvers, as well as radar pickup within upper

air balloon capabilities." 211. The UFO buff, however, would probably find
"flying saucer" a better answer. The reader can judge for hijnself.

The sighting took place on May 14, 1954 at 3:40 in the afternoon near

Norfolk, England. The weather was clear. BLUE BOOK records state:

"SUMMARY:

Formation led by Captain Scott vectored to unidentified object

by G.C.I. Estimate object round, diameter approximately size of

dinner plate held at arm's length, altitude 50,000 to 60,000 ft.

Object made a 180 degree turn and disappeared. Rapidity of change

of direction at that altitude and apparent speed led observer to

consider the maneuver improbable for conventional aircraft.

"EVALUATION OF SOURCE:

Captain Scott is an experienced pilot and flight commander with

300 hours flying time of which over 1100 hours is jet time. Con-
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sider his observations ver reliable. Lt's Eckes and Clardy, both
wingmen, did not have the object in sight for more than 30 seconds
and made no concrete identification excepting the fact that there
was no resemblance to conventional aircraft.

"CONMENTS OF PREPARING OFFICER:

Interview of radar operator revealed nothing conclusive except

ing estimated airspeed of object (240 kts. Airspeed) and fact that

it was climbing out of radar scope above 50,000 ft. Other aircraft

in area at 35,000 to 40,000 ft were RAF Meteors and seven F-86's.

None were in visual range of observers at 1540Z. Observation source

considered reliable. No explanation of the possible cause of the
sighting." 212.

With Summer approaching UFO reports were showing up in Sweden, Finland,
England, and Germany, in keeping with the pattern of previous flap years.
But in North America there was no increase in Canadian reports that had
preceeded the big American flaps in earlier years even though Canadian pro
ject MAGNET officials urged citizens to be especially alert to possible
strange sky phenomena.

They changed their color to orange and flew away.

Some six miles west of Dallas, Texas, on May 14th,a flight of Marine Corps
jet fighters,with a Maj. Charles Scarborough in conmand, encountered a group
of glowing white objects.

Perhaps encountered is not quite correct since the UFOs were three miles
away, directly ahead and above. Contact was visual. There were 16 UFOs fly
ing in four groups of four.

., Major Scarborough also noticed what he identified as a conventional air
craft high above the UFOs, so high it was leaving a contrail. The Major
was able to raise the high-flying aircraft on radio and learned that the
plane generating the vapor stream was piloted by a Capt. Ray Jorgenson who
was cruising at 42,000 feet. The UFOs were at 32,000 feet'and thus be
tween Jorgenson and Scarborough so the two pilots attempted to close, on the
mysterious objects from two directions. The UFOs, however, responded to

the challenge by changing their color to orange and then speeding away to
the north. 213. „

Keyhoe reveals the Tabott sighting, orbiting satellites, Canadian alert.
(See newsclippings taken from Truman Bethurum's personal scrapbook. Note
that Bethurum also collected items on the nuclear arms race)

Ruppelt writes Keyhoe.

Edward Ruppelt wrote a short letter to Donald Keyhoe on May 15th that
refers to the Talbott sighting. Ruppelt mentions he sent Keyhoe a "tip"
about the incident but on his end things seemed to have "pooped out," what
ever that meant. Other than that, the ex-BLUE BOOK chief thanked Keyhoe
for his favorable comments on the recent True article, while noting that
among the "lunatic fringe" the response was anything but favorable. Ruppelt
shows his almost visceral dislike of the far-out UFO personalities by writ
ing such people "live under a rock."

The letter had a "P.S." to it. This little addition to the missive has
Ruppelt agreeing with Keyhoe's prediction that a big summer UFO flap was in
the works, that:"Things were stacking up exactly the way they did it 1952."
214.
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U.S. Explodes Fourth H-Bomb]
Ends Successful Pacific Tests
WASHINGTON CAP>—The

United States exploded iu

fourth—and perhaps its fifth—

hydrogen bomb of the year dur

ing the last few days, rt was re

ported Thursday night.

The Atomic Energy ''""'■

lion and the Department of De

fense jointly announced

ful completion of the .1954

series of "thermonuclear weap

ons'* tests in the Pacific

Then ~wu no mention of

bow many explosions then

were. Three blasts previously

have been reported—on March

1, March 26 ud April-6. And

it was understood then" has
been- at least one more blast

during the last week or so.'

Then were indications that,

while the fourth ex
" ~me yen tfent offal

Proving Ground, a fifth shot

could have been made at Eni-

wetok AtoU.

The joint announcement de

clared the tests wen successful

In (he development of ther

monuclear weapons. Forth e r,

It called these testi essential to

national security and said they

"contributed materially* to the

security of the United State

ud the whole free world.

The announcement came in a
Joint statement from lewis L.

Strauss, crmnnsn of the AEC,

ud Sec of Defense Wilson.

The statement said:

The 1954 series of thermo

nuclear teas u the Atomic

Energy Commission's Pacific
Proving Ground has been com
pleted.

"The rests 'wen .uecenful

in the development of thermo

nuclear weapons. They wen

fwntisl to our national inter

est and have contributed ma

terially to the security of the

United States 'ud" the free
world.

■ *Th» tests being concluded.

within a few days sea and air

traffic may be safely returned

within the "warning area* which

wa»-set op for safety purposes

for the time when the tests

wen taking place. Official

notice to airmen and manners

will be published.*

1-- CHICAGO. SUH-TIMISJaiDAV

ffe Dishes Up New

FlyingSautierYarn
WASHINGTON (AP)—Donald K KeyboeTwho wntes about

ich things, said the earth u being circled bygone or two artificial

ttelhtes. Air Force Sec Harold E. Talbott personaDy has 'seen

"large, silvery, disk-shaped object" in the sky, Keyboe said.

Talbott promptly denied Key-

w's statement,

have never seen flying

Talbott said Thursday jects." . )

US. government scientists at

iicer,

ghu

Keyhoe, a retired Marine

jorps major, wrote "Flying
aucers From Outer Space."
' In an interview with com
mentator Frank Edwards of
ilutual Broadcasting System,

e said three "very important

levelopments" concerning un-
denufied flying objects have

teen kept from the public.

These, be said, are (1) The

iruficial satellites he reported,

2) What he said Talbott saw,

pd (]) Notice from Canadian

jovemment scientists to all of-

icuL aky.-.nratohess..wuhin-lbe.
twi. weeks .*3o.'.be ~p~—L

r

Iy ilext ud to report immedi

ately toy unidentified icml ob»

White Sands. KM, Keyhoe

said, are making an. intensive

effort to locate and chart the

course of the- satellites in an

attempt to ''"trminf what they

are and when they came from.

He said Talbott and tho crew

of his plane sighted -a disk-

shaped object late m March

near Fresno, Calif.

"After watching the object

for several minutes, Sec Tal-
botf ordered his plane to swing

around and approach it," Key

hoe said. The object immedi

ately; accelerated..And. disap

peared at hixh spetxfcT. uitb

Clippings from Bethurum's personal scrapbook.
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More from Europe.

On May 15th the new UFO wave hit Germany. The German newspaper Der

Kurrier commented: *

"Ifystenous appearances in the sky over Berlin are at present engag

ing the attention of the Air Technical sections of the occupation

powers. For several weeks, unidentified objects have been seen fly

ing at great height over the four sector city on nearly all cloudless

nights. Their maneuvers and lightning changes of cpurse at tremendous
speed are so mysterious that experts think it impossible that these
flying celestial bodies are piloted by any human agency.

"A German expert has also voiced an opinion. Rudolf Hermes, one of

the few German flying saucer experts, who works in the Templehof air
traffic control and who was for ten years employed in the same cap

acity by the Lufthansa, said:'There is no doubt that these appearances

are identical with the flying obj ects known as flying saucers.'
"In his office on the airfield, Rudolf Hermes records all observa

tions made over Berlin. His file already holds about 300 eyewitness

reports. The observations were made by various witnesses in different

parts of the city at the same tune, so that an hallucination is scarce
ly likely.

"The story of the mysterious flying objects over Berlin began on May

15th this year. About 22:15 hrs that day, Kolfgang Kobski and Rudi
Fibich, two amateur astronomers, observed three round luminous bodies

flying at great height on a zig-zag course. They declared that what

they had seen could certainly not have been meteors, stars or an

hallucination. In the following weeks, responsible witnesses made
similar observations. All reports agree that the observers saw the

objects between 22 and 23 hrs - for three to ten minutes, and in all
cases three luminous discs were seen in formation, flying jerkily on

a zig-zag course.

"For some time English and American officers have been visiting all

Berliners claiming to have seen 'flying saucers,' taking statements

on their observations. The American authorities have drawn up a

questionnaire which is sent to all persons who think they have seen
unidentified Flying Objects.

"American technicians have also stated installing another radar ap

paratus on the airfield, as the present apparatus is fully occupied

with traffic in the air corridors." 215.

"The best brains in the country are working on the UFO problem."

Speaking at an Armed Forces Day dinner at Amarillo AFB, Amarillo, Texas,

May 15th; the Chief of Staff of the U.S. Air Force,' General Nathan Twining,
made a digression from his speech to say something about UFOs. As printed

by the newspapers, the story went:

"Gen. Nathan F. Twining the Air Force Chief of Staff, said today that

the Air Force has the best brains in the country working on the flying

saucer problem.

"Twining said that about 90 per cent of reports of flying saucers are

pure unagination. But the Air Force can't explain the other 10 per

cent.

'"We just don't know about that 10 per cent,' he said. 'If they are

from Mars and there is a people and a world that are far ahead of us,
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I don't think we have even to worry about it.' *

'"So far,' he said,' no facts have been uncovered to show that there

is anything to flying saucers. But,' he said,'some very reliable per

sons have reported flying objects that can't be identified.'

'"We are certainly working on the problem and are not discounting all

these reports,' he said." 216.

Keyhoe checks on Twining's talk.

The hint dropped by General Twining ignited Keyhoe's imagination. The

Air Force had insisted all along its UFO investigative effort was a small-

scale, but now Keyhoe's suspicions about a secret, large-scale effort,

which included civilian scientific consultants, appeared confirmed.

Keyhoe phoned the Air Force PIO at the Pentagon, A Capt. White, hoping

that some of what General Twining said could be amplified, but spokesman

White refused to comment and cautioned Keyhoe about "the reliability of

the press services." Twining's office, when contacted directly, likewise

had nothing to say. 217.

CRIFO gets a big boost.

Besides helping Keyhoe, newscaster Frank Edwards saw an opportunity to

assist a new civilian organization, Leonard Stringfield's CRIFO.

When the first issue of the CRIFO bulletin arrived in the mail, Edwards

went on the air that evening(May 18,1954) and urged his listeners to sub

scribe to the little Ohio publication. Since the MUTUAL radio program had
an audience of 10,000,000 one can guess the result. Stringfield later

wrote:"I ate mv dinner at the telephone and entertained guests while I

typed. Bookkeeping nearly replaced romance, and my only rest was in the

sanctum of the bathroom." 218.

Mobilizing his entire family and a few friends, Stringfield processed

his UFO mail that contained:

"Letters from enthusiats everywhere in the world, ranging from re

tired Generals, pilots, engineers, newspapermen, doctors, and lawyers,

businessmen, members of a nudist colony, a woman who had seen an 'uni

dentified man' —and one lost soul who, enclosing a dollar, left only

one return address, the moon." 219.

Even the newsmedia made inquiries. Radio stations and newspapers all

over the nation contacted CRIFO for the latest "saucer news."

After an initial surge of some 6,000 letters, public interest leveled

off at about 100 missives daily, of which Stringfield could find time to

reply to only 25. 220.

* Twining gave no reason why an advanced race of aliens would automatical

ly be nothing to "worry about." How could one just assume such beings

would not be inimical to mankind?
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Three UFOs in formation zoomed over Vienna, Austria, May ISth. Five
persons were witnesses. 221.

On May 17th, according to local citizens, in the sky above Joliet,
Illinois, a silvery object performed maneuvers. The city paper head
lined: "SAUCER PAYS A VISIT." 222.

On May 16th a "white sausage" was seen over Currumbin, Queensland,
Australia. It was viewed for three mintues before it disappeared. 223.

An uneasy experience for Donald Keyhoe.

Monday, May 17th, Keyhoe took a plane to New York to give a talk to a

church group. He felt uneasy descussing the UFO subject, but during the
talk he noticed no serious concern among the members of the audience about
theological issues that his assertions raised. There was, however, a quest
ion about those who claimed "contact with spacemen."

Keyhoe and contactees.

One can understand Keyhoe's disgust with the contactees because for a
long time he fought for a serious dialoge on the UFO subject and had met
with some success, but now he found himself sharing the stage with the likes
of Adamski. Angry, Keyhoe lashed out, denouncing "certain incredible stor
ies" as "delusions, hoaxes, or stupid practical jokes."

Later, in private, Keyhoe expressed his feelings to his friend John Du
Barry, an early(1949) UFO investigator for True magazine.

Both men were willing to accept the possibility of "contacts," but recent
claims of that sort they felt were no more than cheap fabrications. Du Barry
told Keyhoe that what really got his goat was that so many otherwise intell
igent people tended to believe wild yarns. Keyhoe knew that only too well.

Back in February when he addressed a banquet being held for the medical staff
of Waterbury Hospital, a psychiatrist gave his professional opinion on the
matter, saying that stories about kindly beings from wonderful worlds that

led perfect lives was a highly appealing concept that offered an escape from
the reality of taxes, hard work, illness, the Russians, the H-Bomb, etc. 224.

"Affa" urges Mrs. Swan to contact authorities.

In New England the woman named Frances Swan continued to claim messages

from an entity called "Affa." "Transmissions" were being received by Mrs.
Swan during the first part of May, and by this time "associates" of "Affa"

were also now brothering the woman. Beings that were suppose to represent

the ."Univeral .Association of Planets," with names like "Alomar of Mercury,"
"Ankar of Centuras," and "Ponnar of Pluto," were bugging Mrs. Swan around the
clock, announcing their presence by causing a painful ringing in the woman's
ear. The female contactee complained the entities knew her thoughts and
feelings, and struggled to gain control of her mind.*

Speaking through automatic handwriting, on May 18th "Affa" ur^ed Mrs.
Swan to write the authorities, informing them he and the others aliens from

There is a possibility this experience was a classic example of demonic
activity as described in religious literature.
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the Planetary association were friendly and wanted to make official contact.

The "being from Uranus" suggested the U.S. Navy would be a good intermediary

since that service had short range radio sets which could tune into the fre

quency used by "Affa" and his pals.

Up to this point, the so-called "contact with entities" was just the pro

blem of an obscure housewife living in rural Maine, possibly the work of the

Devil, a hoax, or just an example of a mental disorder. What made this case

history of a contactee memorable was the fact that a Mrs. Helen Knowles lived

next door to Mrs. Sawn. Mrs. Knowles was married to Rear Admiral H.B. Know

les, USN (Ret.) Aware of Admiral Knowles.Mrs. Swan found herself asking her

neighbors for help. The Knowles were skeptical of course when Mrs. Swan de

tailed her contact with extraterrestrials, but were intriqued when they were

told "Affa" would "appear in person" on May 26! 225.

May 19th. Bay St. Louis, Mississippi.

A fisherman spotted three reddish-yellow objects in the sky on the 19th.

Two of the objects appeared to be 6-8 feet apart and the third object ap

peared to be 16-20 feet from the first two. The man's story as it is re

corded in BLUE BOOK files follows:

"Mr. (...deleted) stated that at approximately 2030 hours 19 May 1954,

he went out to the pier to check the water and sky and noticed two ob

jects reflected in the water; that the two objects appeared to be sim
ilar to a light from the objects shining down on the water; that he
followed these rays up from the water until he saw the objects in the
sky; that he then noticed a third object in the sky which was consider
able distance away from the other two; that he observed these objects
for approximately fortyfive mintues; that he would estimate the ob
jects were approximately 30 degrees above the horizon and were in a

northeasterly direction from the point of observation; that the three
objects moved in an up and down and side to side pattern but did not
seem to have any regular pattern nor did the objects move in unison;
that the objects seemed to fade away in a northeast direction as if

they were going away from the observer until they finally disappeared;
that he could not estimate the altitude or distance of the objects ex
cept they appeared to be a great distance from him. Mr. (...deleted)
stated that the sky was clear and visibility was unrestricted." 226.

"Huge circular flying machine."

Hampshire/Somerset, England.

A Miss Doreen Heffer lived in the village of Shobley which is near Ring-

wood. The view from her home looks out over a forest. About 11:00 p.m. on

May 19th Miss Heffer was awaken from a sound sleep by a bright orange light

lit up~her bedroom, the glare so intense she compared it to setting sun.

Peering out the window, Miss Heffer saw a huge, brilliant, orange ball drop-
ing down out of the sky. The "ball" stopped when it reached the treetops

and then moved away, a low-flying, flame-colored object that seemed to be

following the Southampton to Bruton, Somerset road. 227.

Three hours later, 2 a.m* May 20th, a Nigel Frapple, of Bruton,Somerset,

was cycling home in the darkness when he was attracted to a terrific orange

colored light about 20 feet in the air and some 90 feet from the road. The

light was coming from an object Frapple estimated was 50 feet in diameter.
Dismounting his bike, Frapple approached the object and hid in a hedgerow so
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he could spy on the strange machine. The thing was some sort of domed craft

topped by a revolving light. A smaller light was seen underneath the base

of the dome.

After five mintues the object zoomed away, making only a slight swishing

sound as it passed out of sight. 228. 229.
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Drawing by Nigel Frapjla showing the object
he described to 3.F.S.3. Investigators.

Bethurum wows them in Detroit. (See newsclipping)

Daybreak on May 24th. Eastern Taranaki, New Zealand. (See newsclipping)

May 26th. Would "Affa" appear?

Skeptical but willing to humor their neighbor Mrs. Swam, Admiral Khowles

and his wife went next door on May 26th to witness the predicted materiali

zation of the "space being Affa" at 1:12 p.m. The Admiral took along his
notebook.

At 1:12 p.m. nothing happened and Mrs. Swan became indignant,but at 1:25

the woman began to receive a message through automatic writing. "Affa"

refused to take on material form but was quite willing to answer any quest
ions Admiral Khowles wanted to ask. The Admiral played along, asking how

far out the satellite base was orbiting, the kind of landing field saucers

needed, and what if any landing quarantees were required.

The Admiral received answers (which were impossible to confirm immediate

ly) but was more impressed by how the information was being transmitted.
The Admiral scribbled:"The answers came through without hesitation, any ap
parent premeditation or confusion, on her part. - She wrote swiftly and

smoothly in a peculiar hand." 230. Besides that, "Affa" informed the Ad

miral Navy Intelligence could contact space visitors easily by using Radio

Band QM-306 and sending out the message:"M4 M4 A F f A." With exact in-

tructions like that, what did the Admiral have to lose compared with what

he might gain with so little effort? The retired officer thought it worth

a try. At this point our story becomes more than a kind of joke.

May 27th. Admiral Khowles contacts the Pentagon.

The next day Admiral Knowles hurriedly penned a letter to Rear Admiral

C.F. Espe, Chief of Naval Intelligence in Washington D.C. In the letter

Admiral Knowles protrayed Mrs. Swan in a favorable light:"average education,
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perhaps better than average intelligence, and deeply religious." At the

same tine, the Admiral .wrote that:"...he did not believe that she has the

knowledge or ability to manufacture...the fantastic story." 231. And then

the Admiral added what had impressed him the most:"She has the appearance of

one being impelled into doing something over which she has little control."
232.

After that introduction, Khowles recommended Navy Intelligence attempt

radio contact with the aliens utilizing the band and code designated by
"Affa." 233.

Would Admiral Espe buy all this? Well, its very doubtful if the "Affa"

story would be favorably received at Naval Intelligence if Espe could have

learned about the messages transmitted on May 28th. Among other things,

"Affa" communicated to Mrs. Swan that the terrain of the planet Uranus was

"exactly like the Earth," that the inhabitants and animals thereof were sim

ilar, and even the government system and how people dressed were similar,

adding:"Yes, we even have roadside eating places." 234.

Anyone who had taken astronomy 101 would know Uranus is a huge ball of

methane gas with a temperature hundreds of degrees below zero.

May 27th. UFOs over Rogersville, Tennessee.

BLUE BOOK records state:

"On 28 May 1954, fir(.. .deleted)Personnel and Administration Section,

Division of Reservoir Properties, Tennessee Valley Authority, reported

by telephone that three TVA employees at the construction site of the

John Sevier Steam Plant, Rogersville, Tennessee, had observed unident-
, ified flying objects at approximately 0900 hours, 27 May 1954." 235.

The weather was clear, dry, and with no cloud cover. The principle wit
ness reported:

"(...deleted) said that he was standing in a 37-foot excavation and
was preparing to signal a crane operator to lift an unusually heavy

load of structural steel. He made a visual inspection to determine
if the load was aligned with the tip of the 220 foot boom of the

crane, and at this time, observed a bright, luminous object about the

size of a baseball. He said his angle of view was about 15 degrees
to the west, and he estimated the altitude of the object as over
20,000 feet(...deleted)called to(...deleted) and all three observed

the object for about one mintue. (...deleted) described the object

as pure white, about the size of a full moon; (.. .deleted) described

it as aluminum-colored, about the size of a basketball. The object
apparently remained motionless until another object of similar des

cription passed very rapidly from north to south, through the obser

ver's line of sight, at approximately the same altitude, (...deleted)

did not see the second object. When this occurred, the first object
moved at high speed to the west without any apparent acceleration.

Both objects then faded from sight within three or four seconds." 236.

Subversives?

At least one member of the audience was not very thrilled when George
Adamski came to Detroit to enlighten the citizens of Motor City and
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ended up talking about more than his supposed contact with a spaceman.

An unnamed woman (Her name was deleted from official declassified FBI files)

attended an Adamski lecture on May 27th and became alarmed when she heard

the visiting Californian say Americans should work to reduce nuclear wea

pons because the H-Bomb could blow up the world. It seems the space bro

thers were afraid mankind had started something that could get out of hand.

The woman felt that the Laura Marxer crowd, which had sponsored Adamski,

might be a subversive organization so she immediately informed the FBI. In

her letter to the Bureau, the woman wrote that a small select group, to be

called "The Flying Saucer Review Group," was in the works. The group was

to be led by a Mr. Henry Maday who used the pen name Jared Lyon. 237.

May 29th. Willcox, Arizona.

The Air explained the next case as:"Reflections from almost anything --

could be a/c, balloon, ice crystals, etc." 238.

The witnesses' report is reproduced here as it was found in BLUE BOOK

files. (See report)
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The Air Force interpeted the following report as a "possible meteor."

A teletype report from March AFB, California, told of an encounter near Las

Vegas, Nevada, on May 30th:

"UFOB AF43-49273 C47 REPORTED SIGHTING ONE AIRBORNE OBJECT AT 30

2340Z OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIPTION CYLINDRICAL ABOUT THE SIZE OF A

B36 WITHOUT WINGS OR TAIL SURFACE GRAY IN COLOR. OBJECT AS REPORT

ED BY PILOT TRAVELED AT PHENOMENAL SPEED AT APPROXIMATELY 8000 FT

TO 10000FT. SURVEYED OBJECT FOR ABOUT TEN SECONDS BEFORE DISAPPEAR

ING ON A HEADING OF APPROXIMATELY SIXTY FIVE DEGREES TYPE OF AIR

CRAFT SIGHTING OBJECT C47 AF43-4973 AT AN ALTITUDE OF TEN THOUSAND

FEET ON A HEADING OF TWO HUNDRED FORTY FIVE DEGREES. LOCATION OF

OBJECT 340 35N PILOT OF AIRCRAFT GIANNINI J.L. MAJOR POPE AFB N.

CAROLINA. WEATHER AT TIME OF OBSERVATION CLEAR SKIES WITH THIRTY

MILES VISIBILITY." 239.

May 31st.

East Malvern, Victoria, Australia, had two "visits" the end of May; one

on the 30th and another on the 31st. Apparently the same object was seen

on both occasions, but it was only the May 31st incident that we have data

on. It seems that about 8 p.m. in the evening a "white football-like" ob

ject swooped out of the sky spewing a yellowish gaseous trail. The thing

then displayed various velocities, from a floating, bearly moving motion;

to high speed. The thing backed up, flatten its shape, vanished and then

reappeared. Finally, the object shot skyward straight up out of sight.

That same night three other reports of strange objects in the heavens

came in from other locations in the Victoria region. A dull-glowing UFO

was seen at one place, and at another site a strange object was seen that

suddenly disappeared, "like switching off a light." The third report con

cerned a star-like point was seen hovering in the sky and then suddenly

making a miles long lateral move. 240.

"Bounces off the design board."

The saucer-like craft of CM. Frost and the Canadian Roe Company's Pro

ject "Y" was given a spread in Life magazine on May 31st. The essay main

tained that the U.S. Air Force was taking the invention seriously and was
ready to "invest heavily" in a prototype. 241.

The article in Life said:"Even while the U.S. prepared for the saucer

age, the Air Force received pictures of flying saucers, presumably Soviet,

flying over Scandinavia." 242.

Time magazine followed Life's lead:"The USAF's willingness to spend

money on saucer-plane experiments results from a growing belief that the

Soviet Air Force may be ahead of the U.S. in this field." 243.

UFOs in the Far East.

A news release by the U.S. Fifth Air Force confirmed that "flying sau

cers" had been seen and pursued by American jets over South Korea. 244.

Korat, Thailand.

Three student Royal Thai Air Force pilots took off from Korat airbase

in T6 aircraft one night in May 1954. Their instuctor, Captain Uthai

Lunyatj ata, followed in a fourth plane The students were to engage in
night flying training and conditions seemed ideal. The night was moon
less and cloudless. It was about midnight.
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After leveling off at 3,000 feet,the flight of four planes joined up

and headed east. Not long afterward, Captain Lunyatjata spotted an orange
fireball about 1,500 feet away and approaching fast, but since the odd ob

ject was a little above his altitude,there was no chance Capt. Lunyatjata

was in danger. Within moments the fireball passed over the T6s and Capt.

Lunyatjata got a good look at the object, which he estimated was six feet

in diameter and moving at a speed of about 900 mph. Perplexed at the un

expected "air traffic," Capt. Lunyatjata radioed Korat tower and requested

information. He was told nothing else was schelduled to be in the area.

Capt. Lunyatjata put his T6 in a 180 degree turn so he could pursue

the orange ball. As he took out after the UFO. the flight instructor

noted a small blue fireball on the right side of the big orange one, ap

parently attached. To the instuctor's surprise, the UFO turned rapidly

and ended up 600 feet behind him1 Once behind Capt. Lunyatjata, the UFO

slowed to natch the speed of the T6. Now at close range, the UFO could

be seen better. Capt. Lunyatjata said he was:

"...able to see that the center of the orange fireball was quite

dark, as though nothing were there, whereas the blue-colored light

appeared to be round the rim of whatever was in the center. The

glow was too bright to determine any shape or substance. After
20 seconds it increased its speed and flew ahead and made a right-

hand climbing turn. I followed with full throttle and gave chase

up to 5,000 feet but could not get near it. I had to turn back be

cause I had no oxygen mask. The object continued to climb and it

appeared to gain speed until it became invisible to the eye." 245.

Mars.

Suspicions about the planet Mars remained strong. In Europe French UFO

experts Aime Michel and Jimmy Guieu were both taken by the apparent cor

relation between the orbital position of the red world and the outbreaks of

UFO flaps on Earth. Guieu had recently published the first French UFO book,

Les Soucoupes Volantes Viennent Dun Autre Monde (Later translated into Eng
lish) but it was Michel who got credit for the Mars theory. The theory was

based on sparse data but Michel felt confident enough in the Spring of 1954

to predict a new big wave of UFO reports would erupt sometime in September

1954. The weekly Paris-Match printed the prediction for the record. Months

later even Michel was astonished when the Mars theory seemed "brilliantly

confirmed." 246.
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